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The use of video recording
neither recent or unique. Variously

employed
this

non-indigenous models of communication.

known

Miltz

in educational activities in African countries is

over the past two decades, the uses of

training technique

J.

in teacher training

and extension work

technology have been guided primarily by
This

is

particularly evident in the teacher

as micro-teaching.

After a critical review of educational technology literature covering
foundational theories and field experiences, two case examples are presented which

describe

the

first

the historical use of video in Malawi’s Chancellor College and secondly,

combined use of video production with "Theatre

Extension project.

The

build arguments which

for

Development"

in a Forestry

analysis of these experiences, based in critical social theory,

show

that conventional uses of video in education act as a

vii

vehicle for dominant, exogenous forms of cultural reproduction through
the formal

education system.

The

failure to fully

introduction,

influence as

may be
it is

as

employ and embrace

much a

the technology, years after

its

result of passive cultural resistance to external

a lack of technical training, infrastructural support, or effects of

inadequate staff development, reasons which are most often cited.
In ethnographic terms, the institutional case example of video in teacher
training describes the general construct of

communicaLive behaviors

traditionally

employed with video technology, characterized predominately by highly
institutionalized

and non-indigenous patterns.

The ethnography of

the village based

production of a video drama represents a selected discrepant case construct which
challenges the defined patterns historically since emerging models of participatory

extension communication are recent interventions in Malawi.

As documentation of

a field technique, the study also describes a unique

combination of popular theater and video production used

communication.

extension

This description should prove worthwhile to practitioners, extension

workers and educators interested
in

in

development, especially where

in the use

its

of video

in

communication and education

use contributes to the facilitation of authentic

cultural expression and the production of indigenous forms of

viii

knowledge and

culture.

PREFACE

Since the completion of the field experiences

many changes

in the political

landscape of Malawi.

in

May

The

of 1991, there have been

analysis of these experiences

and of the interaction between legal and

political policy

technology were

of a Malawian political system dominated by

the

all

based

in the context

Malawi Congress Party with Kamuzu Banda firmly

and the use of video

at its

helm.

beginning with the arrest of trade unionist Chafukwa Chihana
following the circulation of a Pastoral

letter

in

Malawi and

from the Catholic bishops

movement gained momentum and

multi-party democratic reform

In 1992,

in

Malawi, a

eventually saw the

resignation of the "president for life" and installation of newly elected leaders.

changes

to the existing

Many

laws and policies of the Banda regime are currently under

way.

Many

of the cultural characteristics of the country described in

remain deeply rooted.
change,

it

While

political

does not necessarily cause

change often precedes cultural and

it.

While these new laws

will

an impact on popular use of video technology, the reformation of
practices poses a greater challenge.

technology use

in

a political system

social evolution taking place in

this dissertation

social

undoubtedly have

institutional

The following study

suggests a review of

now

present in the cultural and

defunct but

still

Malawian educational systems.
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GLOSSARY

There are a number of terms which can have varied meanings depending on the
context of their use. In the dissertation a number of the most frequently used terms
are listed below with the definitions which are used in the study.

Video

(in relation to "television") - refers throughout the study to all
combinations of recordable sound and images using video cameras and
recording machines, particularly to portable camera and recorder combinations
such as "camcorders" and other variations of small-scale format video

recording.

Participant-construct

-

in

ethnographic methods a term used to describe the

focus of interview responses aimed

The

the participant’s reality.

at

revealing the constructed meanings of

participant construct describes the shared

assumptions or beliefs among a given group

phenomena (Goetz and Lecompte,
Discrepant construct

-

A

in relation to the studied

1984).

shared system of meanings or beliefs which

challenge an already defined or assumed construct within a given group.
like a ‘null hypothesis’ to challenge or further define

group constructs

Used

in

ethnographic studies.

Knowledge

-

(authentic

and

synthetic)

others, discuss authentic forms of
relational counterparts.

When

Both Freire and Apple, among many

knowledge and culture and

their ‘synthetic’

seen as a commodity, knowledge can be

controlled and ‘given’ through education and extension processes.
it

may

In this case

therefore be synthetic and a reflection of what oppressive forces in a

society wish the remainder ‘to know’.

Authentic knowledge emerges from

interaction and communication, or dialogue (Freire, 1969), in a critically
aware state. Authentic culture likewise emanates from critically aware cultural

expression.

-(production)
in

What

is

‘known’, particularly

formal education rather than produced.

process of individuals arriving

at

in its textual

form,

is

Knowledge production

shared meanings about the

often given

is

the

reality they

encounter, particularly regarding social reality.

-(indigenous and exogenous) Knowledge can be further defined as to the
in
origins of facts and information central to understanding various processes
communication. Exogenous knowledge may be used in the implementation of

development programs. Such programs may or may not use the indigenous
knowledge which represent the host or target communities’ way of seeing and

xviii

knowing themselves.

Knowledge

in this

sense refers to the shared meanings of

a given group of people.

Development

Perhaps the most contentious term used, relates here to those
activities involving internal cooperation and external assistance in the process
of economic and social progression in mostly agricultural countries of the
-

"Third World", especially those in Africa. As defined in the dissertation,
"developed" will not necessarily equate with the industrial, economic or social
characteristics of western nations such as Britain, the United States, France or

Germany. Theories of development
literature

review and will arrive

case study.

Development

at

will

be discussed

in that section

of the

a general context for the analysis of the

also refers to those organizations which concern

themselves with promoting the growth and organization of infrastructures and
systems within specified target sectors of a nation.

xix

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

In

many

projects aimed at promoting educational development in Third

World

countries, technology has been viewed simultaneously as a help and a hindrance.

Since few developing nations are actual producers of electronic or mechanical
technologies used in educational programs, the

initial costs

of the technology and

recurrent costs of consumable materials as well as the lack of required technical skills

needed for operation and maintenance are often posited as the main stumbling blocks
to a successful,

wide-spread adoption of technological solutions to educational

development problems.

These may not be the only reasons

adoption or utilization of technology and media inputs.
culturally universal qualities or

their transference?

over the years

To

to see

try

how

is

Do

for the

poor record of

these technologies have

there a "culture of technology" that interferes with

and answer

this

this relationship

question

we must

start

by looking back

between technology, development,

education and culture have evolved.

1

2

Big Media, Little Media, and Somewhere

In the ensuing years since

computers.

made

Little

Media

possible the portability (ultra

accessibility (lower costs) of such

Schramm

Between

Wilbur Schramm published Big Media,

(1974), technical advances in electronics have

compact design) and

in

medium

as video and

defined television as a "big" media, reflecting a substantial

level of complexity and cost associated with the technology of that time, while

defining radio as a

like print,

"little"

media along with non-broadcast communications devices

photography and film, and other audio-visual devices.

media offered communicators and educators an accessible

Schramm’s

tool for facilitating

communication, including the localized production of media messages.
the other hand,

was synonymous with centralized production and an

guarded locus of control.
a mixed reality

in

Somewhere

in

little

Television, on

institutionally

between these two prototypical examples

development communication where

institutions,

lies

which are

themselves somewhat de-centralized, employ technologies which are not quite "low-

cost" but

which are also certainly not on the same scale of national

broadcast transmission systems.

It is in this

television

in-between area where video technology

has emerged as an accessible, affordable, and indeed powerful communications
device.

The development of

the technologies themselves have

assessment of communications technology

in general, especially in light

emergence of "information technologies," a
field

of educational technology.

prompted a

re-

of the

particularly relevant development in the

Hanson and Narula have

in fact re-defined the

big

3

media

little

media

binary equation for development planners in describing the

communication technologies available

The

discussion of these

new

to

new

Third World developing countries (1990).

technologies, (a discussion dominated in education by the

term multi-media), indicate the merging of previously discrete forms of data such as
video, audio, text and graphic images, mediated by computers into telematics (the big

media).

Interestingly enough, this convergence of electronic information

is

also

precipitated by the use of "personal" electronic devices which gives rise to the term

ethnotronic (a

in the

little

media).

Applications of these

new

definitions,

however, proceed

Third World amongst traditional forms of education bureaucracies and

curriculum.

These

indigenous.

They

traditions, as is

proposed

in this dissertation, are not authentically

reflect the historical influence of external (Western)

models of

education and communication and have limited the process of adaptation.

Because of a lineage which descends directly from larger national broadcast
systems, video has often been employed from a top-down perspective

where decisions ranging from design

to

in

implementation to evaluation of

are left to outside agencies or centralized bureaucracies.

More

education

its

application

recent experiences

with video in smaller, grass-roots development projects pose a series of questions and
contradictions regarding communication approaches and theory and their application

to the use of video in educational

development.

Proponents of technology based or supported programs and

methods have often argued
education

is

their related

that the efficiency of delivering a higher quality of

enhanced with the use of audio visual aids and

that this criteria

outweighs

4
purely economic considerations

(UNESCO,

Much

1977; 1980; 1982).

of the research

related to the use of various technologies in education systems throughout the world

focus on the effects which the technology

may have on such

achievement, often measured by standard testing scores.

factors as academic

Such research often

compares one technology with another, or compares the use of
print

media

(texts)

or purely face-to-face methods in the effective delivery of various

subject matter content as

it

relates to test scores

Lockheed, Middleton and Nettleton,
technology

in

the technology with

in a

(Meierhenry, 1983).
twenty year review of educational

developing countries published by the World Bank, identified two

prevailing conclusions in reviewing reports from the field.

One,

that various

technologies have been effectively utilized and have contributed to increased learning

and exchange of information

in a variety

of settings and two, that despite these

continued findings the adoption of technological supports have not been wide-spread

and their use not sustained as was the hope of educational planners, beginning over

two decades ago and continuing through

two of the key elements which often
technology use

in

the present (1991, p. 2).

They

also identify

surface, in various permutations, in discussion of

developing countries, appropriateness and sustainability.

The

available evidence so far suggests that examination of practical variables such as cost,

complexity and delivery, are not enough
these technologies or to explain

use.

some of

to yield

a

more in-depth

the recurrent

phenomena

analysis of the use

associated with

its

Given certain known characteristics of video use surveyed
context, an introductory hypothesis can be stated:

in the selected

The expected and "allowed"

techniques for using video technology, based on foreign (exogenous) models of

knowledge, and communication, influence perceptions towards

culture,

intended

new

users, thereby influencing

its

uses,

and communicative elements.

how

is this

use

effective utilization and adoption.

methods and techniques of using the technology are bundled with
cultural

its

among
The

certain pre-defined

occurs through non-conventional

If adaptation

process related to the authenticity of knowledge creation and cultural

expression?

The

Cultural Context

Both the material products (the technological software and hardware) and the

communicative processes used

in

creating audio and visual media software used in

education in Third World settings generally ignore
the possible importance of

-

-

or at least they do not factor in

the multiplicity of indigenous forms of communicative

expression and culture found in the host cultures where the technology

This

is

especially true in the context of formal education

media production takes

place.

Examples of

where most of

consumer

applied.

this

type of

cultural discrepancy can be found in texts

and manuals on media software production, written for user audiences
industrialized

is

in

nations, donated by library organizations as overseas aid, and

6

used in African education systems for lack of any other, locally developed text
material (Altbach, 1987).

Training programs aimed

at transferring technical skills

needed

of educational materials often overlay expectations and assumptions
cultures in industrialized nations.

As encountered

from the 1950’s and 1960’s for example
equipment for educational purposes
equipment

in military training,

is

-

the ‘right’

and

is

numerous

way

production

common

training

to

manuals

-

to use audio visual

largely based on experiences with this

primary and secondary school classrooms

America or Europe, or corporate presentations

The development of such

in

in

in these

in

North

same countries (Cuban, 1986).

systematic uses of audiovisual learning aids coincides with

directly related to the advent of "learning systems", driven primarily

cognitive learning theories represented in the

by

work of educational psychologists such

as Gagne, Thorndike and Skinner.

The methods derived from

these theories are in turn intentionally transferred to

developing nations along with the technology

degree training programs and

in field

itself,

mediated through workshops,

experiences often designed and executed by

expatriate staff and consultants from industrialized, donor nations.

result of this predominately

one-way

transfer of technology

As one

possible

and knowledge, methods

of employing audio and visual technology which are specifically derived from and
tuned to the nuances of local culture have yet to replace such foreign models in most

Third World educational contexts.

7

Much

as earlier methods for using educational technologies were based on

cognitive theory, contemporary methods of using technologies in education are

beginning to reflect changing characteristics of

how

education

is

perceived.

The

influence of critical appraisals of education, especially in relation to national

development

in post-colonial countries

Oppressed (1970), Education for
Deschooling Society (1970),

much of

this influence is

is

such as Freire’s critique

in

Pedagogy of the

Critical Consciousness (1973), and Ivan Illich’s

finding

its

way

into formal education programs.

While

confined to greater "participatory" interaction between

educators, communicators, and target communities

(FAO,

1991), there have been

attempts to integrate in recent years nonformal, participatory approaches with
educational activities involving out-of-school and non traditional curriculum, designed

to foster basic living skills relevant to the real experiences

Such approaches have used video technology

national populations.

processes of

community

New,

and cultures of diverse

empowerment and

to assist in

building of self-confidence directed at political

action and indigenous cultural expression (Cuthbert, 1989; Stuart, 1989).

or alternate, educational theories

may inform

the use of available technologies,

thereby opening up greater potential for the communication of indigenous forms of

knowledge and culture within formal education

The methods and

theories of participatory

odds with the dominant theories which
of formal education

in

structures as well.

still

communication and media are

at

prevail in the curriculum and organization

developing countries.

As

these two approaches converge,

educational
driven by external aid and development programs which largely support

8

infrastructure, the resulting contradictions surface as

new programs and curriculum

are required to satisfy societal pressures, both from within the immediate culture of
the nation and from external sources.

conflict within these institutions and

These contradictions are bound

among key proponents of

agendas, often based on divergent theoretical background.
conflicts are

in the use

more

cultural than they are

of video, described

to result in

differing curriculum

The

nature of these

economic and analysis of these developments

in this dissertation, is

grounded

in a cultural

and

sociological framework.

The

Issue of Culture in Educational

Technology

This dissertation addresses, among other central issues, a question

by George Spindler

in the seminal

first

asked

work,

Education and Culture

"American [Western] educational methods are now being exported to
other nations. To what extent is this possible and desirable?" (1963, p.
52)

A

general understanding of the relationship between culture and communication

should reveal that such basic assumptions about the use of communications devices,

designed and produced

challenged

if

in

one form of society and imported

to another,

should be

any further understanding about a technology’s effectiveness or

adaptability in these contexts are to evolve.

Thomas and Kobayashi (1987) touched

9

on a few of the many ways

in

which

cultural elements of a society can interact with

the introduction of educational technologies:

"The cultural mismatches that can result during such transfers include a
wide range of incompatibilities - problems of physical infrastructures,
of climatic conditions, of training
religious belief, of

work

facilities,

of language use, of

habits, of sex-role traditions,

variety of cultural factors help determine

how

and more.

educational innovation will be assimilated by a society."

While Thomas may focus on

.

.

a

successfully a given
(p.

16)

the cultural aspects of the populations receiving

these innovations, of no less importance are the implicit cultural characteristics of the

technology

itself;

Characteristics which reflect the expectations and needs of the

general culture in which

it

was

Since no technology

is

originally developed.

created in a cultural

particular technologies evolve to

Kobayashi has hypothesized

fill

needs

in a

vacuum,

it

can be assumed that

given general cultural context.

that educational technologies carry "certain educational

values" that vary with the specific technology used (1987, p. 259).

educational values are also cultural

Video

is

a point that must not be missed.

one particular technology which has evolved from a lineage which

includes the earliest forms of

audio recording.

is

That these

The

still

and motion picture photography, and more recently,

evolution of this technology including

its

use,

and

its ties

with

the cultures of Europe and North America in particular, must be considered along-

side attempts

made

to introduce the technology into cultural spheres as diverse

distant as those found in Africa.

and
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Tiene and Futagami have also identified cultural issues as factors which affect
the utilization of educational

media although they

typically

frame cultural issues as a

matter of appropriate content choice for compatibility rather than examining culture as

a product of communicative expression (1987,

becomes an

p. 3).

Compatibility, in this sense,

issue of persuasion involving externally produced

local cultural production;

The goal being

to

make

media as opposed

to

the existing curriculum content

"culturally relevant" rather than promoting the creation of cultural material in the

process of education reform and curriculum revision.

vary in the complexity of

how

owing

-

to recent

exist at a fairly

advances

remote

materials and software are produced, video

one technology

(distant

While educational technologies

in

from centralized

its first

in

institutions)

and isolated

may

level.

Such

hold potential for

Development Education

use as a communications tool in the late 1960’s, portable video

has been employed in a variety of circumstances

activities in

-

cultural obstacles to sustained use of certain technologies.

Video

Since

now

which the production processes can

de-centralization of educational materials production processes

overcoming the

is

developing countries.

Owing

to

its

common

to national

development

traditionally high cost

and relative

has
degree of sophistication, non-broadcast television (or video) technology

predominately been found

most notably educational

in

government controlled agencies

institutions.

Among

in

developing countries,

these in particular are teacher training

11

and agricultural extension materials production
recipients of multi-lateral aid.

facilities,

both of which are often

Historically, activities involving the use of video

recording in formal education have been limited primarily to
in

one teacher training technique known

1975).

While Perlberg points out

teaching, the technology

methods and

is

is

its

use as a feedback tool

as "micro-teaching" (Allen, 1969; Perlberg,

that video is not a required

element of micro-

often linked to the introduction of such teacher training

indeed seen as a defining element of micro-teaching by African

educators.

Other uses are also characterized by

communications

in the agriculture

activities

and health

propaganda and police crowd surveillance.
International

Development Association of

fields,

such as extension

or in official documentation, state

In the case of teacher training, the

the

World Bank (IDA),

other multi- and bi-lateral agencies have promoted

its

UNESCO,

use in several projects.

Recently the falling cost of the technology, as well as the ascending quality

and sound recording, have moved

to a point

and

in

image

where increasing numbers of

governmental and non-government organizations (NGOs) are acquiring video
camera/recorders (camcorders) and other hardware for a variety of uses.
general population, video has also

into very

become a form of popular entertainment, reaching

remote villages and regions

suggests that this trend

Video used
television.

in

is likely to

In the

in

many

countries.

The

available evidence

continue (Alvarado, 1988).

development education has been differentiated from educational

Educational

TV

is

linked to a centralized production process and

is
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intended for mass distribution through broadcast transmission.

now

well

known and documented

1970s which sought
broadcast

TV,

to

Owing

failings, early projects in the late

to a

number of

1960s and early

expand and improve the delivery of education through

especially in Africa, left educators and administrators

further use and potential of this

medium (Anzelone,

in

Lockheed,

wary of

et al.

the

1991; Gunter,

1975).

The more
systems

in

recent forms of video technology being introduced into education

Africa are following similar entry patterns to their electronic mass media

(radio and television) and other audiovisual predecessors.

Video camcorders are now

included in development projects as training aids or educational support items,

grouped more commonly with computers, overhead transparency and
35

mm

it

Rationale for the inclusion of video equipment as

cameras, and photocopiers.

support in project proposals

should be used effectively.

is

slide projectors,

seldom given, often lacking clear guidelines as

While

this is

to

problematic for a variety of reasons,

how
it

also provides opportunity for experimentation with the technology in various ways.

What happens,

for example,

when

established, non-technological nonformal

communication techniques such as popular
to deliver pro-social,

theater are

development messages?

combined with video recording

13

Background

Problem

most cases where video has been used

In

for example, the

in

common communication model

Video

didactic one.

reinforce

to the

is

most often used

one-way communication

in

in these

Malawi,

in

represented

is

circumstances

formal teacher training
an authoritative,

to replicate

and

teacher education classrooms and workshops.

Patterns of communication which exist in the formal education structure differ from

traditional

forms of communication and cultural expression for a variety of reasons.

The education and
staff, the

enculturation of both the indigenous and expatriate faculty and

physical and cultural/linguistic environment of the academic institution based

on western models, and the expectations of language and the very role of culture
all constitute

itself

elements of a unique cultural environment within a broader, national or

Altbach (1987) has noted

regional context.

this in

dealing with higher education in

developing nations:
"...Third

World

universities are all based

and are therefore,

on Western

historical

in a sense, foreign institutions in their

own

models

countries.

Their norms and values often clash with those of still traditional
societies. The nature and logic of their curriculum, the very
organization of the institution often varies considerably from the
patterns of the surrounding society." (1987, p. 8)

This environment can sometimes be very different than that surrounding
only a few kilometers away.

Malawi should be
life in the rest

it,

sometimes

That the academic and cultural mission of education

in

cultural
so observably different than the overall fabric of traditional

of the country

is

video technology tremendously.

one phenomena which would seem

to affect the use of

14

Outside of the formal education structure, communicative patterns

development sectors and projects such as agricultural extension must

rely

in other

more

heavily on language and cultural norms in the country since target populations, such
as rural, small-holder farmers, typically have had

little

exposure

to

formal schooling

and the associated

linguistic assimilation into

this differentiation

of language, communication patterns also influence the use of

available technologies.

Extension communications

primarily characterized as ‘top-down’

in

Malawi has

English/Westem

in their

communications has been

government research
population.

at the

to

stations

Agricultural extension

work

economy which has favored

commercial farm and

the small-holder farmers (Unicef/Malawi, 1988).

In addition to

Malawi, for example, have been

approach.

also reflected the national political

agricultural development in the

in

culture.

estate sector, largely ignoring

The

role of extension

disseminate ‘official knowledge,’ emanating from

and

bi-lateral agencies, to the

commercial farming

This places Malawi’s rural poor, about 80 percent of the

total population,

backwater of the flow of information and education.
Globally, significant changes are taking place in extension communication

theories and practices as extensionists in

all

sectors are reaching for

more

participatory methods in delivering information towards and creating knowledge with

a

more diverse and broad based

target population

changes in theoretical foundations are reflected

in

(FAO, 1987a; 1987b). These

new methods used

various communications technologies into extension activities.

to incorporate
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Video technology

a technical innovation introduced into educational

is

environments for specific purposes.
tool for

Its potential

communicating and re-enforcing

instruction, regardless of

how

however may be

given constraints to communicative behaviors based
political context

of Malawi,

is

indigenous cultural behavior

communication are followed.
despite

its

if

training.

may be

characterized.

As one possible

Malawi, video technology donated by

in the historical conditions

more

result the technology

and

entirely.

Audio Visual Centre

UNESCO

The

state

is

abandoned,

familiar, face to face forms of teaching

in

at

Chancellor College in

IDA

1981 and supported with

sector credits to the government, has been under-utilized and in

Malawian primary teacher

Video,

previous methods of audiovisual instruction and

In the case of the

untouched or abandoned

becomes a

unlikely to be used to introduce and support truly

intrinsic material value, for

and teacher

it

and one-way forms of

traditional, static,

effective this process

lost as

some

cases left

of technology under-utilization

training, including but not limited to video, has

in

been well

described in detail by Safuli (1989).

The apparent
and

reluctance of the

Malawian

fully utilize the technology provided

staff at various institutions to pick

may be due

to a

number of

factors.

up

Safuli

identifies the unavailability of functioning equipment, the result of a relative lack of

maintenance and both internal and external support for the hardware and software as

one possible explanation (1989,

p. 316).

His assessment

falls in line

with evaluations

of educational technology projects done by others (Wells, Thomas and Kobayashi,

Tiene and Futagami)

who

typically

examine the costs and

viability of the technology
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economic and physical environments.

in harsh

of culture

may be

in various processes

Less well examined are the elements

of media and technology use

in these countries.

There

other indications of non-utilization such as an intentional rejection of the

technology for various reasons.

Again, most educational technologists, when

describing this phenomena, pin rejection of the technology to negative previous

experiences with failed innovations.

seemingly neutral (although

it is

towards the technology, may

The apparent
measure

arguably an active, intentional response) attitude

reflect other

dynamics

at

work.

rejection of the technology, for example,

Hardt (1993), have termed
in state

may be

a resistive

of what authors like Giroux (1983), Apple (1986), and

to the imposition

communicated

Rejection, or non-utilization characterized by a

‘synthetic’ or ‘non-authentic’

supported formal education.

intentional or sub-conscious,

may

in fact constitute

authors refer to as a "culture of resistance"

knowledge and culture as

This rejection, whether
an element of what these same

among members of

societies

which have

been, in their view, overly assimilated or otherwise coerced into dominant, external

cultures.

It is,

video

perhaps, the expected, conventional forms of communicating through

medium

-

this

forms derived directly from successive waves of expatriate influence

which may not appeal

to

Malawian students and

staff

of these institutions.

resistance to the innovation, or reluctance to embrace and utilize

agents might have wished,

may

it

fully as

Such
donor

reveal an explicit conflict between those forms of

struggle
education which attempt to emulate western styles of learning and the

-
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towards a post-colonial, authentic cultural identity among the Malawian population

(McCurry, 1991b).

Purpose of the Study

This dissertation will explore some evidence of the cultural impact of the
introduction of video technology

-

and nonformal education sectors

in

sets

its

associated methods of use

The purpose of

Malawi.

of assumptions related to the use of video technology

programs
1.)

with

in

Third World nations.

The economic

feasibility

communications projects
technology

itself

and

its

in

study

in the

formal

is to

examine

in educational

development

These assumptions directly address two key

and sustainability of the use of video

in

issues:

education and

developing nations and; 2.) The relationship between the

use with a special emphasis on the cultural characteristics of

the recipient and donor populations.

examine the influence of

Many who work

this

-

It is

the intent of the study to particularly

the latter on the former.

with and study the issues in using technology in development

education have called recently for comprehensive studies which examine

in detail

specific instances of use of particular technologies (Alvarado, 1988; Lockheed,

Middleton and Nettleton, 1989).
practitioners

whose main

towards economics.

Most such

theoretical base

The reviews and

calls

is in

studies

come from

researchers and

the field of education, with a bias

done of

this

technology so far have

benefit, and
largely reflected a concern for such characteristics as cost vs.
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sustainability as defined

by project inputs and outcome of such variables as measured

academic achievement.

This study, while founded on

some of

theory, addresses

use of video

some

these needs by providing

broader national survey.

set against a

two

some

this is to

the development process

lived experiences with

is

to

examine the

a fundamental question: "Will

There are many things implied

role of technology in

work

it

in this question.

here, and if so, for

The

"it",

of course,

refers to the technology itself while the "here" reflects the environment in

technology

is

employed.

Instantly there

educational technologists that the

"it" is

been

being

tried

seek

in a specific location.

At the heart of most research which seeks

long?"

and anthropologic

detailed descriptions of the

The purpose of

illumination of broader cultural issues by sharing

video technology

how

critical social

tried.

"it" in

is

which

revealed the assumption guiding

question

is

the

many

not from the "here" where the

This involves a further assumption that the technology has already

and found

be useful

to

in other contexts

The technology used

practical value "here".

in

and

that

it

might have some

various innovations in developing

countries therefore exists a priori as a foreign agent in the context of educational

development; As a stranger, an outsider.

The second

part of the question, "...if so, for

an issue that has grown

field;

The

in

its

Insuring sustainability, or at a

existence and potential,

enterprises, emanating

long?", speaks directly to

importance as the years have rolled by

issue of sustainability.

discussion of

how

from the

is

a

in the

development

minimum

the

component of various development

realization that not all innovations or other introduced
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systems and processes remain

in

Some, such

place over time.

as the actual

books

in

the Philippines textbook scheme, disappear entirely (World Bank, 1980).

These two
and

its

issues, the foreign nature of the technology with

its

characteristics,

potential for long-term, adopted use in a given environment, have been the

central concern for evaluating the use of technology in educational projects and

program.

Such evaluations are most often directed

innovations, weighed against the benefits of

phenomena,

like education,

at assessing the costs

somehow improving

of such

a contextual

which might be accrued from using the technology.

Significance and Audience

This study

is

directed, in part, at supplying such critical evidence as to

technology like video

is

used in a particular context and what can be learned from

experience.

Beyond an assessment of how well

inquiry into

more

realities

of those

Given

cultural based questions:

who

are expected to use

it

worked, or for how long,

For what

is

video used?

who

are often involved,

technology like video will benefit from a detailed look

context, as far as

I

And what

this

an

are the

be of interest to a few different groups.

projects
indirectly, with the implementation of foreign assistance

for educational purposes.

is

a

it?

this description, the study will

Educational planners and administrators,

Malawi

how

at

how

if

somewhat

which might use a

video has been used

Such a global examination of video

know, has not been done. The costs of

in

in

a particular

the technology

which have
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been declining over the past several years while the quality and

reliability

has

increased, position video technology as an intriguing possibility for supporting

education and development communication projects.

of the

common

This study addresses a number

issues raised, like cost effectiveness, while searching for further,

perhaps more culturally based ways

communications and education

to evaluate the use of this

technology

in

projects.

Practitioners, teachers, and educational technologists, will find the study useful

also in

its

description of video as used in various formal education programs.

particular relevance

training.

is

Of

the documentation and critique of video used in teacher

Educators, in both northern and southern hemispheres, have uncritically

overlaid the apparent success of the use of video in behavioral feedback in teacher

training as justification for

in

its

use in improving the quality of educational development

Third World environments (Rwambiwa, 1989).

There may be some merit

to this

although the research examines, by and large, the given process of education and

its

quantifiable outcomes rather than the content of the instruction or what the

communicative forms actually are

in relation to

more generalized

cultural contexts.

In this latter area ethnographers interested in development education

something useful

in the

within the country.

may

find

comparative case examples from two different constructs

Clearly, the culture found in the academic environment does not

look like the rest of the country.

If

education in

with the replication of culture, what does

this

its

most basic definition has

phenomena

to

do

say about the authenticity of
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cultural reproduction in

Malawi? And

further,

what

role does a foreign technology

like video play in this process?

Organization of the Study

The

dissertation

is

organized so that the two primary case examples (Chapters

4 and 5) are presented against a general construct of

encountered

in

The second chapter reviews

Malawi.

how video

technology

is

literature related to experiences

with video as reported in various projects and the use of technology in development
education, projects involving popular theatre and other indigenous, cultural-based

methods of communicating, and

knowledge and

theoretical literature on diffusion of innovations

cultural production.

and

In Chapter 6, the experiences presented in the

ethnographic case examples and the general survey are summarized and the reflexive
analysis, used throughout the ethnographic description,

towards developing an theoretical framework

to

qualitative

synthesized with a view

guide future implementation of the

use of video in national development and education.

employed are generally

is

To

this

end the methods

and specifically ethnographic.

Chapter 7 concludes

the dissertation with recommendations for policy makers, planners, evaluators and

practitioners

who may be

development education.
technology

in

to processes

ways

interested in the role video technology has to play in

Specific recommendations are

made

that help construct authentic cultural uses

for

implementing video

and thereby contribute

of authentic technological adaptation and development.
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Chapters 4 and 5 can be thought of as "Part 1" and "Part 2" of a larger
descriptive ethnography.

The reasons

for separating the

my own

the extent that the ethnography follows

them are twofold:

role as an educator and participant in

processes of using video in Malawian education and development, the

example

is

based on

Technology" while

Zomba.

As my

did not.

I

my

I

role as "Fulbright Lecturer in Educational

worked

the

First, to

first

case

Media and

Audio Visual Centre of Chancellor College

role there ended, as

was supposed

it

to,

my

in

experiences in Malawi

took up a position with the Food and Agricultural Organization of the

working with a national Forestry project, teaching
audiovisual technologies to

members of

UN,

the use of video and other

a newly formed Forestry Extension Service.

Overlapping these two roles was the development and involvement of the video
production equipment

drama, targeting
as part of the

at the

Audio Visual Centre with

the creation of a feature length

rural audiences, intended to deliver pro-forest conservation

FAO

project’s

list

messages

of accomplishments.

Secondly, one of the more predominant features during the process of data
collection and analysis

is

the

emergence of evidence of discrepancies

in the

assumptions and paradigms about communication and the role of education

development held by various actors and participants
This suggested to

me

that really

two ethnographies

in the

(or

underlying

in

described experiences.

two

parts of

one larger

ethnography) were needed, one which examined the use of video within the cultural
context of the academic institution where the equipment was located, and another

study which followed the same equipment as

it

moved from

inside the confines of the
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and emerged

institution

in the "real"

world of

rural, village culture.

This movement,

while described here somewhat metaphorically, became the basis for the reflexive
analysis of the role of technology in development and education in Malawi.

One

other organizational note needs to be given here.

video use in Malawi differs from the
instances of the use of this media.

experience

in a

rest

of the study as

The conclusions of

The general survey of

seeks to inventory

it

known

the data help set this

general construct of the political and cultural environment.

As

a form

of base-line data to which the following two ethnographic case studies can refer the
survey

is

presented in Appendix B.

Limitations of the Study

This dissertation entertains a broad range of pragmatic and theoretical topics,

emanating from an analysis and description of a narrowly defined
examples.

The

limitations of the study and of the dissertation as a

are partly methodological in nature.

As pointed out

in the section

dealing with the methods used in the study, this research

is

set

of case

whole therefore
of

this

chapter

primarily qualitative in

nature and fundamentally based on critical assumptions about the role of knowledge

production, social interaction and culture in general.

The

limitations of this study are

research which has
also defined by expectations for similar types of research or

examined

related issues

and phenomena.
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With regards

to studies

developing countries,

this

which examine the use of educational technology

study looks only at video technology.

While

it is

forms of technological innovations which might be used

relation to other

in

seen in

in

educational development, such as the use of radio for distance education or the use of

computers and other "high-tech" devices, video

any great

Many

detail.

is

the only technology

of the emergent issues associated with

its

examined

in

use, however, are

applicable to other technologies as well.

In the sense that other studies, such as Alvarado’s

World-Wide", have looked
boundaries, this study
within Malawi.

is

at the

use of video across national and continental

national in that

Zimbabwe,

in

review and referenced

in the analysis.

within the country.

how

this

phenomena may be
b) the village of

produced.

reality,

-

in the

technology

is

is

largely applicable to

Malawi

as a

ethnography are limited to certain regions

may account

Regional differences

used and

I

am open

for

some degree of

influence in

to the possibility that this

localized to a) the institutional culture of Chancellor College and

Khasankha,

The survey of

urban environs

predominately based on experiences

for example, are included in the literature

the cultural context identified

whole, the experiences detailed

relation to

it is

Certain regional characteristics are similar enough that evidence from

micro-teaching studies

While

compendium of "Video

in

Mangochi

district,

where the

general use, however, was national

since most video use

is

even though evidence of various

largely a

forestry video

-

if

was

mostly centered

in

phenomena of urban and township

rural population

exposure

to video is given.
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The

costs

and benefits of video,

in assessing its effectiveness, are discussed

but are not a central issue in this study.

is

This dissertation attempts to expand on what

critiqued as a rather narrow set of assumptions used to evaluate educational

technology

in

developing countries.

My own
This

is

point of view and bias

is

made

explicit in the

ethnography

itself.

a key component of reflexive analysis used in this type of qualitative study

(Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983,

p. 14).

The

limitations inherent in this are

primarily bound in the approach of the study which does not seek to

meanings which Malawians apply
education for which

anthropological

it is

used.

to either the

This

is

make

explicit the

technology or the processes of

a departure from the intent of most

work which purposefully seeks

to

make such indigenous meanings

clear.

The meanings

I

try to explicate

through the ethnography have more to do with

those meanings which can be found in the discourse, located in project documents, of

using video as an innovation, promoted by the

agencies,

USAID

World Bank and

and other development organizations.

In this

its

implementing

way, even though

include
study was done in Malawi, one of the cultural groups identified

along with other expatriate professionals working

well-meaning way

to

in

my own,

Malawi, who contribute

an ethic which promotes certain beliefs and values

processes and technologies of western education.
orientation towards these beliefs and values

is

That some of us share

noted

in the

this

in

our

in the

in a critical

dynamics which emerged
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in the production

of the video drama, described

in the case

example which

sets the

discrepant case construct.

In the context of African educational development, video exists as a foreign

technology.

successful.

Experiences with

By

its

use and adoption have not been altogether

focusing on economic considerations and other environmental and

physical limitations to using a complex, electronic aid such as video, educators and
researchers

may have overlooked some

of the communications issues which influence

not just the use of the technology but the whole enterprise of education in pursuit of

what

termed "development".

is

I

believe that these issues are basically cultural in nature and that they beg a

critical re-appraisal

experiences

in

of

how

this

technology

is

employed

Malawi were prolonged and deep

in these situations.

in the sense

of

my

My

continued

involvement over a three year period with many of these issues and with many
different people,

in facilitating

all

of

whom

and engaged

shared a

in the

common

ethic; that

process of education,

our day

to

day

somehow were

activities,

leading to a

better state of their social and personal conditions, despite occasional (and sometimes

painful) evidence to the contrary.

I

kept notes and records of

experiences and collected data wherever and whenever

I

many of

could identify

these

it.

Certain assumptions, long hidden in the superficial texts of most project

related

development interventions, are investigated along with some noted theories

which account

for the existing state of education, the use of various technologies, and

theories which delve into deeper issues of culture, communication, and knowledge.
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Toward

this investigation,

which have been used

an examination of some available evidence and theories

in guiding such interventions in the past, are presented in the

following review of the literature (Chapter

2).

Location of the Research

The choice of Malawi
myself

in a situational context

which would eventually yield the experiences described

in this dissertation presented itself in the

to undertaking the research and

International Education,

I

form of an employment opportunity.

development of a doctoral

to

fill

was made aware through a colleague

a lecturing position

University of Malawi

accepted

in Africa.

this opportunity, as

it

in

My

came

that

prior

The

my

specific locations for

at

a fortunate time in

selection.

my

need of an

knowledge of Malawi was

context of the study, therefore, in a sense chose

a factor in

in

an existing

educational technology and media at the

degree, and was subsequently interviewed and selected to

The Gambia was

Prior

thesis at the Center for

program, funded by the United States Information Agency, was

academic

and involving

as a site for collecting research data

me

my
fill

although

limited.

I

pursuit of the doctoral

the position.

my

The

prior experience in

1

research in

Malawi

resulted from institutional

agreements with two funding sources which were responsible for

my

stay there; the

Council for International Exchange of Scholars (Fulbright Program), which was
linked to, in

my

case, the Teacher-Text-Technology Initiative of

USIA, and

the local
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implementation of an

FAO

project "Assistance to the Forestry Sector in Malawi"

(MLW/86/020) which had defined

a project goal of assisting in the

an extension communications program.
this project to

fill

recipient institution under the

was located

TTT

agreement while

my work

Lilongwe, the capital of Malawi.

in

in respect to location,

lecturer ("Professor") at Chancellor College,

Nyasaland (which

Zomba

established Chancellor College in

Malawian society was determined,

capital of

by the head of

recruited, in a sense,

this position.

The USIA program had

project

was

I

development of

officially

Zomba.

became Malawi

station

My

day

by

my

to

under the

FAO

day contact with

role as an expatriate

Zomba was
after

as the

the former colonial

independence

in 1965).

In the second case the situational context changed to that of expatriate consultant in

the Forestry

Department Headquarters building

Both locations can be described as

in

Lilongwe.

institutional settings

where there

degree of correspondence and interaction between expatriate personnel and

is

a certain

staff,

representing a host of European and North American countries and cultures, and

Malawian professional

staff,

many of whom have

received academic or professional

degrees from various Western universities around the globe.
described in the ethnographic accounts,

socio-cultural influences.

settings, is populated

is

limited and defined

The College, which

is

This interaction, as

by

the larger of the

social-political

two

by the indigenous and expatriate professional

is

and

institutional

staff, local staff

with various degrees of training (clerks, accountants, secretaries; custodial, security

and maintenance

staff)

and the students.

The

student population at the college
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consisted of tertiary level students with secondary level certificates.

The

college

four year academic institution with a few 5th year students in Education (although

was being phased-out during my

The
somewhat

social

stay there).

Expatriate

staff, like

myself, were

members of one or another

foreign assistance and development project in this sector.

staff

Malawian

staff

were

the governmental department responsible for activities in the forestry

sector with the Chief Forestry Officer being the ranking

Other

this

and cultural context of the Forestry Department Headquarters was

different.

members of

a

is

ranged from

this

high office

down

physical description of staff headquarters

is

the building.

(almost literally in the three story

to

building) clerical and custodial staff and drivers

member of

who occupied

examined

the

in detail in

ground

The

floor.

Chapter VI, the

ethnography of the village-based video drama production.

My

activity at the college involved lecturing

and seminar meetings with 5

Master of Education degree candidates and directing the
Centre.

of the Audio Visual

Opportunities for travel to rural, village locations were limited.

primary responsibility

communication.

at the forestry project

Since the clientele of

training and field observation

also offered a

itself

my

travel to further

were more frequent.

more prolonged

both for the production

involved training

this particular project

guards and farmers in village locations,

drama

activities

and

visit to the

in field trials

in the

Later,

my

area of extension

were village forestry
and remote locations for

The production of

Mangochi region of

the video

the country,

and testing of the video

later.

Endnotes
There are revealed

in this initial instance a

number of existing conditions which already direct
They will be discussed more thoroughly

and influence the nature of the research experience.
in the early part of

Chapter 4 as

I

discuss

my own

entry into the field as an act in support of

the existing and critiqued paradigm governing the use of technology in educational

development.

CHAPTER

II

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURAL ISSUES
IN DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION: AN HISTORICAL

AND CRITICAL APPRAISAL

Introduction

This chapter explores the practical experiences generated by projects and

programs which have used technology
theories in

in

educational development in Africa and the

which they are grounded. The review of

this literature

examines selected

current and historical texts from research, reports of past and present projects, and

other published sources.

is in

If the

discourse of development

is

to

be found anywhere,

it

these types of texts which are generated by what Adele Mueller refers to as "the

project process," a bureaucratic procedure which in her writing

appropriating the "work of

Women

in

is

responsible for

Development scholars and professionals

Development apparatus" (1987). Escobar has

for the

also explored the issues the discourse

of "power and development," drawing on Foucault’s work examining the discourse of
state institutions (1984).

Since most such projects are funded, supported and promoted by multilateral

development organizations, many of these experiences have been reported

in

newsletters, articles, books and other literature which target practitioners and
reveal
evaluators in the field and are published or funded by these same agencies and

their

own assumptions

about culture and technology use.
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1

Some

studies

have
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attempted to review and evaluate the cumulative experience of educational technology
in

development

make

efforts.

While these summaries are important, they mostly

explicit or analyze the deeper cultural

fail to

and theoretical assumptions underlying

these attempts.

Generally, a review of relevant literature as

on two broad areas:

1)

communications projects
2)

it

applies to this study will focus

Descriptions of applications in development education and

in

which video technology

texts dealing with theory

in particular plays a

and issues from a wide range of

key role and

fields including;

development and under-development (economic theory), cognitive learning theory and
theories of bi-cognitive and bi-cultural development (psychological and learning

theory),

communication and

critical social theory

culture, technology transfer, diffusion of innovations,

and the reproduction of culture through social organizations such

as educational institutions (sociological theory).

Theory from each of these

provide separate yet foundational understanding to the problems encountered

unique phenomena resulting from attempts
education aims

The

in

to use

technology

to further

1

has been applied in mostly formal education

it

environments, setting an institutional construct of technology use.
literature includes selected theories

practices of

Western

follows a historical dimension, tracing the past uses of

communications technologies as

in

in the

African cultural contexts.

literature in Part

of technology

disciplines

on which many of the past and some present uses

education have been

new communications

This body of

built.

Part 2 then examines the emerging

technologies and communication approaches,
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ranging from those that shun technologies altogether to those which claim media for
transformative social and cultural purposes.

on

assumptions, influenced by

critical

paradigm

in

Many

of these approaches are founded
reflect the shifting

development education.

Each of

the reviewed areas further relate to key issues

two descriptive ethnographic case examples of video used
video used in

this

and

critical social theories,

field

chapter then

extension communication

is to

which emerge

in teacher training

in the forestry sector.

in the

and

The purpose of

formulate a synthesis of these theoretical assumptions along

with the reported experiences from the field which will further guide the development

of a cultural theory of technology use

Part

1:

in

educational development.

Theoretical Foundations in the

Communications Technology

in

Use of

Educational Development

At present there are over three decades of experience with

the use of various

technologies and materials to support broad educational aims in developing countries

in Africa.

The complexity of

cost, locally

the non-print technologies involved range from low-

produced teaching aids

to highly sophisticated distance education

broadcast systems employing radio frequency transmissions,

microwave transmission technologies.

In

satellite relay

and

between these extremes come various

audiovisual technologies which include 8 and 16 millimeter motion picture film, 35

millimeter

still

photography and

slide projection,

various audio recording technologies, and video.

overhead and opaque projectors,
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In short, most every technology which has been experimented with and
used in
the education systems of the industrialized north, have been, even if only in
isolated
instances, experimented with in the far-away realities of African education systems.

Results from these experiences have been mixed and generally poor in terms of widescale adoption and sustainability and have resulted in general reviews of technology in

education.

Several studies have reported this cumulative experience.

as an actual descriptor of the living

institutions,

"Development",

phenomena involving people, governments,

and materials, proceeds on a day

to

day basis with certain pre-conceived

rationale.

Economic Foundations and Definitions of Development

The various

sections

which follow cover some basic ideas about what

development means

in light

of technological approaches and in relation to the roles of

technology in education and culture.

Most of

these examples are

drawn from economic

definitions of

development and

directly influence the policy issues linked to educational technologies used in

developing countries.

Modernization and

Human

Capital Theory

Modernization theories

in national

development have long been based on the

assumption that larger numbers of "educated" populations would lead

to a

more
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developed

view

is

its

people.

Development

in this

defined as economic and industrial development, a pre-condition for which

assumed
for the

characteristic of the target nation and

to

be a moderately educated population.

is

Thus, formal education, modeled

most part on the existing education systems of Europe and North American,

has been advanced as a

way of developing

economic growth and, hence,

the

"human

capital" necessary for

the "development" of a nation lacking these

characteristics (Inkeles and Smith, 1974; Fagerlind and Saha, 1983).

The emphasis on investment

for the

development of human

represented in numerous examples of World

Development Reports.

The

Bank

capital

is

literature such as the annual

role of technology in modernization

is

World

most often grouped

with the capacity for agricultural and industrial production, transportation, and in the

development of telecommunication

infrastructures.

Most of

the research dealing with

processes of technology transfer relates to the role of technology

processes of development.

In education, the role of technology

in

is

any one of these

not as easy to

discern since most undeveloped countries are lacking basic materials and supplies,

with technology production ranking a low priority for development investment.
Africa this

is

particularly true for primary education but

to secondary systems and to teacher training colleges

becomes

less so

In

moving up

and university systems modeled

on Western examples (Lockheed, 1993).
This situation

is

further

compounded by

the proportionately smaller role that

education plays on the stage of national economic development and, because

it
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involves costs with results that are difficult to determine, the even smaller
role that

technology

itself

plays within the process of education.

Modernization implies the evolution of cultures and societies from the
traditional (pre-technological) to the

has been criticized from

many

modem

quarters,

dominant view of what development.

form

While

(industrial).

it still

constitutes

what

this

is

general paradigm

a prevailing and

Issues of tradition and modernity continually

essential elements in the discourse of development.

Education and Development: The Use of Technology
Educational technology, under these mostly economic theories,
considered for

It

its

effect in increasing the quality

most often

and quantity of educational outputs.

defines a form of mediation of curriculum which

facilitate

is

is, in

almost

cases, imported to

all

communications through the perceived efficiency and therefore the

superiority of audiovisual technologies to

communicate information.

It is

not hard to

see that educational technology, employed as tools in educational programs,

is

considered in an economic sense and considered foremost in evaluations and project
design as a factor in their cost and benefit analysis.

UNESCO’s volume

An

appropriate entry from

on "The economics of new educational media"

illustrates the

reduction of a "real" phenomena, like television broadcasts, which takes place in

economic treatments:

N

students.
not just instructional television for
students spread
It is instead instructional television for h hours per year for
over a geographical region of x square miles. More variables could be added.

The

input one wishes to cost

is

N

(UNESCO,

1980,

p. 28).
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Indeed, more variables are added which eventually yield the equation,

C
~£

k / (i

ACij ~

+r)*" i

k=i

k=i

Figure

2.

Representative Cost Benefit Equation

This particular equation represents a symbolic treatment of the average costs (AC)
involved with educational television, spread out over a period of time, from beginning
a project

TV

i

(number of

A

by

to its endpoint, or "horizon" (represented

UNESCO,

students), (from Orivel in

particular

problem

is

two and then abandon
equation

is

it

to not use the

for

some

when

2

the assumption

in the equation.

equipment, or the faculty use

as yet

is

predicated on active, and constant, student

usage of the technology over the time period factored

example, students decide

based on student usage and

1980, p. 31).

arises in these treatments

revealed that, in this case, the equation

j),

If,

it

for

for a year or

undetermined reasons, then the entire

rendered useless.

Another indicator of the motivational and organizational forces driving the use
of technology

in

educational development

academic achievement.

By 1978

is in

the emphasis

the examination of net results of

began

to shift

away from

larger,

mass-

media and broadcasting projects towards more cost-effective technologies. The
emphasis of the World Bank efforts towards textbooks and textbook development

in
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this

period

is

one example (World Bank, 1978,

p. 1).

Such academic achievement

levels are often used as standard indicators of progress and

development where

specific education inputs, such as audiovisual technology, are concerned (Meirehenry,

1983).

However

various interested groups of academics and professionals define the

process of development, whether through discrete language forms such as the

formulaic analysis, or through neo-liberal constructs of poverty reduction (Van

Nieuwenhuijze, 1984), the general movement of knowledge and information from the
industrial

very

Western nations

least, the target

transfer,

to the rural

developing nations does takes place or

of repeated attempts.

The exact nature of

this

is,

in the

knowledge

and the resulting practices of technology transfer projects, often follow

certain identifiable patterns and utilize established institutional channels.

Technology Transfer of Educational Technology

Whatever

the intentions of developers and their agencies over the past decades,

technology has remained

at the center

of

all

development

efforts.

Whether

it is

the

technology of farming and crop production, communications and urban planning, or
education

itself,

defined as a technological system which employs a variety of media,

the emphasis towards producing transformations in national systems from non-

technological practices to those that depend on technology at

some

level is well
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documented

in research studies

in national assistance

The

of projects which implement some form of technology

programs or development.

Issue of Sustainability in Technology Transfer

It

many of

became apparent by

the 1970s that in the field of international development,

the hoped for outcomes of technical assistance and direct infrastructural

development were not taking place
1983).

A common

exist for a

characteristic of these efforts

few years, with

were

that projects

the direct influence and assistance

funding, but would simply not continue

Primary examples have been
largely funded

or were not reaching expected levels (Pytlik,

at all

in

illustrated,

would begin and

from external agents and

any meaningful way after a period of time.

such as the Philippine Textbook project,

by the World Bank, which have followed up larger projects

number of years

to assess their sustained

The concept of

sustainability in

after a

impact over time (Searle, 1984).

development has generally referred

principles of adoption covered in the diffusion theory reviewed below.

an economic response to the failure of projects

to

to the basic

It is,

in part,

continue with an application of a

technology, beyond the direct influence of project initiators and involvement of
external personnel.

Equipment inputs which disappear or remain unused are seen

mis-spent investment as

...the

ITV

UNESCO
Whether

Schramm

station that

as

points out,

UNESCO

helped build in Senegal went dark

when

the

project ended. This seems wasteful of resources. (1973, p. 165).

it is

the promoters of development projects

who

applications of technologies they promote continue beyond the

desire that the

initial

implementation
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of a project, or the desire of host country governments that their scarce
resource be
put to the best use, the goal of changing institutional and individual behavior
patterns
to a continued

and replicable cycle of behavior seems

to

be the central concern of

those wishing "sustainability" on their efforts.

Diffusion of Innovations

At the same time as education theory

in industrialized countries

undergoing a general process of "technologization", rural development

America and England, was receiving
of agriculture.

knowledge
to rural

From

this

communities

a

it.

new

who began
practice,

North

in

from government agencies and colleges

sort of interest in bringing scientific, "laboratory"

to farmers, extension agencies

and

to facilitate the transfer

mixed and tracking these
others

same

attention

was

efforts

were

their agents

of

were

knowledge.

this

set

up and dispatched

Early results were

social scientists such as Everet

to

look closely

at the

how

they receive

it

processes of

and ultimately,

how

how

people

Rogers and

come

know about

to

they either adopt

it

or reject

Thus, the process of "diffusion" of "innovations", most of which are technical

innovations,

became

the focus of

much academic

study and field research.

resulting theory of innovation diffusion has since been

development appraisals and

studies, the largest

employed

in

The

numerous

number of them being

in

rural

developing

nations (Rogers, 1983, p. xvi).

As
First,

it is

a theory of communication,

is

important to note here for two reasons;

one of the few theories developed which has

specifically

been adapted

to
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looking at the processes of communication about
associations with

more general communications

new

ideas and in fact has close

theory.

Additionally,

widely used in international development since most innovations

been directed towards agricultural practices.
constitutes the general context in

known

Extension practices

which the theory

first

it

in this

has been
area have

in agricultural

originated; Secondly, the one

dissertation level study of educational technology used in teacher training in

Malawi, authored by Safuli (1990),
theoretical construction.

The
spanned the
...a

utilizes diffusion theory as

an organizing

3

application of diffusion theory and models in developing countries has also

"shift" in

major

dominant paradigms of development.

shift

occurred

in the conceptualization

Rogers notes,

of development in the early

1970s, the role of the diffusion of innovations also began to be more widely
questioned... emerging alternatives to the dominant paradigm of development

contain certain implications for diffusion’s role in development. Today,

development is usually defined as a widely participatory process of social
change in a society intended to bring about both social and material

advancement (including greater

equality, freedom, and other valued qualities)

for the majority of people through their gaining greater control over their

environment. (1983, p. 121).

Evident

in this

passage

and freedom) towards

is

an overt, neo-liberal bias (the "valued qualities" of equality

utilitarian

views ("for the majority") of development and

political evolution.

Diffusion theory has also had an influential role in the research on technology

transfer.

This has been carried out mostly

and the technologies brought
detailed,

to

in the field

of agricultural development,

bare on rural agricultural problems.

It is

a highly

and well defined practical theory involving an analysis of communication
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patterns, behavior and activity changes in a target population, technological adoption

principles, and the influence of culture on the adoption process.

dimension, the role of culture
research by virtue of

is

considered to have been absorbed into diffusion

application in a growing

its

number of developing

...during the 1960s, an explosion occurred in the
investigations that

In this latter

were conducted

in the

number of

countries.

diffusion

developing nations of Latin America,

Africa, and Asia... as a result [of modifications to diffusion models in
international settings], the diffusion paradigm... is less culture-bound than in

previous books.

And

the study of diffusion has today

become worldwide.

(1983, p. xvi).

Culture

is

discussed again in terms of the cultural relativity which

may be

examining the consequences of a particular culture’s response

an

encountered

in

innovation.

Considering the possibility of relativism between differing culture’s views

to

of the same phenomena, however, Rogers warns,

The concept of

cultural relativism has implications for the

measurement of

consequences. For whether the data about the results of an innovation are
gathered from clients, change agents, or scientific observers, the view by these
observers of an externally introduced innovation
flavored by their

own

cultural beliefs.

is likely to

be subjectively

Consequences should be judged as

their functionality in terms of the users’ culture, without

to

imposing outsiders’

normative beliefs about the needs of the client system. Such cultural
relativism, however,

is

extremely difficult to accomplish. (1983,

Knowledge Diffusion Mechanisms Within Academic
There

is

p. 379).

Institutions

a given state of knowledge transfer and communication in the

developing countries of Africa that has largely been driven by what

termed "international development".

In the post-colonial,

is

generally

independence period, and

their use has been
afterwards, knowledge about technical systems and devices and
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mostly determined by a one-way flow of personnel and information from the
industrialized nations of the north to the mostly rural and subsistence agricultural

nations of the south.

The knowledge behind what
likely to observe in

most African academic and educational

two predominate influences.
the long

lists

ultimately gives shape to the activities one

institutions

First, although not necessarily the

most

is

come from

influential, are

of expatriate academics and professionals which have been largely

responsible for bringing from their

homes

to these countries ideas,

equipment,

experiences and methods for teaching, training, learning and utilizing materials
service of what

we

define as "education".

in the

Secondly, as larger numbers of Africans

interested in the field of education themselves matriculated through these courses and

programs were themselves educated, with the support of donor nations and
organizations, in colleges and universities in America,

with their

training,

own

ideas, equipment, experiences

Canada and Europe, returned

and applied methods for teaching,

and learning.

Philip Altbach (1987a, 1987b) has researched and written widely in the area of

educational development and the institutions and processes upon which education

depends.

The

effects of basing

whole education systems on Western models and the

resulting inequitable distribution in the process of

consumption has been a particular concern of
of Western academic institutions
Altbach recounts:

in the

his.

academic knowledge production and
In discussing the cultural heritage

context of Third

World

national development,
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Most Third World academic systems

inherited a curriculum heavily
weighted toward the [Western] humanities and organized in the
classical European manner... The clientele for higher education did
not
have a Western cultural background. The need for educated manpower

was

Third World universities were required to provide
personnel for emerging technological societies (1987a, p. 30).
quite different

-

Since the institutions and forms of educational systems

on Western models, and since there was by

in

Africa are founded

definition a deficit of personnel trained

(or enculturated) in these systems from the beginning, the staffing and expansion of

academic

and schools depend heavily on expatriate expertise.

institutions

Altbach

again,

In

some

teaching

countries, expatriates constitute a significant part of the
staff, especially in the

newer applied and

scientific fields.

(1987a, p. 31)

The
with their

reliance on expatriate

own growing numbers of

expatriates in their

own

expatriates themselves.

education,

knowledge has yielded educational systems

is

countries

-

local personnel,

which

In other words,

and

reflect the best

what seemed

to

work

in

Evidence of

who were

materials, working or not,

which are linked

The development of most

to

abounds

and educational

trained there, and in the

to the

British

African education

this influence

closets of African teacher training colleges

the methods used by those

American or

to

staffed

are trained by

knowledge available

what educators from these countries have brought

as the best models available at the time.

artifacts

many of whom

-

in the

institutions,

equipment and

various support projects and programs.

existing African education institutions begins roughly

with the post-independence period when these various nations gained their autonomy

from former colonial

rule.

Largely funded by the World Bank and supported by
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various United Nations development agencies and programs,

saw

their birth

and expansion

in the three

was put

into

these facilities

decades of the 1960s, ’70s, and ’80s.

the foundations were poured, and the mortar

infrastructural support

many of

motion

was

set,

to train

qualified academics and teachers and researchers

Once

a large array of economic and

and

staff these institutions with

who would become

the

hope of a

developed future for the poor countries of the Third World.

The concept of "academic exchange" through various programs (most notably
enacted in the Unites States under the Fulbright Act and

was

to serve as an insurance

USAID

sponsored projects),

of a "two-way" flow of knowledge, personnel and

employment. What these expatriate educators had (and continue

to

have) to offer can

only reflect the state of academic research knowledge and theory about teaching and
learning in their

this

knowledge

subject of

own

countries at that particular time.

to students

some debate and

and colleagues

Their ability to communicate

in diverse social

constitutes evidence to

and cultural contexts

is

the

some of neocolonialism and

"knowledge dependency":
Foreign aid programs, cultural exchange efforts, and similar policies often
have the result of continuing relationships of dependency. The use of Western
"experts" often reinforce Western models of academic research, the

curriculum, and other aspects of higher education. (1987a, p. 53).

One of
like

Malawi

the key roles of higher education institutions in developing countries

for

example are

in the training

primary and secondary education systems.

been a significant factor
like

Malawi

for

many

in the constitution

decades.

and preparation of teachers for the
Reliance on foreign expatriate help has

of teacher training curriculum in countries

Expatriate knowledge, which influences this
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curriculum, has reflected academic thought and research originating

in

Western

nations.

In the

mid

to late 1960s for

example, the

field

of education was particularly

influenced by cognitive learning theory, exemplified most notably by those of B.F.

Skinner and Robert Gagne (1954, 1965), formulated
through demands for more efficient (and

faster) technical training

personnel (Smith, 1966; Meirehenry, 1983).

and

institutional

1950s and funded in part

in the

By

of military

extension, through various academic

exchange programs and through direct exposure, these theories have

been communicated as unimpeachable method of the role of technology

in

formal

education and instruction.

The Technological Culture of Learning and

Walter Ong (1982),
the

Word,"

treats us to

in his

work

Instruction

"Orality and Literacy,

The Technologizing of

an assessment of the impact of writing, as a form of

The concept

technology, on thought and culture.

is

borrowed here

to

frame a

discussion of the historical pre-conditions and developments in learning theory and

education in Western nations which led, through the communicative processes
discussed previously, to their application

and methods commonly found
Africa.

While education,

technological form in

in the

in its

in

building the educational infrastructures

education systems

in

developing nations in

most basic definition, has always represented a

all societies,

the period immediately after

World War

II

saw an
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unprecedented application of science and technology to formal school education
and
learning theory.

Technology and Cognitive Theory

The decades of

the 1950s and 60s

were a particularly

fruitful

time for the

grafting of theories of learning with the explosive growth and development of

communications and information technologies.
technology,

still

a decade

away from any

classroom, was already being explored.

Skinner in the mid to
Pressey (1927)

first

late 1950s,

The

possibilities of

computer

and wide-spread application

practical

in the

Theories of behaviorism, forwarded by B.F.

became

the foundation for instructional methods.

proposed and developed "teaching machines" which were simple

self-instructional scoring tests, based on multiple choice responses to questions.

machine had the capacity
for self-correction.

responses and

to tabulate

The advantage

that

many saw with

an individualized, "programmed" learning sequence
his or her

this

own

mistakes and proceed

was a much more

instructional materials.

in the current

wave of

efficient

way

make

own

at their

to learn

in

the results instantly available

this

approach was

in creating

which the learner could correct

pace.

Early indications were that

and accelerated the learning of prescribed

These basic elements

in self-instruction are still

present today

interactive multi-media applications in formal instruction.

knowledge of human learning and behavior had a profound influence not
specific content curricula but on

all

The

just

on

aspects of education including building and

The
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physical space design, teaching methods and communication, and the technology

employed

in

communicative processes

Programmed,
integrated with the

text,

in the school.

self-instructional methods, as

new

one example, were further

applications of computer technology.

The preface from

a

published in 1965, reveals some of defining characteristics of the merger of

rapid technological development with then current learning theories:

...human engineering analyses called attention to the concept of the
behaving individual as a closed-loop or cybernetic system utilizing the
processes of sensory feedback in the continuous control of behavior.
(Smith and Smith, 1966, p. vii).

The primary concern of human engineering was

in the application

of what was

being discovered in the fields of sensory awareness and cognitive psychology to the
design of machines to "better the

Cybernetics

is

human

control of machines" (1966, p. 172).

the "comparative study of living organisms in relation to electro-

mechanical control and communication systems" (1966,

453).

p.

The focus of

this

research was on making materials, and the technology which would communicate

more

effective for the individual learner.

The reduction of

it,

the need for trained

teachers in direct contact with learners was one apparent goal as the costs for training

experts to meet the

growing rapidly.

demands

for increasing

Programmed

numbers of learners

in this

period was

instruction, learning machines, self-guided discovery

and other such developments were representative of a mechanistic view of the
individual as an "information processing organism".

4

In international development, through international agencies like

the

World Bank and

bi-lateral assistance such as

USAID,

this trend

UNESCO

has often been

and
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forwarded
the

in the stated possibilities

of media and technology to increase efficiency in

outcome of educational systems.

At the end of the day, the best

"developed" nations of the industrialized world have
countries of the Third

World

is their

that the

to offer the "industrializing"

technology.

Empirical evidence of learning and behavior theory also found
adult

communication and education programs

scientific

advances

to populations

development.

In this area,

media such as

local cinema, radio

as well as the need to

grew, especially

however, the

in the

its

way

into

communicate new

area of rural agricultural

earlier trends favored

and the press (Bhola, 1988,

mass-communications
p.

121).

Microteaching

The
the

direct application of video technology

form of a technique

first

used and pioneered

University in the early 1960s.

It

mid

1964).

African education in

in teacher training at

in the

to late 1960s, the education

California saw the development of a

the even

in

bears closer examination here since

of the fundamental uses of video technology
In the

was made

context of the

programs

new approach

newer technology of video tape recording

at

first

it

represents one

case example.

5

Stanford University in

to teacher training

in

Stanford

which

utilized

an integrated fashion (Acheson,

Microteaching developed as a result of the combination of small group

seminar methods, the discerning and identification of discrete behaviors applied
classroom, and the development of portable and relatively low cost videotape

in the
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recording equipment (Abel, 1960; Bosley and Wigren, 1967; Bosley,
1968; Olivero,

1970; Cooper and Allen, 1971; Brown, 1975; Perrot, 1977).

The microteaching method
a supervisor or lecturer, and

in

typically involves a small

some

group of student teachers,

cases, video recording equipment.

A

student

teacher presents a short two or three minute lesson, emphasizing a communications
skill,

not necessarily the content of the lesson

and receives feedback from a

itself,

supervisor and/or a group of peers or actual students
lesson.

Video

is

used in

this

behavior recorded on tape.

model

to

first

are age-appropriate to the

provide visual and audio feedback of the

Critical to this

reteach" activities where the feedback

who

is

approach

is

the sequence of "teach-

followed by another attempt

at teaching the

lesson with modifications which are suggested by a review of the behavior on

tape.

Much

of the literature of the time (early

to

mid 1960s) reveals also the

influence of communications theory with discussion of "closed systems" and "open

systems" and the role of feedback
1963; Allen and Ryan, 1969).

in

These

theories of learning and psychology.

its

communicative processes (Pinney and Miltz,
in turn

Thus

were also informed by the cognitive

the application of video technology

immediately provide behavioral feedback

ability to

modification

-

to the training of teachers

in the

was bom. The communication of

of

development assistance programs

many African

in the

with

process of behavior

and practices were made possible and encouraged through the
multilateral

-

bilateral

these ideas

and

post-colonial independence period

nations but most often in Europe and Asia (Turney, Clift,

Duncan
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and Hall, 1973; Brown, 1975; Dosajh, 1977; Perrot, 1977; McGarvey and Swallow,
1986).

Microteaching represents a direct application of cognitive and behavioral

psychology theory

predominant role

to the practice of teacher education (Brusling, 1974),

in the teacher training

also plays a

it

curriculum of several African nations

including Malawi.

As introduced

in

many African

education programs, microteaching has

frequently employed video technology as a feedback device, although

required in this particular teacher training method (Perlberg, 1975).

its

use

Much

is

not

of the

research with the use of microteaching reflects interest in this method during the

1970s and 80’ s and

Through

is

limited to experiences in North

the exchange and communication of educational methods described above,

microteaching found

its

way

teacher training institutions.

the

America and England.

two ethnographic case

specialized facilities at

into teacher training curriculum in various African

In

some

cases,

it

studies, the driving reason

many

we

became, as

will see in the first of

behind the development of

these institutions.

Specific adaptations of microteaching to African realities are not well

documented.

In the literature available for microteaching in Africa only a few

accounts of specific programs reveal

how

(Unesco/UNDP/Nigeria, 1974; Kazimi,

these techniques

et al,

were employed

1975; Miltz, 1974; Miltz, 1976).

of these do not apply much analysis of the relevance of the technique or
in African cultural contexts with the exception of Lelliott

its

adaptation

and Allen (1987) who

in Botswana.
describe the adaption of microteaching to "local conditions"

Most

This
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process of adaptation though appeared to be more of a logistical one
than a re-

assessment of the cultural context of the methods.

Educational Technology in Development:

Review of Representative Texts

The implementation of

educational development programs using technology has

not been without evaluation and criticism.

technology

in the

Several studies have examined the role of

process of education in developing countries with a wide range of

conclusions, aimed at differing aspects of the

conclusions.

Many

phenomena

but also with

some common

of these have been initiated or funded by the agencies responsible

for the introduction and continued exportation of technological components in

education and development projects.

some other

literature

studies in Chapters

A

few of these are reviewed below along with

which has raised issues relating

IV and

V

The discourse formed

of

in

to the presentation

of the case

this study.

such sources as the reporting of project outcomes, the

development of proposals and design of future projects, or the self-promotional
information articles

object of study, as

in practitioner newsletters, all reveal

if

we

small refractions of a larger

are examining an object through the prism-like effect of a cut

and polished precious gem.

The whole

object might be mostly visible in one small

area of the field of vision, simultaneously surrounded by multiple refractions,

slightly different angles.

"lens"

all

from

This mineral-based analogy might serve to better refine the

metaphor sometimes used

in

development and education discourse, with the
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caution that

lenses, optical as well as literary, distort perception of the

all

object/image to some degree. 6

UNESCO,

the

World Bank, and

In 1980,

UNESCO

the

"New" Educational Media

published three volumes which were widely circulated and

used as a guide for directing and designing educational media programs

These volumes

countries.

all

refer to the technologically

in

developing

"new" media of broadcast

radio and television, film, print, and the methods and techniques associated with

programmed

learning and self-instruction.

reported through case studies and

is

Experience with

this

new media

is

largely

mostly concerned with the economics of cost and

benefit analysis involved with applications of various media to educational programs

(UNESCO,
In

1967; 1977; 1980 and

tandem with, and

in

Schramm,

many

et al,

1967; and Schramm, 1973).

instances directly related to the educational

programs developed and supported by

UNESCO,

the

World Bank has been involved

with substantial infrastructural development financing of
educational development in Malawi.

Through sector

all

levels of national

credit loans and direct financing

from the International Development Agency, the World Bank has without a doubt
been responsible for the major as well as minor features
of many developing nations.

The bank’s

in the educational

landscape

orientation towards educational programs

has been primarily one of economic efficiency, providing inputs to education systems
to increase the education levels of general populations

and thereby making possible,

in
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the direct application of modernization theory, the
in international

economic development so desired

development.

In a 1987 publication listing a bibliography of research and policy studies in

education, under a heading of "educational technology," 31 citations are given (1987,
p. 31).

This heading

is

also organized under the general heading of "internal

efficiency of education".

cultural differences" for

way

Also under

this latter

heading

is

which only three citations are made.

considered comprehensive, but only representative.

three studies dealing with culture,

in project design

technology

is

that

all relate to

and implementation.

One of

It is

of "language and

These

listings are in

no

significant that of the

the role of language or language policy

the studies

which examine educational

a retrospective review of the role of technology in educational

development (World Bank, 1987).
Tiene and Futagami (1987) reviewed a number of large-scale, broadcasting and

mass media projects

for the

World Bank. They

projects which were funded by the

cite a

number of

World Bank and USAID, many of them

highly publicized in the field of educational media" (1987, p.

in the design, assessment,

and

reflect a

number of

and findings from these projects,

the problems

By examining program

which emerge

is

in similar

The

i).

"the most

role of culture,

sparse in their account

reviews.

content, issues of cultural acceptability are defined by

the relevance of "the question of whether

particular ethnic groups."

representative

programming content

is

acceptable to

Additional issues are raised such as the "challenge for

educational broadcasters to provide programming that

is

relevant to local needs."
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Addressing issues of "immediate concern

to the

people within a given region," (1987,

accomplished through the recommendation for local broadcasting.

p. 3) is

further hypothesize that local broadcasting, because

it

They

can target local populations and

respond to their ethnic and linguistic differences, could offer the target cultural group
itself

other benefits:

In fact, in terms of preserving cultural identity, a radio (or television) station

can provide a forum for local expression and an opportunity for broadcasts that
celebrate aspects of that particular group’s culture. (1987, p. 4)

Reviews of Educational Technology Studies

A

few key studies and other

which have attempted

articles

to synthesize the

have emerged

several such studies,

approaches have not been

in the best

two decades

combined experiences and knowledge about

applications of various technologies in education

Bank has published

in the past

in

developing countries.

some of which do conclude

economic

interest of

The World

that past

developing education

systems.

Prompting these reviews have been the near often corroborated criticisms of
larger, technology driven education projects in countries like Nigeria, Ivory Coast,

and Samoa,

all

of which have been used

to

exemplify the

pitfalls

of large-scale, radio

and television broadcasting for educational reform (Schramm, 1973; Hawkridge,
1982; Tiene and Futagami, 1987; Lockheed and Middleton, 1991).

The gains

in

academic achievement, which for the most part appear as one of the sole benefits of
these projects, are far overshadowed by the

initial

and recurrent costs of maintaining
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the technology.

Again, as

we

shall see,

few

any of the assessments of these

if

projects have attempted to give us a clear picture of what role this technological

intervention plays in the overall cultural fabric of the immediate societies in which

they are placed.

Some

authors have reviewed the use of educational technology along a

dimension as well (Arajuo e Oliveira, 1982) and have noted, as above,

historical

the involvement of

US AID

and the Academy for Educational Development,

1960s, was particularly influential in the promotion worldwide of

media use

in

education in developing countries.

Araujo 6 Oliveira also

indicts "an alliance

Communication Research,

Citing

Young

between the Stanford

the United States

Agency

that

in the

new approaches

in

(1980), and others,

Institute for

for International

Development,

and the National Association of Educational Broadcasters" who "acted as imperialists
of the

US

educational television" (1982, p. 335).

findings in this review, he points out

technology.

The

first

of these

is to

common

In

summarizing some of the

mistakes in considering educational

not consider educational technology (or education

in general, for that matter) in isolation

from larger social and

the surrounding national environment.

Secondly

is

the failure inherent in importing

unfamiliar ways of "defining and dealing with problems."

cautioned to not "treat technology lightly."

political structures in

And

finally

we

are

Technologies, as he concludes, "make

revolutions" (1982, p. 345).

A

number of important papers were published

Thomas and Kobayashi

in

a collection edited by

(1987) which attempt to examine the creation, development,
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and, of particular relevance to this study, the cross-cultural transfer of educational
technologies in development.

Thomas

discusses the "cultural suitability" of the

technology which generally discusses the possibilities of mis-matching such
characteristics as sex-role traditions, climactic conditions, religious beliefs,

habits,

and language use (1987,

In fact, the role of language in

p. 16).

work-

many of

these

reviews and essays returns as a dominant "problematic" for educational technologists,
with

many of

the studies discussing the cultural aspects of a technology purely in

terms of matching the language of the receiver country and culture to that of the
training materials and

et al, in

media used with the technology (Zhuang and Thomas; Michel;

Thomas and Kobayashi,

Michel, in

same

this

1987).

collection,

examines the "modes of transfer"

taxonomy of promoters of educational broadcasting technologies

in

form a

to

developing

countries; "missionary zealots," "interested officials in combination with willing

helpers," and "learners abroad" (1987, p. 128).

7

McGinn and

Kelly, in separate

essays, review the "operating systems" of education as a form of technological

transfer. Kelly focuses

characteristics

on the transference of French colonial administrative

on education ministries

Bhola (1988),

media and technology

in his

in

Southeast Asia (1987, pp. 197-252).

review of trends

in this field.

in adult

education, examined the use of

His conclusions are interesting for the

fact that

they examine the historical development of communication theory in the application of

media and materials development

A

number of

to facilitate adult learning

and education projects.

his conclusions are similar to those of other writers as well.

Many

of
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these caution that by utilizing

local culture

may be

messages (1988,

p.

folk

media and methods of

local

communication,

"appropriated" and evidently "burdened" by development
Finally he suggests that

132).

termed the "new" media
print

more

in the

70s

media and the creation of a

may

detract

all

from

the activity with

efforts

textual culture, a necessary

what

UNESCO

and energy put towards

co-development of

national literacy programs.

"Understanding" and Cross-Cultural Communications

As experience with
began

to

extension and rural communications grew, practitioners

encounter the mis-match between the visual forms of communication, such

as photographs and drawings, with pre- or neo-literate populations.

The development

of a research literature which examined the perceptions of rural populations towards
symbolic, visual representations, yielded some interesting insights to

how

peoples in

diverse cultures perceive symbols and visual forms different from the immediate

expectations of communicators from North American or European cultures or those

with exposure to these cultures (Fuglesang, 1973;

Walker, 1979).

This influence of

development of training materials

this research

Zimmer and Zimmer,

1978;

had a direct bearing on the

for audiovisual

media practitioners yet very

little

research, outside of the field of popular cinema, has been done to examine the forms

and structure of video and film

in educational contexts.

Many

of these topics are

attended to in the field of cross-cultural psychology and understanding which attempts
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examine

to comparitively

groupings to find

cultural issues across international boundaries and cultural

common

areas of understanding and relevance to educational efforts.

Summary

The domination of an economic
to

problems

in

perspective in the applications of technology

developing country education systems has excluded a consideration of

the cultural impact of these technologies as well as the culture of the technology

It is

a relatively recent self-critique

development
education.

in the

review of educational technologies

that has yielded a critical analysis of

This review has also been largely

technology to "catch on"

why and review

in

what role technology has

in

to play in

response to the "failure" of

and educators

in these contexts, leaving planners

to

wonder

the attempts to use technologies like radio, television and the

"smaller" media such as video in education systems.

set against the criteria

Failure in this sense has been

of cost effectiveness where the input of technology failed to

yield the benefits promised or to

education.

itself.

show

a sustained effect in improving the quality of

Quality has further been couched in terms of achievement, measured in

standardized testing.

Educators are only now beginning

issues as criteria for evaluating the

to

examine other "quality"

outcome of educational processes

in

formal

education systems (Levin and Lockheed, 1993).

Educational technology has been applied

in

two main

institutional settings,

formal secondary education and teacher training colleges, and

in field

extension
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communication work, mostly
been un-adapted

in agriculture.

in these contexts

educational contexts.

from the techniques developed

Microteaching

use of video technology

in

Methods and techniques have mostly

is

the principle

formal education.

example of

in

Western

this in relation to the

This method draws heavily on Western

cognitive psychology, introducing concepts such as behavioral feedback, mirroring

and auto-analytical concepts such as self-confrontation and

self-critique.

These

concepts, along with the other communication approaches and technology use

described previously, have seldom been subjected to a critical cultural analysis.
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Part 2: Critical Review of Technology
in Educational

Development

This part of the review discusses the central concepts which are used

throughout the case examples
practice.

It

to analyze the field events in their relation to theory in

begins with a general overview of the

critical social

and cultural theories

which inform the analysis and then examines a number of the key concepts which

emerge

in the application

of

critical theories to the

use of technology in education and

development.

Social and Cultural Theories

Which Contribute

to

a Critique of Educational Technology in Development

Underlying many of the assumptions

communications projects

in

in the

use of technology in

developing countries are theories about the nature of

development, communication, culture, economics, and education.

While the proposed

dissertation will not exhaust the theoretical arguments related to each of these areas, a

number of sub-areas

in theoretical literature are

reviewed.

theories reviewed are examples of projects and programs

perspective in their function.

Along with the
which employ a

specific

critical
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Critical Social

Theory and Development

Central to the analysis of the case study and other research data, as well as the
organization of the research experience

itself,

are assumptions about social

organization which are rooted in the critical social theories of Jurgen Habermas,

Herbert Marcuse,

Max

Horkheimer, Wilhelm Reich and others of what

The

as the Frankfurt School.

critique of

developing nations of the world

modem

in theories

society

which address newly defined

theories

concern to

this study:

extended to the so-called

dissertation.

critical theory, writers

have developed sub-

roles for sociological entities

which are a

technology, culture, education, and the epistomologies which

contribute to the traditional and evolutionary discourse in these areas.

development

area, in

referred to

of development and underdevelopment,

mentioned above under the theoretical assumptions of the

Within the general framework of

is

is

in particular,

many

In this latter

authors have been very concerned with the

epistemology of "local" cultural knowledge and the knowledge of external forces

which shape development
1985).

The new found

efforts

from centralized locations

(Freire, 1970, 1973,

respect for such "indigenous" knowledge and in

its

production

has led to specific developments in theories which affect education and the use of

media

in

communication.
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Cultural Reproduction Theory

Pai has reviewed theories of cultural reproduction in relation to the institutions

of schooling (1990).

Various authors, writing from the foundations of social critique

reviewed above, have also seen the function of schools

in society as that

of

reproducing relations between classes, specifically to reinforce the class interests

dominating power structures and class privilege.

in

Cultural Reproduction theory,

discussed in the literature and sociological writings of Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1989,
1991), has

of

its

place in the broader application of Critical Social Theory.

critical theory,

it

assumes

that educational institutions exist to provide a

dominant and (by definition) oppressive classes within a society

power
social

relationships.

It

As a branch

differs,

means

for

to maintain these

however, from other, primarily Marxist treatments of

and class reproduction through education systems which are part of the

state.

Althusser’s notion of Ideological State Apparatus and Repressive State

Apparatus draw from a Marxist economic determinism and the role of ideology
securing the reproduction of culture as a form of social relationships.

critique of the importance of ideology

is

in

Walsh’s

relevant to the application of cultural

reproduction theory in the context of Malawi which must take into account a concept

of culture in the overall society that

The general problem with

is

the

different than that of industrialized societies.

whole of the Marxist perspective with

regard to the role of ideology in the process of cultural reproduction
that

it

is

reduces culture to ideology and ideology to structure, so culture

has no autonomy of

While most of

this

its

own... (Walsh, 1993,

theory has been

in

p.

response

industrialized nations, the application of Bourdieu’s

241)
to critiques

work

in this

of education

area

is

made

in
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specifically applicable to the realities of

many Third World

elites will

in fact

in

While

this is

done with the broad intention

that

drive and direct the greater process of national development, they do

become a way

economic and

Education systems

nations exist primarily, through enrollment policies and practices,

to educate elites in those societies.

such

Malawian education.

for elite segments of the population to consolidate and retain

political privilege (Altbach, 1987a; Breitinger, 1986, p.

Bourdieu has applied these concepts

in the

an agent of cultural reproduction (Jenks, 1993).

159).

sociological studies of education as

Other

critical theorists

such as Friere

have also formulated general critiques of education as an institutionalized apparatus of
the state.

their

Because Malawian education

Western counterparts

fruitful in revealing

uses of video.

institutions are so observably characteristic of

in their structure, this theoretical

perspective can be

and challenging the assumptions embedded

Western forms and

traditions in

academic

in the institutional

institution building are

particularly relevant to this dissertation in that the formation of one such facility

within the university setting described

is

explored as a

way of

elaborating the

discourse of development education.

Two
and Habitus.

central concepts used in Bourdieu’ s theory are that of Cultural Capital

Cultural capital maintains that the knowledge and culture transmitted in

the educational system

is

used as a form of capital to accumulate a "wealth" of

knowledge and culture which

insures, through systems that provide advantages to the

dominant culture, the continuation of

privilege.

Habitus refers to a
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of internalized competencies and structured needs, an internalized
style of knowing and relating to the world that is grounded in the body
...set

itself.

(Giroux, 1983)

and thus constitutes a "matrix of perceptions, appreciations and actions" which further
indicates the sense of belonging to a specific group within the culture or to the broad

context of society

itself.

Bourdieu’s theory

is

generally concerned with the mechanisms within

educational institutions for reproducing domination and subordination between various
class-related groups.

identified

by

He

does not, however, refer

theorists like

in

concrete ways to the processes

Giroux and Apple who describe the process of resistance

within educational structures (Gibson, 1986).

The

possibility that students, teachers,

parents, and administrators are free to act out a form of resistance to these forces of

reproduction, which

Macedo, 1987,

p.

some

126),

is

theorists treat as a

"mechanical exaggeration" (Freire and

a current critique of reproduction theory.

Theories of Indigenous. "Local" Knowledge
Central to the arguments that the imported technology of video poses a

challenge to indigenous cultural norms

knowledge are theories which account
communication

in rural

development.

in

communication and the construction of

for indigenous

A number

and exogenous forms of

of works exist which relate

to this

area have been generated by field experience and theoretical discourse emanating

from Iowa State University’s Center

for Indigenous

Rural Development (Mundy and Compton, 1991).

Knowledge

for Agricultural and

Theories of indigenous knowledge
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and communication as

distinct

from exogenous forms

link the cultural characteristics

of imported (or exogenous) forms of education and educational technologies to the
construction of knowledge within a given cultural group.

Failure to include

indigenous communication and knowledge, for example, leads to the possibility of
"inappropriate development efforts" (1991, p. 3).

Cultural Authenticity

A
in

concept related to

theory which invokes the analysis of the individual

terms of experience, personality, and their relationship to culture,

authenticity.

A

critical

Hardt (1993) reviews the importance of the authentic

central notion here

is

the inauthentic nature of

modem

society,

is

the that of

in social existence.

which

results

when

individuals are "cut-off" from other individuals by realities of the social system, or in

the alienating nature of

The

work and economic

realities.

educational culture described in the

inauthentic in

its

reflection of

first

case construct

Western educational forms.

is

demonstrably

Furthering these arguments

are evidence from the use of micro-teaching models employed in Malawian secondary

teacher training, and the use of the audiovisual centre as a facility developed and used

primarily to accomplish these activities.

Ldvi-Strauss argued that societies could be distinguished on the "basis of the

degree to which they permit or are based on ‘authentic’ relations between individuals"
(Barnard, 1990, p. 76).

The search

for the authentic in cultural

phenomena, and the
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recognition of the inauthentic

is

a primary concern of ethnography in general, this one

in particular.

Culture and Technoloev as Development: Critical Literature

Most of
development

the recent academic writings dealing with the issue of culture in

in a

broad sense eminate from a

As noted above much of

trends in development.

embodies

critical

perspective of the historical

the critique of society

the critical theories mentioned are a response to the particular role

technology has played

and, in this view, the de-humanization

in the industrialization

When

of world societies.

critical writers sit

down

to discuss the role

their responses are almost simultaneously apologetic for the reliance

and

which

critical

of

The

it.

basis for this criticism

economic conditions of dependance

is

of technology,

on technology

also not entirely derivative of

for example, but are directed towards the issues

of cultural independence and identity which most Third World nations place various
degrees of emphasis on.

The

transfer of technology

development.

Of

is

an important factor in the field of international

specific importance to this study

is

the role of culture and

interaction with attempts to transfer technologies and scientific

developing nations

in Africa.

knowledge

its

to

Boesch, Shehu, and Duala-M’bedy as well as other

contributors to the International Conference on "Cultural Development, Science and

Technology

in

Sub-Saharan Africa"

(in Gottstein

and Link, Eds., 1986) offer several

prevailing sets of issues which illustrate the indigenous academic response to the
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of science and technology

utilization

among recommendations from
1.

this

in relation to cultural

development.

Chief

conference were:

The

incorporation of cultural and sociological knowledge into technical

and

scientific assistance

programs, including specific knowledge of

African culture.

The

2.

realization that there are

numerous

"cultures" in Africa even

though several characteristics of African societies seem
geographic and ethnic representation.

Popularizing scientific and technological knowledge "from the
standpoint of African realities." (Apostel, 1986, p. 203).

3.

Shehu, from

this

same

collection of essays, indicates further that the

between technologies and African cultures does not have

where communications and
this,

cultural expression are

and the other recommendations from

accomplished

changes

to traverse

is

to the

not

made

this

to

be conflicting, particularly

concerned (1986,

p. 51).

How

important work, are to be

explicitly clear although they

do suggest some fundamental

forms and structures of how technical knowledge

within educational

match

is

communicated

institutions.

The Role of
Technology

If

technology represents a

set

in

a Critical Education

of tools which are used for specific, pre-

determined purposes, then the use of various technologies

to further the

formal education and schooling might seem antithetical to a

education.

Indeed,

many

critics

aims of

critical social

view of

of traditional education and schooling cite the
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inappropriate or extraordinarily costly experiments with educational technologies
in

developing countries as further proof

meaningful impact on
in the

real social

that these

approaches

problems because they

immediate population (Mbaya, 1986,

applied a general sociological critique of

p. 96).

modem

fail to

fail to

make any

address relevant needs

Further, Apple and others, have

technological society to the specific

uses of technology in education, most frequently the use of the personal computer in
the classroom (1986).

Nonformal Education

As a

critical

response to formal education

agent in mainstream development

in

in

general and specifically as an

Third World countries, educators in the 60s and

70s promoted the concepts and forms of what became known as "nonformal"
education

critically

(Illich,

1969; Friere, 1985; Bock and Papagiannis, 1983, p. xv).

examined the

role of technology in

nonformal education (1976) and

identified the "locus of control" as a central issue in defining the use of

technology in formal as opposed

to

Evans has

nonformal uses

in education.

media and

Control of the

technology, and the control over production processes are areas to examine in relation

to the use

of technology

in educational settings.

Gunter (1975) explored the workings of a nonformal approach
(video was not a current technology

in

to television

1975) which examined the use of television

recording and broadcasting using participatory approaches

in

production and in the
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formulation of program content with the needs of selected community and
cultural

groups such as the Sky River project

Participatory

in

Canada.

Development and Communication
dominant models of development education and communication

Critics of the

have pointed out

that

development seems

to

be a process where one group

(development planners and practitioners) "do" something

(community or

village members).

to

another group

This has an inherently dis-empowering relationship

as the action and resources for development

all

come from

outside the

are controlled by external agencies or from the national government.

which exceeds the
development

role of passive involvement,

efforts

which proceed on

is

community and
Participation,

a general aim associated with

the assumption that only those

who

are the

"recipients" or "clientele" of development projects should define the nature of the

problems, the choice of action, and the methods for assessment and evaluation
(Srinivasan, 1990;

As

in all

Byram and Aryeequaye,

development

activities,

1985).

communication

is

an essential ingredient.

participatory communication projects, technology also has evaluated for specific

applications, determined by the principles inherent in participatory approaches.

In
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Appropriate Technology and Education

The movement, or
to

be impossible

desire, towards utilizing technologies

to sustain in the

which are not bound

geographic and economic environments of

developing nations has led to a general terminology describing technologies which are
defined as "appropriate" to a variety of local conditions.

considered here for two main characteristics.

First,

Appropriateness

media users often

is

refer to the

appropriateness of a technology or the materials used with or generated by them.

These references, seen

in the

examples given from past projects above, most often

into either a "geographic appropriateness" or a "cultural appropriateness".

former receiving far more attention than the

its

desired location of use.

skilled repair technicians to maintain it?

heat, humidity, dust,

distances?

monsoons and

is

related to the viability of the

Is there electricity to

Does

travel over

Such considerations have both

With the

latter.

Geographic and physical appropriateness
technology in

fall

it

supply

it?

Are there

hold up under conditions such as

unpaved

dirt

roads over long

restricted the use of

some technologies

while causing adaptations in other instances, such as the use of pedal-powered
generators in the Peru video extension program (Fraser, 1987).

Cultural appropriateness, as

more complex

issue.

There

is

is

indicated so far in the materials reviewed,

a cultural universalism

assumed

is

a

for education in

general and in the application of educational technologies in particular.

The

realities

of discrepant cultural practices, such as language or religious customs, has been
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mentioned as a part of the "effective" use of technologies, but these are pointed
towards cultural receptiveness rather than adaptation or integration.

Appropriate Technology

Nonformal education has promoted
economic development
developing countries.

that is sustainable

the idea of appropriate development, or an

and within the means of the populations of

Breitinger (1986) has offered at least one critique of

appropriate technology which

...in the

popular sense of the term should not merely be reduced

technology, imposed by technological know-alls

manner, and appropriately watered down
external influence rearing

its

to a

in

an overlording

lower intellectual niveau:

ugly head again, albeit behind a

more

pleasant mask. (p. 161)

Indeed, the "appropriate technology"

movement

Fuller’s "small planet" concept and represents,

defensible

its

arguments, an external concept

supposedly developed to help.

is

inspired by Buckminster

however "correct" the notion and

to the realities

of those populations

it is

Breitinger again:

Instead, appropriate technology should be something that

its

users have

appropriated to their special needs, of which they have taken possession

and have integrated into the

common

cultural, social, technological

property through adaptation, but above

all

through cultural and social

acceptance.

Appropriate Education
Appropriate education

is

a related concept but differs since

cultural aspects of education in all

its

component

it

addresses the

parts, curriculum, materials,
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institutions, etc.

Appropriate education

which recognizes the
generating

critical role

is

a direct application of field anthropology,

of education in

all

cultures, reproducing

Appropriate education encourages a better

itself.

Western modeled curriculum of education systems

in

"fit"

and

between the

developing countries.

assessments of the exogenous forms of culture present

re-

Critical

in these curricula also

contribute to the development of appropriate goals, aims, purposes, and materials to

be used

in the process

Altshuler,

of education

Zamora and Kerns,

Traditional "Folk"

in

developing nations and their cultures (Sutlive,

1985).

Media and Theater

for

Development

In the ethnographic case study of the forestry extension communications

project, video recording and field production

theater

is

is

a technique of drama presentation which

or urban audiences

in

Popular

paired with popular theater.

elicits participation

among

village

a given community. Presentations lead to discussion and action

focusing on specific problem areas

Kamlongera (1988) has described

in the lives

of the community/audience.

the use of this technique in

Malawi and neighboring

Zambia.
Traditional media

(Bhola, 1988, p. 132).

may

also have limitations as to

Having evolved, sometimes over

how much

it

centuries,

its

can teach

own,

clearly

defined educational role within a given culture, such media as dance, drama, or

storytelling

may

not be "adaptable" to messages which bear content originating

outside the immediate cultural boundaries.

Appropriation of these media, for
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externally prepared messages, further supports the theory that educational
media

foremost a tool for propaganda.
"culturally relevant"

Local cultures

may

further resent and resist such

methods of communication when they are used

information or messages which are not part of the communities’

Community
a good

as the

participation in the creation of such

way of

is

to deliver

own

discourse.

"media events" has been shown

instantly assessing the receptivity of the

group

to the

medium

to

be

as well

message (Fraser, 1987; Rios, 1989).

A

few examples

exist

of projects which have merged traditional theater or

drama with video production such
"incidents"

from epic Hindu

as the therukoothu (street theater) performing

tales

and natural resources protection.

(

Mahabharata ) which

relate to issues in forestry

These performances are improvised and adapted and

videotaped for production and airing on Doordarshan, India’s television network

(Valbuena, 1991).

Bemard-Johnston also has documented the use of videotape recording and
performances of Laotion traditional drama

in

environments, activities which are also linked

Lao community (Bernard-Johnston,

Community Access,
to discussion

live

cable television

and dialogue among the

1993).

Community Media
Other

communities

critical

responses to the dominant development paradigms hold that

in general, especially

poor or otherwise disenfranchised communities,

lack the access to various forms of media production.

By overcoming

the

locus of
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control

issue

which Evans

media and therefore

identified, localized

the messages of their

communities can gain control over the

own development.

Criticos has described this process in action in South Africa as

"Community

in

Media" where "dominant mass media misinforms", "mass media informs", and
"group media animates" (1989a,

view

that education in general,

The process of animation

p. 36).

and communication, whether mediated or

contribute to the strengthening of social action

Community media
the philosophical

is

linked to the

is

among community

not, should

groups.

further associated with the pedagogical theories emanating from

work of

Freire (1989, p. 39).

Community media

in this context

has

also been offered as a critical response to the commercial film and video and state

broadcasting systems which dominate non-print media

in

South Africa (Criticos,

1989b; Tomaselli, 1989).

Summary and Conclusions

The general

trend, early

on

in the

period of modernization and economic

development, favored experimentation with the newly emerging
broadcast media (radio and television).

however did not

Apparent successes

possibilities of

in industrialized societies

translate to the developing societies of African Third

and many large-scale programs which

at first

seemed

to yield results

World

nations

commensurate

with their costs were later proven to have not produced results which could match less
expensive, and more readily available alternatives.
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Examined along with
communications theories
and

the reports of these projects are the revealed

relating to technology use in the formal educational settings

in rural, field extension

communication.

These are clearly delineated by a

general shift in educational method towards socially and culturally grounded theories

and methods which distance themselves from a "technology of learning," identified by

components such as programmed

instruction, self-instructional designs,

applications of learning and behavioral theories.

Scientific

knowledge

and
is

presented

through communication efforts, utilizing such communication theory as mass-media,
persuasion and propaganda, social marketing, and diffusion of innovations, in
attempts to disseminate knowledge and technology to rural farmers and practitioners
in

hopes of further improving techniques and methods and the general "quality of

life".

Also seizing on new media technologies

in the earlier

periods were

development agencies such as the United States Agency for International

Development,

UNESCO,

and the World Bank as a primary force

technology use to alleviate problems

World.

The

in

in the

promotion of

education and development in the Third

policy guiding these programs were driven by the scientific and

academic theories

common

Later periods

to educational practices in First

in international

World

countries.

development saw the general critique of

social

organizations and institutions applied to development and caused a "paradigmatic

shift" in orientation

and goals for development.

Previous emphasis on infrastructure

and industrialization towards economic development gave way

to

an emphasis on
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sustainable, grass-roots oriented approaches.

that present

day development

efforts

Critical theorists,

advancing the notion

were intended not as a way of

truly liberating or

enlightening populations in developing societies, but in causing and perpetuating

conditions of "underdevelopment" to maintain an economic imbalance of dependency

on industrial products from the industrialized nations.
Critical social theory, informing educational theorists, also influenced a

wave of "appropriate technology and media"

new

uses in various development projects.

These approaches favored lower-cost, and "low-tech" media and materials which were
seen as being

countries.

more

available to small rural or urban communities in developing

Related to

this

approach were "folk media" which

utilizes existing cultural

forms which are communicative and expressive of the types of general messages
applied in development communication efforts.
Participatory and emancipatory education approaches began to

organized ways.

in

These too have made use not just of low-tech media but have also

experimented with "medium" technologies such as video.
efforts

emerge

Additionally,

have been supported by the very agencies which had,

development, only supported

Throughout the
characterized as the

larger, technologically

historical process of

way

in

previous periods of

dependant projects.

which we might encounter a mis-understood

As

these

development, the role of culture can be

behaving as one would wish yet something we stand
fascination and mystery.

in

some of

cultural "mis-matches"

in

awe of

(Thomas,

for

its

et al,

child, not

sheer

power of

1987) occur
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we

repeatedly, and often,

place, or if

it

are left to

wonder how any

transfer of technology

take

even should.

The review of

theoretical

and practical

literature

above has yielded some

general conclusions with regards to the primary issues at hand.

and education, come together

in a variety

which

results.

In

communication and education but

with different expectations for their use and their outcome.
raise critical questions

Technology, culture,

of settings with very different

addition, they are brought together generally for

Is

may

will help guide the study

from

Many

of these differences

this point.

Technology Use Defined by Theory?

The

application of communications technologies in development and education

projects has historically been driven by general theories of learning, behavior

modification, persuasion techniques, and theories of mass-communication.

More

recently critical social theorists have influenced practitioners towards communication

models which seek

to

empower and emancipate

populations.

After

some

experimentation with using various forms of communication media towards these
ends, mainstream development has shown some evidence of adaptation of these

models although there

which focus largely on

is

debate over the authenticity of these approaches,

the nature of the organizations

communications messages which

fit

their

relationship to development has been.

many of

promoting each project, the

agendas and reflect what

their historical
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How

do

"shifting

paradigms" affect formal structures

The development of communication
development communication has been a
relied

in

education?

theory and practice in the field of

parallel one.

Formal education systems have

on and been influenced by external models of curriculum, mediated by the

"technology" of learning systems.
restricted to

Technology use

methods which are grounded

Nonformal education approaches,
resisted

in these

models have been

in these theories.

for

many of

these

same reasons, have

implementing large, technology-based programs since they seemed

to equate

technological approaches with centralized, externally driven designs and purposes.

Nonformal education has emphasized an indigenous epistomological construct of
problem

identification

The

and action.

individuals working in these areas, however, and to

some degree

the

projects and agencies which promote them, have begun to blur the line separating the

two

parallel tracks.

Nonformal approaches are influencing development goals and

agencies which enact these projects seek out the formal education structure as an

apparatus for influencing students, parents and community members.

pollination" of

This "cross

methods must yield some contradictions and dynamics given the

oppositional nature of their prevailing paradigmatic foundations.
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Endnotes
1.

There

is an arguable bias in such auto-reporting and evaluation.
Agencies which both promote
the use of technology in education and communication projects and simultaneously
fund the
publication of practitioner newsletters and other texts, as well as their own evaluations,

develop an obvious conflict of interest. This
promoters of educational technology projects
largest international

development

is

common

to

in Africa; the

each of the three most influential

World Bank,

UNESCO

(as the

two

and the relationship between the United States
Agency for International Development and the US based Academy for Educational
Development, given here as primary examples.
2.

This example

is

entities)

not meant as a digression into cost/benefit analysis and economic methods but

only to serve as an example of the ways

in which certain groups (economists) may use
constructed languages to communicate concepts which have relevant impact to the issues
presented in this study yet which are nearly void of any "handle" for assessing social impact

along a cultural dimension.

3.

This study will be revisited

in

chapter

V

technology in secondary teacher training
4.

The reduction of
one focus of

5.

It

the

social

was synchronistic

Centre

in

human

and

which focusses specifically on the use of video
in Malawi.

individual to an element in a mechanized system has long been

cultural criticism.

that

I

should conduct part of

Malawi, pursuing

my

research on microteaching at the

AV

a degree at the University of Massachusetts, School of Education

which had as a Dean Dwight Allen. With further synchronisity Dr. Allen paid a visit to
Malawi while I was there and my doctoral committee chair participated in many of the early
applications of microteaching in Africa. They both proved valuable sources of anecdotes and
ideas regarding the cultural critique of this method.

6.

See Maguire, "Doing Participatory Research" (1987: 10) for a well done use of this metaphor,
often applied in our own development discourse at the Center for International Education,

Amherst.

7.

Diffusionists will recognize these as possible "change agents" in innovation diffusion.

CHAPTER

III

METHODS AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY

I

have

my

suspicions that

some educational researchers

turn to

ethnography out of fear of statistics or because they believe it to be
simpler. The former motivation is unfortunate; the latter, as anyone
who has done serious ethnographic work undoubtedly knows, is wildly
inaccurate. (Apple, 1986, p. 7)

This dissertation includes several sets of data supporting an ethnographic
description and analysis.

sources,

is

A

process of data triangulation, drawing from several

used to define the construct validity for two comparative and discrepant

cases.

Methods of data

analysis include discourse analysis of

document data and

analysis which guides the formation of the field projects.

used

listed

educational technologies in various Third

World

settings.

entered into the research context with specific interest in mind.

I

the possibility that the experience would offer an opportunity to engage in

activity that

and media

here are

development of a theoretical approach which may benefit users of

in the

I

The methods

reflexive

would contribute

in the context

to

my

I

some

interest in the creation of educational materials

of African education.

In this sense,

the research, like the examination of video technology,

realities in the field

kept open

encountered when

I

arrived.
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many of

the specifics of

was more dependant on

the

82
I

also arrived in

Malawi with a

critical bias against the function

of

many

formal educational approaches and towards the non formal approaches which are
part

of the development discourse
Massachusetts, Amherst.

at the

Center for International Education, University of

This bias also favors qualitative approaches to educational

research, particularly those that explore the applications of Critical Theory.

This Chapter will explore some of the definitive assumptions of ethnographic

work

in this particular context; describe the field context in

development and
of data used

their influence in the education culture

in the study

approach used during the

and

their organization;

field

work and

in

terms of the politics and

of Malawi; describe the types

and discuss the analytic methods and

conclusion of the dissertation.

Methodological Approach: The Choice of Ethnography

The work of Goetz and LeCompte (1984)
this dissertation

is

particularly relevant in informing

about various qualitative and ethnographic methods as well as the

organization of key roles of theory and data collection in the study.

texts describing the use

of ethnographic methods

Hammersley and Atkinson (1983)

in

Other general

educational research include:

for examination of the role of ethnography in

understanding social systems and for general organization of ethnographic studies;

Spradley (1980) and Jorgensen (1989) with their representative discussion of
participant observation methods; and Marshall and

qualitative research in education.

Rossman (1989)

in the

design of

83

Hammersley and Atkinson have pointed
study on a single hypothesis to be "tested"

ethnography

itself is

out that building an ethnographic

may

not be relevant since

concerned with the "development of theory

observable social relationships and behaviors" (1983, p. 22).

much of

account for

to

The choice of a purely

methodology would also have required limitations and controls

quantitative, statistical

over the research process and the very context of the research experience.
interests

were

was used, or

less

motivated by a desire

to

My own

know more about how much something

in counting the variables influencing effective use (assuming an

acceptable definition of effectiveness) and more in the area of wanting to explore
certain basic questions.

of

this

technology?

authentic, existence?

How

do these people,

What does
Evident

it

in this place,

contribute to (or take

make some meaning

away from)

in these latter questions are issues

encountered several instances where data was presented

numbers and types of videotapes rented
and

felt that

some

in the

fall

so, I

form

-

urban areas of Malawi for instance

-

presenting this data along side the descriptive ethnographic data offered

possibility of a deeper understanding of the

of the term "ethnography"

is

phenomena.

of ethnography

to

ethnography, the use

often applied to any one of several various approaches

and combinations of specific methods of inquiry.

this I

Even

in a quantitative

Although educational researchers are fond of turning

To

their real,

which clearly

outside the domain of singular quantitative methods and analysis.

out

Gubrium (1988)

outlines three types

in a sociological perspective; structural, articulative,

would add

"critical"

and practical.

ethnography, which employs certain elements of
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Gubrium’s three types (perhaps a function of what he terms
acknowledging the influences

in this line

"spillover", p.26) while

of inquiry of a general

critical sociological

perspective.

While

the relationship of critical theory to the field experience and analysis

explicated here, and while

by some of

certainly present in the discussion and approaches used

the participants, the ethnography in the field

enacted as a
or

it is

‘critical’

Masemann

is

was not conceived of or

ethnography, as has been outlined by Simon and Dippo (1986)

(1982).

These authors have suggested the bringing together of

social theory, based in the

development of sociological theory, with the

critical

practical,

"field-based" experiences of ethnographic study of education from anthropology for
the purpose of transforming the institutions and processes of education.

Dippo have positioned

a critical ethnography as

analysis of a social or cultural

then, utilizing elicited

one which

phenomena and seeks

first,

Simon and

applies a critical

to define the "problematic",

meaning within a group, formulates action directed towards the

problem.

The
were not

power

intentions of the research/ field experiences described in this dissertation

explicitly directed at addressing defined

relationships in Malawi.

The reasons

and social injustices or

for this are

political

numerous, many of them

physically and personally dangerous to the actors and participants at the time of the

field activities.

to research

Freire addressed this in discussing North Americans going to Africa

where he described a balance of engaging

in activity that leads to social
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transformation, sometimes within institutions and contexts that resist
challenges to the
status

quo

(Freire, 1986).

An

awareness of

exhibited in a

critical perspectives

number of

involvement, as

it

did for

on the development process however,

the events described here, did influence

many

my

of

colleagues.

eventual shaping of the video drama project.
as

I first

later as

its

effect

on the

in

-

teacher training as problematic, and

encountered the extension communications project before us as

problematic

- is

to

be expected.

Actions related to the

were arrived

at after a

all

of

case

latter

came towards

the end of

long and protracted experience with what

term the "dominant paradigm"
account of

had

in turn

That some degree of conflict resulted

encountered the existing use of video

we

This

my own

this activity

involvement and

we have come

to

The ethnographic

education and development.

in

my

flows from a baseline survey of video use (Appendix B)

used to help define the general construct, to a case study describing the institutional
uses of video in education, to a descriptive narrative of the video production in the

field.

In this chapter an overview of the general methodological approach, specific

methods and

Of

their rationale, is provided.

particular concern

video in educational

The

activities

is

the exploration of issues associated with the use of

and

its

relationship to the general cultural construct.

research presented here will define

experimentation with technology

in

some of

education

in

the

problems associated with the

a Third

World

defined problems and the characteristics of the phenomena

in

context.

These

general will be applied
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towards advancing a theoretical understanding of the inter-relationship
between
education, development, culture and technology.

Linguistic and Cultural Competencies

Since ethnographic methods
rural sociology

immersion

would

might be assumed

I

primarily from the field of anthropology and

that established research protocols, such as the

into a particular field setting as participant observer,

traditionally (traditional in the

linguistic

While

it

come

be followed.

This

academic/methodological sense) mean a

and cultural competence with Chichewa, the national language of Malawi

did receive tutoring in

Chichewa from

a trained language instructor

I

1
.

cannot

claim any degree of fluency with the language beyond a well tuned familiarization and

knowledge of basic greetings and simple dialogue.

Data drawn from the verbal

recordings in the Chichewa language are from transcriptions and translations done

my

request from friends and colleagues

who

at

are themselves Malawian.

Linguistic competence notwithstanding, a general sensitivity to culture, beyond

a liberal respect

in this definition,

counterparts and friends.

meaning with regards

informed

In only a

to events or

cultural context of the college

my

interaction with

few cases did

I

intentionally elicit cultural

phenomena where

is itself

appropriate.

is

Furthermore, the

demonstrably and intentionally removed from

the traditional forms of culture, including the linguistic reality.

example,

my Malawian

Chichewa, for

only used sparingly by linguistically competent instructors

in

various

87
subjects or

when

Students use their

it is

the object of instruction, as in

own

first

language

in

Chichewa Language

studies.

casual discussion and informal conversation

but not in the classroom, unless the academic authority (lecturer
or professor) has

granted

it.

example of

This linguistic differentiation within the college
traditional-cultural objectification

is

explored further as an

by the dominant characteristics of

Western, neo-colonial academic culture.

As an assumed agent and
externally defined by

phenomena

my

participant in the processes of

role as college professor,

I

chose

to

Western enculturation,

examine

the various

associated with video technology in education within the linguistic forms

of English language and Western culture, forms which provided the means for shared
understanding

among

various actors and participants

at the

college community.
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Figure 3.1
Source:

US Government

Map

of Malawi

Printing Office/ State Department.
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The

The

historical relationship

complex and

Field Context:

Malawi

between education and culture

rich in the area of trans-cultural influence.

Malawi within

the southern African region

characteristics of

Malawi

s

own

is

equally

The

in the

country are

political context

of

complex and reveal some unique

national development.

Each of these areas

is

explored in some detail with references to journalistic accounts and historical
essays.

The

overall purpose of this

is

to

Malawi

as

one of authoritarian

political context of

its

effects

on the

argue that there

is

valid evidence to characterize the

rule.

societal culture of the nation in general

education in particular.

This

latter

This

and

is

further described in

in the culture

category of sub-culture in Malawi

is

of

examined

in

the first case example ethnography in the following chapter.

The
drawn on

to

data from a general survey of the use of video in

Malawi (Appendix B)

is

provide further evidence of the types of communication which contribute

to cultural practices.

It is

here where various uses of the technology are inventoried

across several different sectors of society, from state-supported use and government
institutional use to the use of video

policies of the

government towards

examined since these

by private individuals.
the

effects of official

consumption and production of media are

policies have the greatest impact

cultural material in the video media.

The

on the potential creation of

The parameters of consumption and production

are further analyzed in light of internal vs. external issues at the heart of Third

national and cultural development.

World

Each of these issues are examined and synthesized
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in the

summary and

analysis, all of

which

service to setting a contextual

is in

description for two ethnographic cases which follow.

While each country

in the

African continent

is

unlike any other,

unique among those countries which could be grouped with

Mozambique and Tanzania

-

for a

number of

reasons.

Its

it -

own

Malawi

is

Zimbabwe, Zambia,
geo-political history

has been a source of study for decades by scholars and academics with such diverse
interests as

economic development,

and fresh water tropical
significant

due

to the

which populate the

political repression, theology,

fish collectors.

This

latter interest in the

ethnomusicology,
country

is

unique qualities of Lake Malawi, or more specifically the

lake, being

among some of

tropical fresh water fish in the world.

the

The tenuous

more

fish

beautiful and collectable

link to this

phenomena with

the

research topic at hand can be found in the use of video at national parks, by tourists

(who are

restricted in their use of video to shooting only

game and some

local

scenery); and by documentary teams from international magazines such as National

Geographic; and by expatriate

documentary work

to

name

staff

just a

of the parks

who

few examples.

use video in training and

Indeed, Malawi

is

a richly

rewarding to anyone with an appreciation of purely visual, geographical beauty.

From

the deep African

rift

valley to the plateau highlands,

geographic features which make
Population densities

people per sq

this

km

in

it

Malawi

total

rich in various

an attractive place for foreigners to go.

Malawi are among

the highest in Africa with 67.4

of land as of the 1987 census (Hutcheson, 1994).

year also reported a

is

population of

some

The census

8 million with a projected

for
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population growth estimated at around 11.4 million by the
year 2000.

wide AIDS epidemic however
incidence of

also nearly

RENAMO

1

AIDS

in

Malawi, especially

rebel forces in neighboring

income of a

levels, lack

in the

million refugees from the civil

resources in the country.
capita

affects such estimations.

little

Malawi

is

over $200.

among

This

is

owing

is

a very high

urban areas (1994,

war between

p. 528).

FRELIMO

Mozambique which

There are

government and

further strain limited

the world’s poorest countries with a per

Even with limited resources, low education

of mineral wealth, the country

(Brown, 1994).

There

The world-

is

characterized as a development success

largely to the government’s ability to pay back

international debt at a higher rate than most other borrowing nations in Africa and a
relatively prosperous agricultural estate

economy providing favorable

trade balances.

International recession and regional drought conditions have eroded this standing in

the financial world.

Political

In matters of

Context

economy, national development of post-colonial

countries, and the realpolitik of power, repression and civil liberty,

particular interest.

In each of these areas

Malawi has made

third

world

Malawi

is

also of

international headlines as

diverse as: a "shining example of economic self-sufficiency" and "the most brutal

dictatorship in Africa" (Carver, 1992).

While these

internal characteristics

have been
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cited here, such aspects of the country

have not excluded

from the role of recipient

it

of international aid assistance.

While
of, for

it is

example,

not the purpose of this study to

political repression certain realities

which a communications technology such as video
acts of

make

Malawi’s parliament which

set legal

is

a case for or against claims

do affect the environment

These

used.

precedence

in that

realities include the

country for the state

control of the flow of information and the creation of public media.
reflects the nature

can be used;

Its

One of

of Malawi’s

political history

Such

legislation

and frames the picture of how video

implications for cultural expression, information and education.

the phrases used to describe Malawi, a phrase that

between expatriate professionals who have travelled or lived
"Africa for the beginner."

This

is in

is

used most often

there, is that

Malawi

is

reference to certain aspects of the country which

are not unrelated to the broader implications of this research.

Malawi

being an "easy" Third World country primarily because of

warm,

hostile to

in

its

Europeans and North Americans) cultural atmosphere,

is

viewed as

inviting (non-

relative

economic

prosperity (you can buy toothpaste, soap, shaving cream and batteries in most major

and quite a few minor towns, provided you have money of course), and geographic
beauty.

this

Except for the

may be

last attribute,

one which

I

have no argument with since even

a matter of cultural relativity, there are other, hidden attributes which are

best discussed in a critical light.

It is

a matter of cultural perspective, one which

often overlooks deeper conditions beneath

phenomena such

as the

warm

smile on the
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African hotel waiter’s face;

A

smile which occasionally masks a deeper, historically

rooted hostility towards the white patron.

Perceptions about a place or a group of people can vary from person to
person, yet certain characteristics can emerge and

become agreed upon over

time.

Negative terms that are often associated with the population of Malawi are "docile",
"subservient", or "deferential."

Now

descriptions which are most likely

Malawi and

rarely, if ever,

I

must qualify these as an observation of casual

made

in the

context of third party discussions about

by Malawians themselves.

These

attributes are also

verified through comparative encounters with populations in other countries or regions

in Africa

American

where the people behave much
visitors.

the

Malawi,

sarcastically titled an article about his experiences "In the

Zombies" (Carver, 1992).

Whatever

the validity or generalizability of

this perception, there are certain historical realities in

Malawi which

understanding communication and educational activities

Malawi was heavily colonized, more perhaps
demographically.

European or North

In deference to the suppression of political expression in

one reporter traveling there

Land of

differently towards

The former

estate colony of

in

in the

set a

context for

country.

a cultural sense than

Nyasaland gained independence

in

1965 from a colonial ruled regional confederation which included Northern Rhodesia

(now Zambia) and Southern Rhodesia (Zimbabwe). The independence was won and
was not given up by

the white settler population and colonial administration easily.

should be noted that the struggle for Zimbabwean independence was not over until

1980.

Further to the south, present political struggles

in

what

is

now South

Africa

It
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attest to the history

of white domination of indigenous African populations

region. Furthermore,

Livingstone

s

Malawi was

the point of origin for the

Church of the Central African Presbyterian.

style buildings

development of David

Protestantism, colonial

and infrastructure, and a residual, mostly white farming

population are elements of Malawi’s past which are

still

in this

visible

and

estate

felt in

the

Malawi

of today.
This local history affects the working relationship, goals and foundation of
education in Malawi to a great, yet often subtle, degree.

Malawi

place where respect for authority and position are pervasive.

nothing else, a

is, if

Political

domination and

control by the ruling party (Malawi Congress Party at the time of this research) in

what

is

by law a one-party

and indirect ways.

The

state represses diverse political

whose

President,

President of Malawi, Ngwazi Dr. H.

official title is

Kamuzu Banda",

is

expression in both direct

"His Excellency the Life
noted for his longevity as

the oldest sitting leader of a nation anywhere in the world.

He

is

a pronounced

Anglophile and prominent member

in the

always appears

piece suit and bowler hat, brandishing a horsetail

fly

in public in a three

Presbyterian Church of Scotland

whisk as the only observable touch of African

paradox, which manifests

itself in

noted in several essays and

highlights the

one

BBC

which

is

documentary "Eaton

a secondary school

and sometimes more fortunate are prepared
institution

This cultural

very explicit ways in the education sector, has been

at least

Kamuzu Academy,

traditional culture.

who

modeled on the best

in Africa"

where Malawi’s

which

best, brightest,

for leadership in the country in an

British public schools. Students

wear blazers
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and study Greek and Latin, a prerequisite
knowledge for any "educated" person, or so
says the life president (Alexander, 1991).

Education

is

serious business in

Malawi and

is

unique combination of influences from the president’s
philosophy

to the saturation of

Decidedly socialist/progressive

made even more

so by the

own determined

educational

European Christianity over the past century.
political outlooks

which have influenced other

education systems in neighboring countries like Tanzania,
Mozambique, or

Zimbabwe

have been excluded from any influence on Malawian education,
owing largely

to the

president’s (and ruling party’s) anti-socialist position during three
decades in power.

Malawi, as the president
favored nation

stability.

This

is

in dealings

stability

fond of pointing out at public addresses, has been a

with international organizations because of

however

is

internal

largely coerced through internal political

repression (Richburg, 1992; Keller, 1993).
political costs, has

its

been a deciding factor

Internal stability, whatever

in the

its

own

favor which multi-lateral aid agencies

have shown Malawi over the past two decades.

Development Context

Malawi has received
compares equally
Zambia).

significant

amounts of international aid money which

to other nations in the region (e.g.

Brown (1994,

p.

533) reports that starting

borrowed from commercial sources large sums

to

Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
in the

mid-1970s, Malawi has

pay for international debt and for
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internal national development.

debt servicing.

International

again.

As

By 1980

a large portion of borrowing

a result, debt re-structuring was arranged in 1982.

Monetary Fund pressured

Such foreign involvement

the

government

to re-schedule

in finances affects international

was directed

at

In 1987, the

its

foreign debt

donor assistance

such as that coming from the World Bank and the IDA.
National reports continually highlighted Malawi as an exemplary nation
in the
use of international loans and

Mozambican
government.

civil

60%

In this

"open door" policy towards refugees from the

environment money continued

Foreign grants and loans totalled $170 million

$250 million by
almost

war.

its

the following three years.

1987 but rose

to

over

Overall the nation saw an increase of

in foreign assistance in this period.

World Bank has been

in

to roll in to the national

the education sector of

A

large recipient of funds

from the

Malawi.

Since 1970, the World Bank has contributed millions of dollars to educational
sector development in Malawi.

These funds have mostly been

in the

form of

educational sector credit loans offered to the government for development and

expansion of primary, secondary, and

The

tertiary educational facilities

building of institutions and infrastructure

in

education

is

and programs.

a critical part of the

nation’s cultural development.

Direct institutional support

the University of

Malawi and

largely been a result of the

in

Malawi.

The

the

in the

building of the Chancellor College

Malawi

Institute

World Bank’s on-going

campus of

of Education, for example, has
relationship with the

government

application of video technology in the support of college lecturing
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and teacher training

is

one element of

this fiscal

support which

is

the focus of the

following chapter.

Video equipment and

related software, in the

form of the ubiquitous

VCR,

videotapes and television monitors, also enters the country as personal
effects of
professionals and government employees returning from overseas visits or study

programs.

Equipment

is

also obtained through direct sales of merchandise imported

into the country by local, independent merchants and representatives of franchised
retail outlets.

Malawi.

Whatever

way.

not presently manufactured in

Video, as will be continually defined throughout

medium of consumption
production;

More

developing into a

of visual and audio presentations as well as a

common

wide range of

home

this study, is

a

medium of

so since the recording and editing side of the technology

The following

use and

is

Videotape program materials and local productions however, are produced

in a limited

in a

source, video technology

its

is

tool.

sections of the present chapter detail the use of video technology

sectors,

from government use and formal education,

entertainment.

In addition to providing

to

commercial

comprehensive data on the

quantity of videotapes available through rental outlets, for example, this survey will

provide a contextual baseline

It is

towards a

holistic

in defining a

view of

this

video culture that

follows the threads (or tape as the case

As pointed
identifiable,

out earlier,

and

it is

growing "video culture" within

may

this part

of the dissertation

be) of video wherever

possible to do this since the technology

b) not so plentiful yet as to

make

that nation.

it

can be found.

is a)

easily

actual counting or accurate
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estimation and recording such data impossible,

number of camcorders

New York

in

much

as an accurate count of the

City, for example,

would

be.

Data Collection and Organization

Data for

this dissertation

was collected during the research periods of June,

1988 through March, 1991 while

I

resided continuously in Malawi.

Published data

reviewed includes government policy documents and other public documents such as
the parliamentary acts affecting copyright and censorship.

from

memos and

internal

projects

Unpublished documents

were also reviewed and recorded as primary source

data related to video use in various institutions and in various projects around the
country.

Other data were collected as a

conducted, for example,
(appendix A).

at

video rental outlets

In most cases

I

of Malawi and
Massachusetts.

trained while

later, after

A number

I

and

site

surveys

the major cities in the country

were recorded

collected the data directly.

either Masters degree students

I

in

many

kept a field journal during this period and

I

specific instances of video being used

field officers

result of direct interviewing

in this

observations about

manner.

Malawians who

was teaching while

at the

assisted

were

College, Forestry Extension

working for FAO, or fellow colleagues

at the

University

returning to the United States, at the University of

of methods were used

analyzing and organizing the data used.

A

list

in the collection

of raw data and in

of the types of data collected

is

presented in the following table with some discussion of rationale for their inclusion

and how the data

is

integrated within the ethnography.
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Questions.

Operational

and

Source

by
Data

of

Types

3.1

Table
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Survey Data (Appendix R)

A
questions

simple, one page checklist Questionnaire with combined
open response

was administered

to

video rental outlet employees or owners to collect data

for the survey section dealing with video tape rental as an
entertainment

medium.

Furthermore, Dumba-Safuli (1992) has used survey questionnaires (a much
used, and
perhaps overused, technique

in

Malawian educational research) and has described a

comprehensive inventory, relevant

to the research location

educational technology hardware

-

awareness and attitudes related

primary teacher training colleges

in

origins in the joint

UNESCO

described in Chapter

V

Malawi.

The

and time period, of
to

it -

institutional overlap,

teacher training project initiated in 1977,

in the

having their

is

further

of the dissertation.

Document Review and Indexing

A

number of primary source documents were examined

the United States.

Each of these

relate in

bringing video into teacher training

Extension program supported by the

some way

facilities

in

Malawi and back

in

to the projects associated with

or in using video in the Forestry

FAO. Some

of these documents were

evaluative, commissioned by the organizations themselves while others were project

related, such as the materials guides authored

The documents

are indexed in Appendix

in the case studies.

The

texts

A

by project personnel and participants.

and grouped

and documents described

in sets

in the

according to their use

survey in Appendix

B
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are also provided as part of the construct
imposed on video use by the general context

of Malawian

and social culture.

political

Public documents available through the Government
Printer

in

Malawi provide

a source of data for various official laws and policies
which relate to the use of video.

Most

insightful of these are the 5

Year Development Plan for Malawi and the

the Copyright and Control of Entertainments

Act of 1989.

text of

Other public document

data include local newspaper articles.

Other documents reviewed included inter-office
during

my

working

tenure at the college as the

in the Forestry

Head of

the

memos which

printed materials have been published and are cited as such while

copies could not be

The

script

made or

script is used in a

FAO

to

in offices

Some

of these

many of them

are

and resource departments when

the original could not be removed.

which was used

document" within the

was privy

Audio Visual Centre and while

Department Headquarters as a consultant.

unpublished sources which were reviewed

I

in the

video drama production began as a "field

project, authored

by the project’s

leader.

This original

comparative analysis with the transcribed dialogue which was

created in the improvisational creation of the scenes, enacted in the village setting.

Personal Journal and Field Notes

Throughout
journal, in which

I

my

stay in

Malawi and before

I

actually

recorded significant events related to

college lecturer and consultant.

Since

I

my

went

there,

I

kept a

experience and role as

had identified early on

that

I

would use

this
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opportunity to gain field experience for a future dissertation,

I

chose video technology

as a central thread to bind together a long chain of experience
in Malawi.
In addition to the

appointment diary

at

more usual journal

my

AVC

and

I

kept an

desk which contained many observations and other

information which later revealed
the

form

entries in written

later at the

FAO

along with the journal entries

my

bits

of

reactions and observations on developments in

project headquarters office.

to assist in the creation

I

compiled these notes

of the narrative treatment of the

field experiences.

Video Recordings
Since

video

it is

in

Data Collection and Analysis

much of

the

main focus of the research

is

concerned with the use of

only appropriate that much of the data collected be from

use of video technology

in collecting data in

the literature, particularly John Collier,

Jr.

this source.

The

ethnographic studies has been reported

and Malcolm Collier (1986,

p.

139)

who

note the similarities in the use of video with established ethnographic protocols for

analyzing data from motion picture film and

still

photography. Spindler (1982) has

also discussed the use of film in cross-cultural ethnographies of educational

institutions in

used

in this

Europe and North America and has suggested

that video could also

be

type of research.

While

all

three media share

some of

the

same elements

in

how

represented

data are encoded and analyzed, only video has the unique quality of being ready for

review immediately after (or even during) the recording process.

This characteristic

in
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makes

it

suitable for interactive and participatory processes

the production process

35)

is

is

accessible by participants.

The work of

Criticos (1989, p.

particularly relevant in examining the role of video in
participatory

media projects
concepts used

in

South Africa.

in visual

is

The present study concerns

anthropology.

Forestry Extension project,

drama

where a higher degree of

is

A

itself

community

with some of these

75 minute video drama, a product of the

used as one data source.

not an ethnographic film per se although

it

As

such, however, the video

does provide a rich source of

data for analysis in Chapter 6 and 7.

While we produced
district,

the video

drama on

location in a village near

a student in the Fine and Performing Arts department used

millimeter video camcorder to record

my

Mangochi

my own

8

involvement during the production process

as well as other events which took place while the production

was underway.

I

further added to this data set recordings of the student actor rehearsals and in the field

trials

of the video drama

itself as

the southern coastal areas of lake

A

we

it

at three village locations in

and around

Malawi (Mangochi, Kasankha, and Malindi).

procedure normally used

was adapted

tested

to log

and index videotape for purposes of editing

for the purposes of identifying significant streams of events related to the

experience with the video production

in the field.

A

coding scheme was devised

using graphic icons available through a word processor/computer to mark significant

or possibly significant events on the logging sheets.
located in Appendix F.

Samples of these raw data are
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Dialogue Transcripts from the Video Drama Sound Track

Video

information on

etc.,

it

a sound, as well as a visual medium.

is

movement of

While the recordings can

yield

people, interaction with location and physical objects

also records speech and other natural sounds given close

enough proximity and

the decision to not disable this function on the recording device.

Since the improvisational nature of the drama that was recorded on videotape
yielded dialogue which differed from the original text, written and used as the guiding
script (see

first

Documents

section above), certain scenes

transcribed from the

Chichewa language.

were selected and the dialogue

These were further translated

into

English by a colleague.

Informal Interviewing with and without Audio Recording

Audiotape data from informal interviews were collected by extension

communication
drama.

The

trainees and a research assistant during the field testing of the video

trainees

in Participatory

were given guiding questions (Appendix E)

to use as

an exercise

Monitoring and Evaluation training conducted after the production of

the video drama.

The

training involved visits to three village locations

interviews were conducted with village

members who had

where

just seen the video drama.

Originally recorded in Chichewa, the national language of Malawi, the audio data was

later transcribed

both languages.

and then translated into English by a Malawian colleague, fluent

in
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Additional informal interviews, not recorded on tape, were
conducted in the
field

with various actors with historical perspectives on the development
and

formation of the

A VC

within the University, and

later, after

returning to the

University of Massachusetts, with two informants and colleagues, both of
professionals and educators living in Malawi.

while completing her

own

-

resident here in

doctorate dissertation, while the other

while she was on sabbatical

Angeles

One was

-

I

whom

Amherst

corresponded with

residing for a time at University of California,

from her teaching position

at

are

Los

Chancellor College.

Videotape Data from College Microteaching

Video recording,
yielded a

mound of

recording favors

instructor,

its

some of

as an integral part of microteaching exercises in

observable, recorded data.

While

erasing almost immediately after

it

was an

the nature of this type of

is

reviewed by peers and

the recordings from past microteaching sessions provided evidence

of technique and behavior reaching back several years.

examine these

Malawi,

tapes, before they

I

had the opportunity

to

were "re-cycled" (since the scarcity of tape stock

issue, discussed further in later chapters) in use of further microteaching

activities or for other types

of video recording.

This data was reviewed along with the direct observations of microteaching
the college to form the description of the prevailing practice of this particular

of teacher education.
dissertation.

A

at

method

further discussion forms a central focus of Chapter 5 of this
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Drama

Student Participants’ Journals

Since
college

I

I

worked

closely with the Theatre for

was successful

in eliciting

Development program while

from the 6 student actors

(5 actors,

1

at the

actress) in

the project their agreement to keep personal journals during the
rehearsal and

production process stages of the video drama.
sheet guide for various points which

I

I

provided the journals and a single

wished them

to

consider while allowing for the

option of recording any significant observations of the processes involved in the
creation of the video

drama

project,

(Appendix E).

The journal

writing exercise

yielded six volumes, six individual accounts of personal insight into the process of

using popular theatre techniques with video production.

Organization of the Data

Survey data was collected, along with other

B

in the creation

used

of what has been defined

in the further critical analysis.

data,

and presented

in

Appendix

in this dissertation as the baseline construct

For the purposes of the survey,

broken down into a few logical categories.

this data is

Government agencies and government

sponsored organizations are separated from non-government organizations (NGOs).
Likewise, public use of video

video

in individual

homes

is

defined as that which ranges from the private use of

to public gatherings

where

the viewing experience

is

shared

by a number of members of a community, sometimes requiring paid admission,
sometimes

not.

Given

that such

technology

is

expensive and only a few are fortunate
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enough

to

own

most people

in

the

it,

the latter

Malawi are

In the following

examples predominate the instances of exposure which

likely to

have with video.

two chapters,

the study turns to the descriptive

accounts of video use in the formal education sector and then

video drama project.

in the village-based

In the ethnographic account of video technology used in teacher

training and within the University, discourse analysis

documentation which preceded
of use.

and narrative

my

arrival

is

employed

as an entry into the

and gave evidence of the existing patterns

Chapter 4 provides a focused, detailed look

the first exposure to institutional uses of video

of the proto-typical methods and techniques for

at this sector since

were made
its

in

it is

here that

Malawi and where some

use were introduced into the host

culture.

Analytic

The organization of
involvement

to use

Framework of

the baseline survey descends

by private

This

citizens.

is

done

locus of control of the media and the technology.

in relation to the

control

is

the Research

from

state control

and

to further highlight the issue

Evans (1976) discussed

of

this issue

use of technology in non-formal education, positing that locus of

a defining characteristic of these types of education programs that use

technology

in

some manner. Locus of

control, categorized

by

institutional to

individual use, consumption and production of media, and the relationship of internal

vs. external orientation will constitute

one dimension of the analytic framework used
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with the baseline survey.

development

This framework

efforts in the formal

communications projects

in

is

appropriate since

it

addresses the dual

and non formal sectors of education and

Malawi.

Discourse Analysis of Texts

Drawing on Ferguson’s work
be identified and read

in the

development

institutional

Lesotho, the "discourse of development" can

in

paper communication which

efforts (1990).

Analysis of

this

is

always generated by

discourse

is

read in the use

of language which reveals not just the immediate subject of the communication but
also the associative theories and assumptions guiding the communicator.

experience of

this dissertation, I

In the field

had access to numerous memos, reports,

correspondence, manuals, papers, project documents and other such printed or written
discussion,

ail

discourse of

A

of which revealed

how video

is,

in

and was,

some fashion
to

be used

the prevailing thought in the

in the

two case examples.

critique of these experiences can largely be defined as a critique of a

development "project".

Since "development"

improve the existing quality of education

in

is at

the

aim of both

secondary teacher training and

improving or creating the means for a government agency

implement

the effort to

to

in

communicate and

stated policy objectives to rural, recipient populations in forest resource

management and conservation,

the project orientation of these efforts can be

through one of the principle, and tangible outcomes of development

examined

activities; the

project documentation and the specific language used to define the goals and activities
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resulting

from the project.

Ferguson’s (1990) research on development

employs analysis of the discourse present
the global efforts to

parallels

develop

between social and

and those found

in

Malawi.

this

in

Lesotho

documents generated by and produced

in

small African nation.

political conditions

for

There are numerous

and effects he describes for Lesotho

The method of analyzing meaning,

revealed in the

discourse of the development agencies and institutions, will be used with the

document data compiled
the

Audio Visual Centre

as a result of the research on the building and equipping of

as an institution designed to support teacher training with

video technology.

Reflexive Analysis

Reflexivity in ethnographic research

is

a factor which attempts to reconcile the

impossibility of total objectivity in a social context (the positivist approach) and the

inertia to inquiry/action caused

(naturalism).

Hence

by the

total

immersion

in the

context examined

the reliance on participant-observer methods which involve the

researcher in the lives and realities of the researched (Hammersley and Atkinson,

1983 ).

Simply

stated, reflexivity in the research

determines the degree to which the

observations encountered are allowed to inform the direction of the phenomena

leading to future observations.

Rather than a reflective mode, "looking back on" the

experience, the reflexive approach calls for synthesizing the analysis of the data and
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observations encountered

in the field into

immediate theoretical observations which

then guide the direction and involvement of the
researcher in the action.

To

the degree that this

is

possible in the field context, this approach

especially in the second case example

where a reflexive analysis was

was used,

critical to the

development of the drama groups communicative involvement
with the village and

in

the eventual direction of the video production.

Discrepant Case Constructs

One way of

further expressing the "validity" of the described contexts, and the

constructs of cultural communication found in them,

is in

the development of a

primary case construct, one which defines a normative situation for the use of video
in

development education, and following these observations and date

case.

into a discrepant

Subjecting certain concepts and observations (or technological innovations) to

different case contexts yields discrepancies between the descriptions and assumptions

which may lead

bound by a

set

to

them.

The comparative

nature of the two cases in this study are

of technologies and related purposes

if

not directly by an overlap in

the group of key individuals described.

Data Triangulation and Construct Validity
Application of the theories towards analyzing the sets of data which were
collected are done in a process of triangulation.

A

distinction

is

made here

in the

definitions of theoretical triangulation with that of data or interpretive triangulation.

Ill
In this latter sense, triangulation

defined phenomena
question" (Rossman

in

is

the process of holding

up various

sets

of data to a

order to "corroborate, elaborate, or illuminate the research

&

Wilson, 1985, also cited

in

Marshall and Rossman, 1989).

This presents a different technique than the use of multiple theories

in the analysis

of

the data and research experiences.

Each of

the

two main case examples

in the

broader ethnography, video used in

teacher training and video used in village drama, reveal different sets of expectations

and perspectives on the

institutional

theoretical perspective might

like the

academic

fit

institutions in

and innovative uses of

this

technology.

A

single

within the definitions used in a particular construct,

Malawian higher education

ultimately miss an analysis of related

phenomena or

for example, but could

different facets of the

same

event.

This dissertation, however, examines two contrasting constructs which expose a

paradox

common

in the

process of national development

traditional encountering the

While
in seeking a

efficient

Third World nations; the

modern.

the first theory

more

in

is

concerned with the variables which may be involved

way of communicating

technological innovations,

it

fails to

address the more basic assumptions on which societal development and social

relationships are based.

It

assumes

that the intrinsic

value of an innovation has

already been determined and seeks to find the most efficient

encouraging
attitudes

itself.

its

disseminating and

wide-spread adoption by defining and manipulating the people’s

and behaviors,

It is

way of

their institutions,

and the characteristics of the innovation

a process of coercion and persuasion, which looks to existing

power
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structures as a manipulable variable in processes of

concerning

itself

communication rather than

with the underlying issues of equity or social justice.

The second theory

applies a

more general

critique of social relationships to

these processes while possibly overlooking the aesthetic
potentials of the technology in
cultural

and

artistic

expression, particularly in a localized cultural environment.

of the primary concerns of

theory

critical

One

anticipation of the development of an

is in

authentic individual, living an authenticated existence, free from the alienating
forces

of dominant social relationships.
In the recapturing ot an indigenous aesthetic,

once physically (and perhaps

continuously) challenged and suppressed by colonial cultures and institutions, a local

author and academic has provided a means for understanding and communicating
elemental pieces of his

own

culture in what,

description of a cultural reality.

invokes an indigenous

set

A

I

attempt to form an authentic

feel, is his

third theory offered in the analytic

framework

of aesthetic definitions on the very forms of communication

present in the communicative events described in the field study, oral communication

and

traditional

drama.

Having reviewed
education

in

the relevant experiences to the present use of video in

developing countries, and having defined the methodological and

examining

theoretical foundations for

dissertation

the

now

particular set of experiences, the

turns to describing certain events.

same time revealed by,

and actors

this

in these events

These events reveal, and are

the theories and assumptions

brought

to the reality

at

which the many participants

which we

all

shared in the described

113
location and time.

There

individuals involved.

are, of course, as

many

perspectives as there were

Yet the theoretical analysis applied

in this dissertation tries to

synthesize both the external assumptions driving the introduction
of a technology into
the cultural and social institutions of this nation with a
critical perspective on the
realities

encountered as part of the research experience, combined with cultural

definitions

people.

which are rooted

in the physical

and living culture of Malawi and

its
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Endnotes
”

Chichewa

is

English

the "official" language, used in

is

a

national" language which

was designated at the time of independence while
government documents and proceedings. In

addition, there are several other dialects and their
constituent ethnic groups with the
( Chitumbuka language) and the
Yao ( Chiyawo language) being the second and third

Tumbuka
most

predominant. Official language policies discouraged the use of these
secondary dialects in
education and other official communication under the rubric
of "national unification" which
supported the domination in government by Chewas from the central
region and specifically
excluded Tumbukas in the northern regions.

CHAPTER

IV

THE AUDIO VISUAL CENTRE, CHANCELLOR COLLEGE:
A CASE STUDY OF
VIDEO USE IN FORMAL EDUCATION

Introduction

The

consideration of video technology as a viable tool in formal education

projects in developing countries has proceeded based on two related assumptions:
(1)
its

potential effectiveness in improving the quality of instruction and
(2) in facilitating

increases in the quantity of students reached through

greater student-teacher contact.

in assessments

more

efficient

methods and

These two parameters, which appear most frequently

of academic achievement levels linked

to

technology use, reflect the

principle paradigm of educational development activity in the Third World; That

increasing the gross numbers of educated people (quantity) and improving the methods

and content used

in

Culture, as

examined
least

education (quality) will lead to more developed societies.

it

relates to the quantity

in this narrative

minimalized

and quality paradigm,

is

critically

account as an operational variable most often ignored or

in project design.

Some

at

educational planners tend to see cultural

differences, particularly language differences, as a limiting or problematic obstacle

which often impacts negatively on
1976;

Thomas and Kobayashi,

cultural challenges posed

the potential effectiveness of technology (Wells,

1987; Zhuang and Thomas, 1987).

Others discuss the

by the diffusion of information technologies
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in

developing

116
countries (Hanson and Narula, 1990) in
socio-political and economic terms (Tiene
and

Futagami, 1987; Lockheed, Middleton and Nettleton,
1991).

Almost
which receives

all studies to

date treat the tools of communications, the
hardware

practical attention

from various participants, as

seen in previous chapters, these cultural elements,
restricted to language use

when

culturally neutral.

As

included, are most often

and appropriate graphic representation.

There

are, at best,

only limited applications of a more comprehensive and detailed
cultural analysis in
projects which promote the use of communications technology
in education.

More

frequent than the consideration of even the most superficial cultural
issues are the

economic

issues concerned with cost and benefit as analyzed in educational
technology

projects.

These can give some indication of the economic efficiency of using

technologies but often

context in which

it is

fail to

used.

specific

include descriptions of the specific characteristics of the

Anthropological studies, which for the most part are

basically about cultural issues, seldom choose to focus on specific technologies and

how

they are used in educational contexts.

The more

detailed characteristics of

technology use and cultural analysis become apparent only when a close examination

of single, individual cases are made.
In describing the present case of

general context in which

it

is

how

used, these

more

This case represents a case construct which
factors, mostly derived

video technology

is

is

used, as well as the

detailed characteristics

determined by external

become
factors.

visible.

These

from Western collegiate models of instruction and

communication, contribute

to an

example of how a single technology

is

introduced
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and utilized

in

an institutional context.

As such

it

represents a

common

construct

found in most instances where communications
technology has been used for
educational purposes in Africa.

Organization of the Case Studies

I

have divided

example and

that

this

ethnographic narrative into two parts (the present case

which follows

in the

next chapter) for a

number of

Following a pattern of data sampling along three main dimensions

and time (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983)

- I

-

reasons.

context, people,

have traced the use of video

in

hopes

of revealing cultural assumptions not so much on the part of the users, but rather of
the

mostly expatriate promoters of the technology and

its

attempted transfer to an

education and information system in a formal education context.

My
at the

work

at

Chancellor College

in the

Audio Visual Centre and

work

the later

Forestry Department headquarters provided two distinctly different working

contexts.

Some

degree of overlap among various projects that were generated and the

experience of using the same

set

of video equipment with different groups of people

suggested that these two contexts be combined as contrasting parts of a larger picture.

Furthermore, the contrast between the experiences

in the field

production work and

the use of video in the formal education, studio facility context also suggested the

comparison of foundational theories employed

in

communications technology use

educational development and led to the review of literature in Chapter 2.

in
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None of

these experiences took place, as

of any cultural, social, or political interaction.
research context,

my

they ever could, in a vacuum, void

if

My

selection and entry into the

involvement with the development of the

experiences with the forestry project proved

this to

be

true.

these interactions in reflexive analysis of the events which

journals and transcription of video and audio tape data

Many

of the

and during
there

is

letters

my

stay in

Malawi, are reviewed

some back-tracking

The documents

my

later

have included some of

I

documented

in

my

collected.

AV

to

chronological order here although

in

in re-tracing the steps

of planners and actors responsible

Centre.

are listed in

Appendix

documents are published books or

the dissertation.

and

and memos, which formed the basis of the discourse both prior

for the development of the

the

I

I

AVC

A

and grouped

reports, these

Where some of

in sets.

appear also

These documents offer a great deal of insight

in the

to,

bibliography of

among many

other

things, the perceptions of the visiting faculty about their role in a foreign educational

environment.

The experience with

the

equipment also suggests flaws

assumptions about the use of a technology

like

most cases, such as the one described

In

video

in

in this

in the

diverse cultural contexts.

chapter, the technology

offered up in an un-adapted cultural form and in a cultural context which

with traditional culture.

expected

-

Those who would have contact with

sometimes required

exogenous cultural

skills

-

to utilize

it),

is

is

discrepant

the technology (and are

are similarly required to

first

master

such as a specialized vocabulary and language and methods

which have evolved and been proven

in

European cultural contexts but not African.
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That

this is possibly

an inherent cause of the failure to transfer
technology

educational development projects
narrative case study.

in

Africa

The leading question

is

in

a central issue which frames the

in this narrative

account

is;

assumptions constitute the design and development of an
audiovisual
context of a developing African nation like Malawi and

how do

What

facility in the

these assumptions

influence the utilization of an imported technology like video?

Part

Of

The

my

selection of

I:

Entrance to the Field Context.

Initiatives

Malawi

and Good Intentions

as a place to conduct research

selection and involvement into the Teacher Text

funded by the United States Information Agency.
at the

Center for International Education

at the

was

Technology

partly realized

Initiative

At a time when

my

by

(TTT)

doctoral studies

University of Massachusetts were

leading to the formulation of a research proposal, based on a continued interest in the
role of culture in

contract to

USIA

development education
to

administer the

Somalia, and Tanzania

told

me

Malawi.

1
.

It

was

TTT

at this

efforts, the

program

Center was already under

in the

countries of Cote d’lvorie,

time that the administrator for these projects

of the need for a technology and media specialist for the

My

TTT

program

application and eventual selection into this project provided the

in
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opportunity to begin construction of a line of
inquiry in the area of technology use

in

education in an African context.
In the spring of 1988

Malawi

as part of the

TTT

and technology was linked

Malawi and
Initiative.

Food and

was awarded a Fulbright Lectureship

program.
to

The

My

stay in

to travel to

position of lecturer in educational media

an ongoing partnership between the University
of

the United States Information

Agency’s Teacher-Text-Technology

Malawi would eventually involve a second assignment with

the

Agricultural Organization’s Assistance to the Forestry
Sector project.

During the three years

my

I

I

lived there, video technology provided a

experiences, the people

I

met and worked with, and the

common

situations

thread to

which led

to the

choice of the following case examples as a research subject.

The Teacher-Text-Technology

North American and European citizens go
of Africa for a variety of reasons.

work

after their arrival.

Some

Initiative in

to

work

Malawi

in the

developing countries

just go, obtaining a travel visa

More common, however,

and finding

are the associations which form

between governments of Third World countries and various government and non-

government agencies

in the

West and Japan.

assistance programs such as the United States

(USAID) which

Among
Agency

these are various bi-lateral

for International

Development

has been involved in various types of technical assistance to countries

in Africa for nearly

40 years.

While

USAID

oversees technical assistance projects,
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more diplomatic

associations between governments are represented by
the Department

of State which maintains embassies and diplomatic offices
the foreign offices of

USIA which

is

known

locally as the

in foreign countries,

US

and

Information Service

(USIS).

USIA
traditionally

level,

involvement

programs

in educational

in

developing countries has

been dominated by academic exchange programs, mostly

such as the Fulbright Exchange Program.

at the tertiary

1982 the United States

In

Information Agency launched a program to address the needs of educational systems

on various regions of the world.
Director of

USIA

to

This action resulted from a pledge made by the

Zimbabwe and

country (Lindsay, 1988).

discussions with the Minister of Education in that

Three broad areas were outlined

-

improvements and

support for teaching, textbook development, and technology use
incorporated into the

TTT

therefore,

USIA

somewhat unusual

supported programs

support in targeted countries, paralleled

Agency

which were then

Initiative.

The TTT program was,
goals, to pro-actively use

-

many such

for

USIA.

Its

aims and

to directly influence educational

efforts

for International Development’s Education Office.

by the United States

While

the

TTT

Initiative

for other African nations involved study groups, academic training and exchange

programs, the

TTT

program

university level professors

the

Malawi

for

Malawi consisted

who occupied

Institute for Education.

entirely of a series of four

lecturing positions at Chancellor College and
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Each one had a

who were

departments,

areas.

Some

single counterpart, chosen by their various
content area

supported by the project to pursue advanced degrees
in their

additional funding

was released during

the course of the project for

equipment purchases and supplies, most notably a photo-copier
three lecturers preceding

me

and

in

my

case an additional

audio-visual equipment and supplies for the

A Team

in

Search of a

D.C. and Malawi,

Centre

amount

the

TTT

Fulbright professors in Malawi, beginning

to the college administration

and

USIA

personnel in Washington,

reveals several varying perceptions regarding the role of these

report dated January, 1987 outlines a

faculty

for the purchase of

at the college.

professors and the program’s influence in education in Malawi.

TTT

case of the

Game

Correspondence between
September, 1985,

AV

in the

from the

first

A TTT

"Team"

number of experiences and recommendations

three years of the program.

Among them

is

the perception

that the teaching responsibilities, given the level of student preparation, could

achieved by "assistant professors" supplied through the Fulbright program.
implication

was

clear that since the four existing lecturers

were

full

be

The

professors, their

service to Malawi’s education system would be better spent at the Ministry level

assisting in the writing of

Science education.

new textbooks

In this report

is

impact on the education department

It

was somewhat unfortunate

Chancellor College

in

in their

own

subject areas of

Math and

also an interesting assessment of the cultural

at the college.

that the arrival

of

TTT-Malawi

for

at

September, 1985 coincided with the arrival of
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three other Fulbrights. Two of the
other three were also assigned to the
education department. The result of this
massive infusion of American
resources into a relatively small education
faculty. ..was predictable.
Some were overjoyed at the prospect of receiving
assistance in teaching
undermanned classes while others were clearly
threatened by the

American presence. TTT provided the
responses. (TTT/Malawi Document
7)
These perceptions proved
tension

felt

focal point for these conflicting

to be, as I later learned,

between the Education Department Malawian

from the US.

one of the sources of
staff

and the

TTT

professors

Faculty meetings and close association with the
teaching staff and

students at the College gave rise to the observable,
and sometimes competing

influence of American, British, and Anglo-Malawian
educational methods.

Team,

for example,

went

to great lengths to challenge the external

The TTT

examination

system, where academics from outside the country (and outside
of the African
continent preferably) were required to review and approve examination
results.

American educators found

The

"very difficult and frustrating to deal with" and offered

this

lengthy critiques and suggestions for reducing reliance on examinations which
were

based mostly on essay type questions.
other types of

exam

questions

(i.e.

They

when

their suggestion to include

multiple choice) were dismissed as "a mindless

waste of time" (TTT-Malawi Document
I

bristled

16, 1987).

also learned that the wishes of the University, and the College, had long

given a high priority to assisting

through receiving a specialist
masters degree program
not do until

my

in

in

in the further

development of the

AV

Centre

-

educational media and technology and in running a

education

in this field -

recruitment as the final

TTT

something the

TTT

program did

professor under the program
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(TTT/Malawi Document
disappointment

in

our

The

2).

first

meeting

principal of the College also related this
in

May, 1988

the existing expectations of the College
towards visiting faculty is
dominated by the need to fill teaching positions... past TTT
faculty at
the College were, in the eyes of many, far
from humble in their

proclamations about what should and should not be done
major shortcomings" (TTT-Malawi Document 3).

The TTT coordinator
position,

was

also

to resolve

Washington, responsible for recruiting a candidate for

in

aware of the deteriorating communication between the

my

TTT

Fulbrighters and the Malawian faculty and College administration and
sought to

address

it

by emphasizing

my

prior experience in Africa, working with African

education professionals, "which has made McCurry’s application appealing
to the

TTT

Fulbright Program"

(USIA Communication Document

In the context of the

was very

little, if

representative

in

any, direct involvement from

USIS

Zomba. The

two and a half years

office in Lilongwe,

overall experience of the

TTT

continuation of the program and indeed, as

I

December, 1987).

spent at Chancellor College, there

USIA

Malawi, with

perception of various program administrators

final

I

2,

in

Washington, D.C., or the

my

activities at the

AV

Malawi and

the

participants in

at that

Centre

time did not support a

later learned,

my

participation as the

"technology" representative of the program, had been debated prior to and

during the early part of

my

tenure there.

Recommendations from

the

TTT

faculty

already in place in Malawi suggested that the role of media and technology specialist

was not

as urgent an issue as sustaining their

own

involvement, although the
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University and College administration had a
different view (TTT-Malawi

Document

4).

All

Good

Intentions Aside

.

What emerges from reviewing
although the

program

in

TTT

program

for Africa

Malawi did not have

documents

these

was an organized

is

a general perception that

effort

the support and integration within the agency itself to

be carried out as other development projects might have been.
written a description of a

institutional link

TTT

program

component with

from within USIA, the

in

Lindsay (1982) has

neighboring Tanzania which had a strong

the University of Massachusetts.

involved sending Tanzanian educators

This program

mathematics and science for master’s

in

degrees to the University of Massachusetts, training Peace Corps volunteer secondary
teachers to

work

in

Tanzania and other training for Tanzanian educators

in

educational management, project development and evaluation, and English writing and
editing skill development (1982, p. 12).

The

TTT

program

in

Malawi, by

comparison, existed entirely of the four visiting Fulbright faculty,

Malawian counterparts who would go
two Peace Corps volunteers

program

in

Malawi was on

region and enjoyed

Even though

who

little

to

a

work

much

for

advanced graduate training

at the

AV

Centre.

external or internal support for

my

involvement

in

to the

US, and

The development of

smaller scale than other

the quality of support provided

set the stage for

their selected

TTT

programs

the

in the

its activities.

was minimal,

the "Fulbrighters”

Malawi thought of themselves

as belonging
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to a

who were

"team"

executing various plans

to

reach goals that they had developed

as part of the "project":

TTT

- Malawi is firmly
established in country and is operating
smoothly. These recommendations are intended to help it become an
effective change agent in the future. [TTT-Malawi Document
7].

A

visiting faculty "Specialist"

who

acted as a roving troubleshooter for the program

also offered this early appraisal of the

"[TTT Malawi Coordinator

program

after a visit to

Malawi:

Washington] confirmed what I thought is closely supervising your activities... The
team is free to make judgements about the best way to meet the
objectives of TTT which continues to be the strengthening of secondary
that there is

in

no one who

education."

He

TTT

further expressed the view that the

program

in

Malawi was

to

be a long-term

project and that the faculty already there were "laying the basic foundations for the

curriculum revision... keeping

and continue

My

to build

in

mind

that other

TTT

Fulbrighters will follow you

on your foundations" (Correspondence Document

arrival into the

TTT

project in

1,

1986).

Malawi occurred during a movement within

the University to limit and reduce the presence of expatriate faculty in favor of

promoting Malawian academics.
future colleagues,

years working in

in

this general

many of whom would soon
Malawi

of them was England.
presence

Within

context

leave after (in

I

was introduced

some

for their respective countries of origin

The observations of

phenomena

Chancellor College

in

(see Altbach)

which for almost

various researchers that expatriate

Zomba, Malawi.

was

my

cases) 10 to 15

developing countries and particularly within academic institutions

self-perpetuating

to

certainly evident and alive at

is

a

all
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Whatever was

to

emerge from my involvement was

context.

The ITT

reasons.

In contrast to the other

project itself

curricular issues in education,

space, with

became

its

own

was not well received

TTT

my

"team" members

Malawi

in

which a number of

for a

who were

assignment would involve a

pre-defined needs

the stage on

in

to take place in this

number of

dealing with

facility.

This physical

terms of staffing, maintenance, and use,
internal contradictions

and conflicts would

develop.

TTT

and the Audio Visual Centre, Chancellor College

By agreement with

the

TTT

program coordinator,

Officer (PAO), and the Chancellor College and
Principals,

I

began work

knowledge of

in

June of 1988.

the relationship between

experienced by the previous two

my work
splitting

time

of

my

at the

two

TTT

institutions.

MIE

An

Malawi
initial

the

USIS Public

Institute

of Education

decision, based on the prior

and the College and the

lecturers

Affairs

was made

Some concern by

to

difficulties

determine a balance of

the Specialist over this

time between the two institutions had been

made

in

an early

letter:

by those [College] administrators about the
which they were unwilling to recognize at the
program has led to the present situation."

"...a misunderstanding

shared responsibilities

beginning of the

TTT

(Correspondence Document

The previous TTT

7,

January 26, 1988)

faculty had attempted to divide their time between these

institutions, also with limited success.

All of

my

contracts from

CIES

two

also indicated
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that

my

initially

institutional base

charged

to "stay

was divided between

the

on top of" developments

two

duplication of these

After

my

facilities,

mere 12 miles

a

Malawi

at the

planning to develop a similar audio-visual production

World Bank funding. There were concerns from

institutions.

facility

I

had also been

Institute

who were

of their own, based on

the Specialist regarding the

apart.

meeting with the Principal of MIE, about a month after

first

my

arrival at the College and following an initial
assessment of the needs at both
facilities, I

determined

that

activities at the College’s

full-time person at the

AV

AV

with support by one local

Malawi who was

I

was

Centre while activities
staff.

I

was more

also agreeable to

AV

critical.

-

first

the

problem"

I

was

II:

to

work

the Education

primarily at the

AV

at

Kent State

in the

long run while

for the next

Department

two and a

at the college

facility.

Institutional History

There was an emphasis, throughout

Malawi, on "fixing

were proceeding

completing studies

would be supported

where

The Head of

Part

at the Institute

had also visited a doctoral degree candidate from

Centre

my working

concentrated on the

if I

There was more than enough work for one

Centre.

felt that this facility

the staffing situation at the

-

time would be better spent

to return to the Institute after

University in the US.

half years

my

at the

AV

my

early discussions before

Centre

at

my

Chancellor College.

job descriptions and correspondence with the Specialist

who

arrival in

From

the

had been to Malawi
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on several occasions,

to the first

meeting with

my work

activity

concern.

Tracing the development of

to

was

be associated with

clearly centered on the facility

it,

this facility,

historical

experience

became

at

at the facility itself

colleagues, the focus of

which had caused much so much

and the problems which had come

became one of my own research

documents, individuals with a

year stay

my Malawian

knowledge of the

activities.

facility,

Access to

and day

a rich source of data to explore over

to

day

my two

Chancellor College.

The

Birth of a

The presence of video equipment

in

White Elephant 2

Malawian formal education systems began

with relatively early experimentation with black and white equipment
and proceeded

through the development of audio visual
utilizing the latest color,

memos and documents
which

initiatives

"U-matic" technology.

and infrastructural development

Examining a number of available

also revealed and suggested a chronology of influential events

led to the present state of the equipment, facilities, and their use by various

sub-groups both within and outside of the college.

major developments of video use

in

The following

Malawian education over

table indicates the

the past three decades.
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Table 4.1.

Chronology of Video Development

1971/72

in

Formal Education

in

Malawi.

Lawless published

article on the use of microteaching as
a technique in
teacher training in Malawi. Article points
out that microteaching need
not use video technology as was common
in the
or in north
American colleges and universities at the time.

UK

1976

Two

camera Closed Circuit TV (CCTV) system installed by
George
Clements, visiting technician from Leicester University,
U.K.

(Internal

memo, Education Department).
Inventory of equipment:
tripod and dolly;

1

Sony black and white video cameras with
"Porta-Pak" camera and reel to reel recorder

portable recording setup;

B&W

monitors, 2 19"

2

1

reel to reel

B&W

video recording deck; 2 9"

monitors; Sync generators and switching

unit.

This early black and white system was owned by the Education
Department of Chancellor College and was purchased with a grant from
the Schimmelpennick-Campbell Trust Fund. (Internal Memo
by A.P.
Green, Acting Head of Education June 29, 1977).

1977

Ongoing use of black and white equipment

to tape graduation
ceremonies, lectures by professors and transfer of 16mm film to video.
Equipment used in a "Laboratory Classroom" setting for microteaching

exercises.

1977

Launching of UNESCO project MLW/77/007 "Teacher Training
Improvement Project" Dr. Harry Marchant project director.

1978

Report by Clements on expansion of Audio Visual services
Chancellor College.

1979

Memo by Green discussing various proposals to use the available
equipment and noting possible duplication in the advent of other
equipment proposed for the Polytechnic college

in

at

Blantyre and for

Chancellor College.

1980

Discussion underway between IDA/World Bank and University of

Malawi where

a proposed

AV

Centre for Chancellor College would

benefit educational development.
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1981

1983

Planning and construction phase of Audio Visual Centre under
and IV Education Sector Credits to Malawi.
Building completed and
project grant.

new equipment purchased through

IDA

III

UNESCO

New

equipment includes; 2 color cameras; 4 U-matic,
3/4 inch format video cassette recorders; 4 20 inch color monitors;
Sony special effects generator and switcher; camera control units; two

additional video cassette recorders and playback units for editing suite.

1986

Report from visiting Fulbright Specialist concludes that the new AV
Centre is "a disappointment." It is under-utilized and under-supported.
Specialist

manage
1988

makes a number of recommendations regarding who should

how

the unit and

should be staffed. (Barth)

Fulbright Lecturer for Educational

Teacher-Text-Technology

1989

it

Media and Technology under USIA

Initiative arrives at

Chancellor College.

Old black and white equipment brought out of storage and employed
dedicated microteaching. New program of use starts with field

in

productions, student initiated productions and monthly "magazine"

format program produced by students

1990

Acquisition of

VHS

at the college.

color editing system and camcorders with

assistance from Unicef.

1991

Ongoing use of

VHS

video

Chancellor College for education and

at

training with increasing use in other

1991

development

sectors.

World Bank funded Primary Education Teacher Training project
make use of VHS camcorders and VCRs in support of training

to

activities.

The chronology above shows
in the education sector in

that the history

Malawi begun with

technology on a world-wide basis.

of video technology to be found

the first

commercial

In this example, there

availability

of the

was no technology gap,

might be assumed for a primarily agricultural developing nation, which prevented
entry of such a technology to an institutional setting.

Video

is

not an indigenously

as
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produced technology

in

Malawi, nor

development or research.

component

How

is it

then, did

supported by even regional technical
it

come

to represent

a pronounced

in the teacher training activities in
the University of

this sustained

The Foreign

One

Malawi and how was

over the years?

Ideal

early conclusion reached in the reflexive analysis
of the field data

was

that the decision to include video recording
in teacher training activities, while

supported by University of Malawi administrators and teaching
instigated and

promoted by expatriate

the early review of

that

staff,

No

faculty and consultants.

was primarily

evidence existed in

document data or through subsequent interviews which suggested

Malawian administrators of

the College and University, or the education

professionals in the Ministry of Education sought out and requested the introduction

of a media and technology equipped
of the basic notion of video use

facility to aid teacher training.

in teacher training, as

follow from a few individuals working

which

later

facilities in

The

became Chancellor College

at

The

introduction

a specific example, seemed to

Mt. Soche College near the city of Blantyre

after the institution

was

re-located to the

new

Zomba.
earliest black

and white

reel to reel units for

microteaching were

introduced with a foundation grant, directed by the Education Department Head, Dr.
B, and approved by the Principal of the College, both of

expatriate residents.

As Malawian

whom

faculty and administrators

at that

time were

were exposed

to the use
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of video technology, through short-term
overseas exchange programs and their

own

long-term degree programs at foreign
colleges and universities, an awareness
of video

technology and

its

application to teacher training

and secondary education

activities.

was

transferred to

Malawian primary

Support for educational technology has been
given

by Malawian professionals when proposed

as part of larger educational assistance

projects but the design and implementation
stages has, in the case of the

AV

been directed almost exclusively by expatriate
educational consultants and
This early conclusion was

later verified

Education, Senior Planning official
process.

In an interview with

...the idea

had been there

training at the

introduced

him

AV

new College
media

asked

if the

AV

introduce

that,

AV

facility] since

technology

in teacher

1974 when Mr.

L

[expatriate]

(field

component in the
interview with Mr. N., April 26th

unit had been the idea of a single

Malawian or whether

from one of the expatriate members of the planning team he declined

anyone

was

in particular but did

really Dr.

HM

making

into the teacher training

General Studies Courses."
1991)

When

part of the early decision

was informed

[to

lecturers.

by an interview with a Ministry of

who had been
I

Centre,

who saw

the thing through

came

to identify

respond that "while the idea was there with

(expatriate)

it

all

of

us,

it

from the beginning" (April

26th, 1991).

This recollection also

number of

fits

with the general involvement at that time of a

expatriate education professionals within

Malawian

especially in teacher training and education departments.

roster

from the University of Malawi as recently as

tertiary education,

The Faculty of Education

the late 1970s reveals a high
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expatriate to

Malawian

ratio

(AVC Document

11, 1979).

3

This period was also a

time of rapid growth of the infra-structure, the
building of Chancellor College, the

Malawi

Institute

of Education and several of the Primary Teacher
Training Colleges

around the country.

While the decision

educational development programs was

and foreign administrators, the

initial

implement projects under the larger

to

made with involvement from both Malawian

concepts and design apparently emanated

primarily from outside of the Malawian host culture reality. 4

Enter the World Rank

The World Bank, and

its

associated bodies such as the

IDA, have been

instrumentally involved in shaping and developing the formal education system in

Malawi.

The development of

College campus

of the

in

the University of Malawi, particularly the Chancellor

Zomba, has been an ongoing one

new campus under

for three decades.

the second and third sector credits

The building

was followed by the

addition of expanded facilities aimed at increasing the student intake and improving
the access to "top quality facilities" (World

While

Bank working document,

April, 1981).

the precise decision to include an audio-visual facility at the College

remains an elusive fragment of the overall process, an early reference
included in a planning document for the Third

In this Staff Appraisal Report, the need to

secondary teacher training are stated
the provision of

new classrooms,

in

IDA

Sector Credit

to the idea

was

(AVC Document

improve the quality of the

4).

facilities for

a proposed project description which outlined

science labs, an audio-visual centre, library and
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kitchen expansions and expansion of the student
dormitories.

included under the heading of the general project
outlined

Malawi.

All of these are

in the

Furthermore, the expansion of Chancellor College,

to increase its

enrollment from 600 to nearly 1,000 students, roughly half
of
the Education Department as secondary teacher
trainees,

was

larger expansion of other campuses within the University
of

Individual rationale and justification for each of the
it is

clear

from

later

correspondence

that the input

new

3rd Sector Credit to

whom

itself

were enrolled

in

only part of a

Malawi system.

items was not given although

of existing expatriate education

staff in the country at the time probably led to the idea of an
audio-visual facility.

The new

AV

Centre

facility

the project (114 million 1978

From

Kwacha).

the

IDA

was clearly

Kwacha) next

to the library

A

Foreign Vision

(AVC Document

One

in the

in

expansion (240 million 1978

facility

was given

as roughly

40

5).

Local Reality

particular exchange between the Specialist and the Principal of the

College in our

first

meeting struck

me

closing of the meeting, leaned forward

entries) said, "let

at the time.

in his

David be your vision

create that vision and will

remember

most costly undertaking

"Schedule of Accommodation" for the Chancellor College

Expansion, the equipment budget for the new
thousand 1978 Kwacha

the second

feeling a bit

make

the

awkward about

AV

my

journal

Centre. With your support he will

Centre what

this

Specialist, towards the

chair and (paraphrasing from

for the

AV

The

we

all

hoped

it

would be."

exchange but understood the

I

intent of the
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Specialist in

communicating

more

facility

that

I

would somehow be

relevant and useful than

it

had proven

to

in

a better position to

be

The

in the past.

make

the

notion of

"vision" has often re-occurred in this and other
development experiences.

After looking

development of
in the

The

in the

became

it

in this

UNESCO

clear that the "vision" for the Centre originated

consultant, the Estates

it is

memo

were

(an expatriate

date to be the principle donors of this

easy to "read" too

examples of these which were collected
conceptualization behind the

Development Officer

whom

two or three expatriate Education faculty members

correspondence and

Even though

vision.

regarding the early

communication of a few key individuals, none of

architect of the College), and

appeared

memos and communication

previous

the Centre

minds and

Malawian.

at the

AV

much

into this correspondence, a

in the field reveal

some of

few

the thought and

Centre’s development which influenced later

activities.

In a paper prepared at the request of the College Principal, the

consultant outlined a
operational (A VC
use, other

number of items

Document

9, 1983).

consider to

to

and

the

new

facility fully

While microteaching featured as a

examples were given such as assisting

field exercises

make

UNESCO

visits, assisting in faculty

in lecturing

priority

demonstration, recording

and student research, and creating

materials for wider distribution to the Primary Teacher Training Colleges and other

facilities.

realities

It is

ironic that while he included the need to consider local cultural

and expressed awareness of previous experiences with technology

education, he did not specify

in this brief

document what

that

would

be:

in
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Rather than follow what has happened in
educational television units
we should explore the possibilities within the Malawian

elsewhere
context.

AV

It is

thus desirable that local staff be involved
in the control

and

staffing of the

The

result of this planning

Centre

UNESCO

facility in

new development.

(1983, p. 2)

and development process was the completion of
the

February, 1983

at

Chancellor College.

During

time the

this

consultant oversaw the purchase and installation of
the inventory of video

equipment

at the facility.

Document

data indicates that the purchase of equipment was

Sony Corporation supplier

in Japan.

Installation

a South African firm with close institutional

made

was contracted

ties to the

to

directly

from a

TEDELEX

House,

South African Broadcasting

Corporation.

Early Development of the

AV

Centre

The White Elephant’s Adolescence

Once
of the

the doors to the

facility

new

facility

and perceptions about

Evident in the internal

memos on

were open a continued discourse on the use

who was

the

A VC

-

to

have access

to

it

began

between correspondents

to develop.

in the

Education Department, college administration, project implemented for IDA,

UNESCO

education projects and the heads of other departments

at the

feeling of discontent, largely resulting from the early perceptions about

facility

was

for,

and

whom

should be able to use

it.

college

-

what the

was a
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This studio is not intended to be restricted
to Education Department
use and should primarily be for TV
recording of all types of Academic
programmes, including those of all Departments
servicing the teaching
of B.Ed. students." (AVC Document
10, 1981).

Monitoring the Elephant’s Development
Evaluations of the

comprehensive.

new

The IDA

AV

Centre were not terribly involved or

evaluations of the facility, done at the completion
of the

construction phase, were generally carried out as part
of an overall review of the third

and fourth sector credit loans
facility in a

few of these

to education in

reports.

report by Gaylen Kelly (1984), a

The

USIA

Malawi.

Brief mention

is

made of

the

third sector credit evaluation cited an exit

sponsored consultant,

Also as a separate self-contained, perhaps isolated, unit is the AudioVisual Centre, consisting of an office, a large television studio,
control,
editing and technicians’ rooms. The studio has been described
as "the
only one in Malawi with a truly outstanding environment [for media
production]... but there

no

production capability with battery
operated recorder and camera, no character generator and telecine."

(AVC Document

The IDA assessment
College

(AV

3,

is

field

1986. pp. 30-32).

also raised concern that the development of infrastructure at the

Centre and other buildings) did not have much impact on course content

or methods of the education courses and therefore had

little

impact on the overall

quality of education in the secondary system.

A

number of

and maintain" the
issues

were

the reports also indicated that the "lack of trained staff to operate

facility

to continually

was a known problem

emerge and re-emerge

at the

time (1986, p. 31).

Staffing

as the facility began to be put to

new
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uses and serve

new

clients both within the College

and outside the University

community.

The only

other evaluation of the

AV

Specialist’s involvement with the facility

Malawi

as part of this program.

served as the

The
Initial

first

Centre occurred as a result of the

between 1986 and 1988 when

His report, already cited elsewhere

comprehensive assessment of the

I

TTT

traveled to

in this chapter,

facility.

physical creation of the Audio Visual Centre was a
relatively easy task.

assessments of

feasibility, offered

the funding agency (IDA), gave

way

only through casual reporting on the part of

expansion and building of the

to the

facility.

Contracts were drawn up with regional construction firms, most
of which had
established connections with and acted as subsidiaries to the
South African building
industry, and building

which acted as a

UNESCO
in both the

commenced, overseen by

local office of the

earned out

on him

fairly

World Bank funded IDA

in the early

UNESCO

The

inclusion of video equipment

Malawi
was

technical advisor, working almost in isolation.

It

years to accomplish an impossible task, the integration of a

complex media production center with

place in the faculty of education and

experimenting with the technology
facility

projects in Malawi.

part of supporting the training of teachers in

primary and secondary sectors.

directed by an expatriate

fell

its

the Project Implementation Unit

at the

in this

the educational curriculum already in

College.

new

Rather than a movement towards

context, the productive capacity of the

was directed towards more mundane and

established methods which prevailed
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at that time.

By 1983, given

the relative popularity of the

and European schools of education,

Part

III:

in

North American

meant microteaching.

this

Video Use

method

in the Institutional

Context.

Earlier chapters of this dissertation pointed
out that

consumer use

(use by the

general public) of video technology has paralleled
the application of video

education in Malawi.

Although the

first

formal

uses of the technology were in institutional

settings, primarily the teacher training facilities,

developed as did private ownership and

in

commercial and public uses

This

use.

is

similar to experiences in the

industrialized world and reflects the response of manufacturers
such as the Matsushita

Corporation (Sony), JVC, and Panasonic/National
products.

The

to

market demands for these

division of the market for video technology has developed into three

general areas; the consumer/home video market, the professional/broadcasting
market,

and an "in-between" market which encompasses the professional/consumer ("prosumer') users and industrial/corporate

and educational

institution use has

Video technology used

users.

In the latter category, corporate training

predominated (Alvarado, 1988).

in these settings are typically

of use, based on the function of the
gathering and documentation, or

in

institution

defined by certain types

such as training teachers, research data

developing promotional materials.

In an historical

context, closed circuit television use has been influenced by educational television

broadcasting in distance education programs

in

developing countries (Schramm,
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1973).

Malawi, the introduction of video technology
was integrated with support

In

for teacher training

methods

something of an innovation,

like microteaching.

little

was done

Even though

to study the

represented

this

use in this context and form

adaptive strategies to integrate the technology within
the secondary teacher training

curriculum or within the college.
institutional application

of video

The following

in teacher training at

Focus on Microteaching

During

my two

observe and participate

year stay

in the

section examines in closer detail the

at the

AV

at the

Centre,

I

Chancellor College.

AV

Centre

had numerous opportunities

microteaching exercises which had become a sort of

"ritual" in the teacher education curriculum at the college as well
as the

use of the

It

facility

became

fairly

easy to trace the introduction of microteaching as a method

memos and

documents, and interviews with long-resident expatriate and indigenous
use of microteaching has resulted from two primary influences
practices of training teachers.

First,

in the

Malawi’s higher education

to this is the

institutions.

Second

The

is

the introduction

Education Department of

exposure to these

methods received by Malawian graduate students pursuing degrees
institutions in other countries.

faculty.

other

in the institutional

and perhaps most influential,

of the method by expatriate educators, working

academic

predominant

(McCurry, 1991).

used in teacher training into Malawi based on the training manuals,

at

to

in

higher education

These countries mostly include the United
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States,

Canada, and the United Kingdom and

to a lesser

degree other European

countries such as France and Germany.

Referring to the earlier chronology (Table
4.1), early evidence exists of

microteaching being used by lecturers

in the

Mount Soche Teacher Training College

near Blantrye in the late ’60s and early
1970s.

The

basic principle of using

microteaching methods to identify and focus on
specific teaching behaviors was
written up in at least one article by Lawless
(N.D.).

While

the basic information

conveyed

in the article

elements of video and micro-behavioral analysis used
significant that this article appears at roughly the

in

points out the discrete

microteaching methods,

same time

that the merits

technology were being discussed among teacher training college

staff.

The

it is

of video
costs and

complexity of the technology were weighed against the benefits of
improving the
quality of the instruction.

some arguments

Lawless,

who was working

in

Malawi

at the time,

provided

for the use of microteaching in the processes of teacher training

without the implied use and necessity of video technology.
publication of this article, the

same arguments could

still

15 years after the

have effectively been made

as educators and administrators considered a large expansion of video technology in

secondary and primary teacher training.

The

Ritualization of a Teacher Training Course

Microteaching, or micro-behavioral feedback and analysis
could

still

in

teacher training,

be utilized without the video feedback component, relying on verbal, peer
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feedback and observation.

One

has to question the merits of the expense
of the

still

technology while the methods associated with

it

are

comprehensive manner with the day-to-day practices
facilities.

still

in

not integrated in a

Malawi’s teacher training

This appears to be the case, not withstanding the
fact

that attempts to

have been made on and off over a 20 year history of
educational development
country.

Miltz,

who

do so

in that

has participated in numerous teacher training projects in
Africa,

has characterized the mis-perception about the relationship
between video technology

and microteaching methods

One

time in Nigeria

project.

When

I

in the following story:

I

went

to

review a teacher training component of a
came and said "where are

arrived, the educators there

the microteaching machines" referring to the video recording

equipment.

explained that there was no such thing as a microteaching
machine", that it wasn’t necessary to have video recording in this

process.

I

(Personal interview, June, 1993).

Miltz’s anecdote reflects a real perception that existed, perhaps more in the
early years of microteaching than

at

Chancellor College

in

1989 and

indicated that these perceptions

it

would today.

at the

still

Malawi

persisted.

Yet evidence from the experiences
Institute

My own

of Education

in

1990

field observations at the

AV

Centre included a number of direct observations of microteaching classes.

Microteaching existed as a part of the B.Ed. program as a regular required course.
All B.Ed. students at the college were therefore required to participate in

microteaching exercises, usually

in their

from one such observation were

fairly typical:

The

second or third year of the program.

students enter the studio (A VC) at classtime which has been

prepared for the exercise by the technician according to the standing

Notes
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A

practice (figure 4.1).

pointed

at the table

single color

camera

towards the front.

A

at the rear

microphone

of the studio

placed on the
table on a short stand. Students are seated
at the long tables (two
students to each table). Two of the working
studio lights (500 watt
halogen) are directed towards the front of the
classroom. The lights are
very bright and harsh. The lecturer for the course
(Malawian) takes a
place in a chair at the back of the studio. The
technician,

white

duster

(lab coat), adjusts the focus

is

who wears a
and leaves the room, taking

his place in the control

room which houses the cassette recorder.
a tape has been placed in the machine, he tells
the lecturer that it
ready.

When
is

The

lesson begins by the lecturer asking, "who is ready for
today?".
After a few moments of hesitation, he says (I get the
impression that
this is a fairly routine) "if there are no volunteers
why don’t we start

with Mr. B." Mr. B. reluctantly heads for the front of the class
where
he assumes a standing position while his peers adjust themselves in
their seats in what appears to be sympathetic discomfort.
The "lesson"
begins and continues for 18 minutes. It is a demonstration/lecture on
the use of pronouns in the English language, as taught in a
secondary
school classroom.

After the student

is

through, the lecturer walks into the control

The

signal the technician.

places

it

mobile

in the

cart.

room

to

technician returns, with tape in hand, and

playback deck under the large (27 inch) monitor on the
tape is rewound and played again for the class after

The

the lights have been turned off.

After viewing the tape for

its

entire 18 minute length, the

are turned on and the lecturer asks

first

little if

lights

for the student giving the

lecturer to "self critique" his performance. After

comments, revealing

room

making a few

possible, the lecturer asks for additional

comments from the room of peers, numbering 19 today. A couple of
students make fairly critical comments about the subject’s preparation
of the content and use of English in the demonstration. They seem
rather harsh to me. The lecturer then gives a summary critique of the
"performance" noting mostly short-comings
referring to, "generally a

I

am

in the presentation

but

good job".

particularly struck with the observation by the lecturer that the student’s

use of hand movements while presenting the lesson

behavior
Journal,

to

be corrected

May

2, 1990.

in future lessons. (Direct

is

"distracting" and a

Observation Notes, Personal
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The following classroom map
lecturer, the technician

placement of students, the course

and camera, and myself as observer.

a fairly typical arrangement.
organization of chairs,

refers to the

is

Other arrangements, such as a circular and
semi-circular

more

typical of micro-teaching exercises.

arrangement of tables and chairs was routinely used by
the
in preparation for classes

This diagram relates to

which were routinely held

AV

This particular

Centre technical staff

in the studio.

146

door

front table

me

©
technician

and camera

master teacher

Figure

4.

Micro-teaching Classroom Interaction

Map
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On

this particular

would be observing
the lecturer, to

day,

the process

make

a few

microteaching as a lecturer

some of

I

the observations

I

had informed the lecturer and the students

from the rear of the

comments
in

since

I

was

class.

I

was asked

had just made

I

turned the

questioned the usefulness of the exercise, noting,
as

common
posted

on

to questions to

One

student

students had and

stay at the college, that the experience in the studio
had

to their assigned schools after

I

end, by

would

in

little in

with the realities that they would knowingly encounter
once they had been

this particular

sensing

my

many

I

Rather than reveal

moment around

the students about their perceptions of this
microteaching process.

the course of

at the

the perceived "expert"

educational technology and media.

that

completing their degrees.

form of microteaching was not the only way

was on

it

I

responded that

could be done and,

the verge of being disrespectful to the senior lecturer in the

room,

I

quickly noted that such technology could be put to use in other ways to aid
in their

development as teachers.

The

journal extract from above, recorded in the field, suggested to

practice of what

was termed microteaching

the intended forms.

Department

I

sought

to

at

me

that the

Chancellor College had migrated from

question several colleagues in the Education

after that experience as to

what had been done

in the past.

Dr.

M.

indicated that there had been several lecturers involved with maintaining the

microteaching course over the past few years but suggested that most of the
experience had involved such playback of "demonstration lessons" such as the one

had observed.

I
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An

additional instance

where

microteaching had been "ritualized"
training

cumculum

at

I

came

in this

conclude

to

that the process

of

context was in review of the teacher

various department faculty meetings.

The department

syllabus

for the B.Ed. program, approved by
the academic senate and sanctioned
by the all-

powerful University Committee, included the use
of microteaching
of secondary teachers.
for

it,

It

appeared

to

be simply a matter that since the syllabus called

the course had to be run, regardless of

reviewing the degree program
that micro-teaching

in

who

did

it

and what

education during this period,

be dis-continued altogether.

I

AV

my

the college.

arrival

was

This met with a very negative

It

New

Life to a

to begin a

new

Dormant

indicated that the rationale for

-

was, after

all,

Entity

era in the activities at the

All of the verbal and written communication leading to

specialist at the college

In

Centre’s existence, or so they said.

Giving

With

involved.

it

raised the possibility

response from the Education Department Head and other
faculty.
the very reason for the

in the preparation

my

being there

-

AV

my

Centre

at

arrival

the inclusion of a technology

had been given as a way of re-dedicating the

facility to

more

productive activities, overcoming the belief that the benefits had not justified the
costs.

My

first

the Specialist.

meeting with the College’s Principal, Dr. Z., was also attended by
In the Principal’s inner office,

we

discussed the past, the present, and
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was given an invocation

to the future.

ceremony by offering my
University.

With

this

The

Specialist concluded this "handing
over-

expertise in creating a vision for the
Centre and for the

new

role thus defined,

I

returned to the office which

with the Education Department’s "acting"
head of the unit, Mr.

was temporary

My

until a

vacant office could be found for

my

M.

This arrangement

predecessor.

next set of meetings, following a hierarchical
protocol, was with the

of the Education Department, Dr. M. and the
Dean of Education, Dr. K.
these meetings that

involvement

During

AV

my

shared

I

I

first

Centre as

I

degree students

was

learned of the different agendas and expectations
for

in the College, the

first

It

Department, and

departmental meetings the

had anticipated but
to enroll in the

to the

first

AV

at the

Head
in

my

Centre, in that order.

order of business turned not to the

recruitment and selection of the masters

two year masters of education degree program

in

educational media and technology.

In the administrative structure of the College, courses and degree requirements

were

rigidly in place.

New

courses entered only after discussion and approval from

the academic senate, the University office and the University Council which acted as

a board of governors for the University as a whole.

The members of

Council were often politicians or presidential appointees
contact with President Banda.

The

whom

were reputed

authority of this body, therefore,

questioned and taken to be the authority of the President himself.
this

every time

I

passed a monstrously huge (estimated

full-length photo portrait of the President in his

in

academic

my

the University

I

to

be

in

was never
was reminded of

journal at 6 by 10 feet)

regalia.

This portrait hung
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on a landing between the

first

and ground floors of the College

library,

covered

in

non-reflective glass and bordered in an
elaborate gold frame.

The running of

the masters

program had been delayed

only previous one having been directed by
the

The Education Department had a cycle of
run consecutively.

The M.Ed. program

long overdue and was

in fact

UNESCO

for several years, the

consultant in the mid 1980s.

5 different masters programs which were
to

in

Educational Media and Technology was

a high priority, outlined in several of the

communications between the University administration and the
USIS representatives
of the

ITT program

were

to

be

Malawi.

view of the education

In the

department,

in

this

my

faculty,

and particularly the Head of the

program, together with the resuscitation of the microteaching

contribution.

With

more complex and problematic

little

other preparation,

relationship between the

I

AV

was

left to

rituals,

discover the

Centre and the remaining

faculty departments in the College.

Of Problems and

People.

Personnel categories,

in the cultural

context of the College and University

system in Malawi, closely paralleled those used

Local staff

fell

who

worked

either

into

one of three
in the

in the civil

distinct categories.

University Office or

service in

many ways.

They were: "Administrators"

in the Principal’s office at the

they were "faculty" with the usual lecturing and teaching responsibilities

sometimes engaged

in additional research

College;

who

or development activities outside of the
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university structure; or they were "technicians"
responsible for the maintenance and

upkeep of various

facilities

and

their

equipment.

one can find bureaucratic counterparts
around the world.

that the division

staff

Department of Education.

institutions

these staffing categories in

between these groupings were very protected,

"in-between" job description or definition occurring.

little

comprised of two technical
the

most Western academic

What was more pronounced about

Malawi however, was
with

to these at

This does not seem unusual since

and a director

who was

a

The

member

AV

Centre was

of the faculty in

Technicians were technicians and faculty were faculty;

Superficial definitions which had been planted and nurtured
over decades of colonial

bureaucracies and Western institutional cultural assimilation.

The

training of technical staff, a

known problem throughout

the global

experience of educational technology transfer to developing countries (Wells,
1976),

proved

to

be a source of conflict between

my

first

recommendations, and the response

of the College and Education Department administration.
relationship with the Department

increase

its

staffing at the

This position would

fall

AV

The

first rift in

Head occurred over suggestions

that the University

Centre to include a "Production Manager" position.

in-between the technical class and faculty

proposition which met with mixed results from various colleagues.
request

was put

taken during

my

in several

my

status, a

Although the

ways, through several "approved" channels, no action was

stay at the College to

fill

such a position.

In addition to the staffing problems, but by no

relationship between the University Library and

its

means

own

unrelated,

was

the

audiovisual department and
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the

AV

Centre as an entity of the Education
Department.

Built roughly at the

time, minutes of meetings regarding
the development of the

AVC

same

mention several

times the competition between the two
departments for available funds for equipment
purchases.

I

unsuccessfully attempted to organized the activities
of the two

in a mutually beneficial

manner during my

stay at the College.

during this period, trying to recruit an "audiovisual
librarian"

manage

facilities

The Library was,

who would

oversee and

the library’s audiovisual materials collection
consisting of typical materials

such as 16

mm

films, audio cassette tapes and 35

mm

slide library.

I

was able

learn through interviews and informal discussion
that at the time of the

AV

to

Centre’s

conception, the library had been considered as the managing
department under which
the

new

facility

would be placed.

educationists that the facility

It

was due

to direct

influence of the expatriate

was conceived of and delivered

as an "education

department baby" (personal conversation, February, 1989).

An Old

Elephant Learns

Despite of, or perhaps as a result

of,

New

my own

Tricks

observations that the pre-existing

uses of the facility were not promoting the types of utilization that

envisioned, a

number of innovative

projects

departments across the College campus.
to re-inforce the perception, first

affirmed in

my own memos

emerged from within

or others had

the faculty in other

These small, internal video projects, served

proposed by the

to the

I

UNESCO

consultant and re-

department and College administration, that the
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facility

could (and should) operate as a service

community.

some of

The following

the related issues

to the entire

sections briefly describe a

which emerged from

College and University

number of

these projects and

the production activities.

"Bridge to a Healthy Fun ire"

The
the

first

large production

was funded by UNTCEF/Malawi and documented

Expanded Program on Immunization

extensive use, for the

Some

first

25 minute video.

AV

Centre, either through the master’s

the undergraduate courses in the Fine

Department, were recruited

camera operator, narration

The production made

time, of the field recording equipment and editing
system.

of the students involved with the

program or through

in a

and Performing Arts

to assist in the production, filling

talent,

out such duties as

and creating original music for background

soundtracks.

Unicef, in a sense, "hired" the

AV

Centre as a production house.

these services were placed in a special "below line" account which
to for operating

expenses

at the facility.

innovation which had not been described

This, in and of

in the early

view of

IDA

translate into a

planners, for "government support."

procurement "vote"

for the facility

for

had direct access

was an economic

planning stages of the Centre.

Recurrent and operating costs had been projected for the
the

itself,

I

Payment

facility but

would be

left, in

This, of course, did not

and monies which should have

been earmarked for maintenance of the Centre were only available through requests
directed to the

Head of

the Education Department.

Since no such requests had been
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made

for several years,

established the

AV

money was simply

The Unicef video

"unavailable."

Centre’s capacity to produce professional
quality video

productions and to generate revenue for

its

own

support.

"Electric Observer"

Perhaps the most interesting innovation

in the

two year period was a magazine

format, half-hour program from the students’
perspective.

The show

highlighted

events on campus on a bi-monthly basis and included
interviews, sports reporting,
special interest stories, and music videos produced by
the students themselves.
latter

were usually "lip-sync" versions of popular songs although one

produced a video based on
produced music video).

his

own

original music (undoubtedly

In the latter category

the Centre

who had

TTT

was

A VC

the energetic Peace

Malawi’s

Corps Volunteer who had been

assisted in technical maintenance.

in technical areas in

to the individual’s skills

Peace Corps had been asked

In this case,

volunteer skilled

audiovisual technology repair and maintenance.

arrived

some

six

volunteer at

developing countries,

sent into the field.

who had

first

Peace Corps, as an agency

sometimes miss-matched the requests, generated in-country,

volunteer

first locally

technical staff.

program, following the departure of the

providing skilled individuals to assist

in

talented student

Each segment was produced by small groups of students

organized around a particular story, assisted by the

recruited as part of the

The

to

provide another

The new

months before me, was a recent college graduate

with a major in communications and journalism.

His electronics

skills

were minimal.
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On one

occasion, the student production group
followed a story which had

developed after a controversy involving the alleged
embezzlement of funds from one
of the main student organizations, collecting
interviews, "man on the

and the requisite "denials" by the accused.
it

was

what

demands

reported,

is

medium

perhaps the

Malawi.

in

street" opinions,

This so-called Chiswe 5 issue fueled, or so

for University level inquiries into the
allegations, leading to

first local

use of investigative electronic journalism in the video

The Peace Corps volunteer worked

closely with this group of

Malawian college students developing production, interview, and other
broadcast
journalism

and concepts.

skills

This activity also made use of an ancillary
Theatre".

This

facility

was,

in design, similar to other large lecture theaters

seating capacity of about 300, sink equipped

moveable chalkboards, and
ceiling.

The

room which

facility at the College, the

podium and laboratory

six large screen (32 inch) monitors

distribution amplifiers

projecting 70 and

35mm

film, although

it

with a

table, large

hanging from the

and tape players were located

also housed a large, professional Italian-made

"Lecture

in the projection

movie projector, capable of

had never been used for

this

purpose.

Finished "episodes" of the Electric Observer would be shown during the mid-day

break from classes.

Attendance would top 600, crowding the

overflowing the doors, entrance ways and outside windows.

aisles with students
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^Linking School S cience with Community"
This project engaged the

A VC’s VHS

by extracting from 15 hours of raw tape
primary science teacher

training.

six,

editing

equipment (donated by Unicef)

20 minute segments

to

be used

in

This video material delivered the message
that

school science content and teaching methods
need not be divorced from community
reality.

The development of

this series

by two faculty from Leeds University

of materials was proto-typical, being supported
in

England.

The

was directed

project

at

securing examples, on videotape, of local production,
manufacturing or handicrafts

which employed principles and concepts
visible

to

examples from immediate

related to science curriculum.

cultural realities to

The use of

demonstrate curriculum proved

be well liked by a small sample of Malawian educators.

The

series

was narrated

both English and Chichewa and used songs by well-known local musicians
for

background music.
remained

As an experimental

at the proto-type level

venture, and not well supported at that,

although plans had been

made

to

it

develop the

materials further.

"Aquaculture and the Rural African Farmer”

was a ‘video
video was presented

report’ on successes and lessons in aquaculture training.

at

an international conference on

International Conference on Living Aquatic Resources

the

German

fish

The

farming sponsored by the

Management (ICLARM) and

organization, Cooperation for Technical Assistance (GTZ).

Many

such

in
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projects also

to

promote

emerged

in the

category of "promotional video".

Organizations seeking

their activities or their general
mission for fund-raising or evaluation often

approached the

AV

Centre with enquiries about these types of video
materials.

Other video production projects included another video
report for

Malawi on an "Area Based

UNICEF/

Project for Child Survival and Health", further

development of training materials for the

fisheries

program

in

Malawi and

the ‘video

drama’ for village agroforestry which became the focus of the
second part of the
ethnography.

In addition to the student generated video magazine,
faculty

various departments soon started to

a

symptom of

been

built for.

the

become more welcome

from
overcoming

at the facility,

problem noted above concerning perceptions of who the

facility

had

Direct faculty use involved taping African art for visual aids in Art

department lectures, science experiments, and simulations of the signing of the Treaty
of Versailles for History courses.

Experiments with Field Production

Even though most of

the

cameras and recording decks

at the

AVC

were rather

large and bulky, they were configured to serve as field production equipment in

addition to their studio use.

been removed for

this type

Before

my

arrival the

cameras and recorders had not

of field work except on a couple of occasions.

Corps Volunteer who had been

at the

Centre for almost a year before

me

The Peace
had
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accompanied one of the Malawian faculty who taught French
and had a research
interest in the

Ngoni

culture, located in the northern regions of

Embangweni. He was able

to

secure the equipment to travel the far distance north to

record some of the oral history from

many

of

whom

Malawi, near

members of various Ngoni

were rapidly being assimilated

into a

village communities,

predominately

Chewa

national

culture.

The

first

project opportunity for field production

work came

in the

form of a

request to produce a promotional video about the Unicef immunization project
in

Malawi. This

project, leading to the "Bridge to a Healthy Future" video,

capacity of the equipment to

editing at the

AV

move

to

proved the

remote locations and record basic material for

Centre’s editing suite.

Field production procedures like logistical

support for transportation, battery charging and electrical supplies, and costs and
billing procedures to such "outside" organizations like

these activities.

The

collection of revenue

was sanctioned by

administration in a "below-line" account which

Department of Education approval.

Unicef developed as a

I

This was a

result

of

the College

could deposit and withdraw without

critical

move

to support the

A VC

as a

service facility for the whole College, separate from the Education Department.

Summary and Primary Conclusions from

It is

the

Case Study

possible to take just one rather discrete instance of the use of video, such

as the microteaching exercises, and examine this

in

particular detail.

Too

often, as
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evinced in the review of projects
perspective on

how

in

things got that

Chapter

way

2,

such descriptions

in the first place.

fail to

offer

In this case study

I

enough
have

covered, with available document and interview data, a historical
and cultural

dimension

to the creation

and implementation of an educational technology innovation

within a particular institution.

The development of

some

the

A VC

at

Chancellor College was not carried out as

projects might have been, given descriptions of

implemented

in other locations.

the inclusion of the

AV

characteristic

other projects have been

which might account

for this is in

Centre’s development, which might have seemed to be the

focus of a complex initiative in

development program.

One

how

its

own

The building of

with other components such as the

right, in a

the

AV

much

larger infrastructural

Centre therefore, shared attention

Home Economics

wing, the building of more

student hostels (dormitories), and additions to the Library and Lecture Theatre.

Evaluation by the

IDA

implementation unit centered on the completion of building

contracts and provision of equipment with only passing reference to utilization.

latter

element, with which

this dissertation is

most concerned, was

left to

This

College

administration and faculty.

As much

as this

development affected the College’s

ability to

the requirements of nurturing and supporting such a facility, this

is,

absorb and

fulfill

perhaps, the

first

conclusion to be drawn from these experiences; That technology-based education
projects must be fully integrated into administrative structures and that this integration

must develop

(a)

over a longer period of time than

it

usually takes to simply build and
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equip such a

form a closer

facility

fit

As noted

and

(b)

allow for and encourage processes of
adaptation which

with the expression of indigenous
cultural characteristics.
in the reports ot

World Bank funded consultants, some follow-up

evaluation was pointed mostly in the direction
of proving that the equipment had

found

its

destination, the building had been built

quality of this use

was not examined.

another conclusion can be drawn;

undertaken on the impact of the

No

A VC

and was being

utilized,

although the

In fact, in reviewing available materials,

direct evaluation or assessment has ever been

and

its

equipment

to

College teaching and

learning or to the preparation of secondary teachers
in Malawi.

The perceived

positive impact on levels of education resulting from
microteaching exercises or other

experiences with the equipment are based on external assumptions,
originating from
research conducted under quite different circumstances.
research base

studies

may

or

may

might be led

this

not have any application to circumstances in Malawi.

which might indicate these

We

Conclusions from

to a final

design and management of the

waste and inefficiencies and

AV

effects

have yet

to

Such

be done.

conclusion that the experiences described in the

Centre

in

Malawi

reflect conditions

which lead

that these conditions exist in other projects as well.

basic purpose however, the video equipment at the

AV

to

In

Centre constituted a unique

its

set

of communications tools with potential for creative development of a wide variety of
cultural

and educational media products.

were not
to the

to

develop

narrow use

to

until

much

which the

Given

after the facility

facility

that these later sets

of possible uses

was completed, what conditions

had been put?

led
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Examining the development of
College suggests that a complex

to the University

for such a facility.

administration,

technology

The

AV

Centre, equipping

it

with video technology,

from Malawian faculty and University

was framed by a general

development and early

Centre within the context of Chancellor

community what types of uses might be appropriate

local response,

in education.

AV

of influences and local responses led
to decisions

set

and approval for the building of the
and suggesting

the

At the time

use, there

un-familiarity with communications

that the facility

was proposed, and through

its

were no Malawian academics or technicians who

held degrees or any form of comprehensive
professional training in this specialized

area although several educators

whom

had some exposure and training
It

apparently

fell to

personnel to respond to

to

I

interviewed and worked with over two years

using audiovisual equipment in basic teaching.

the promoters of the technology to undertake training local

this

new

The response was simply

infusion of technology.

inadequate given the complexity and potential of the equipment and the
to insure

maintenance,

full utilization

skills

needed

and, most important to this thesis, the adaptive

innovation and development of the technology and the facility
cultural milieu of Chancellor College and

Malawi.

The

itself

particular

formed by the existing curriculum and past promises went

within the special

mix of expectations

unfulfilled over several

years after the completion of the building.

This experience re-affirms previous conclusions reached by other assessments

of technology
expertise,

in

education projects.

must develop

Sufficient staffing, with sufficient levels of

as part of the integration

of the technology into new systems.
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Failing this, the technology most likely

periods of time.

AV

upon

in a

You

way

Build

to insure the

It.

utilization.

staff,

it

was

clear that the needs,

were not communicated or acted
facility.

They Will Come

be the major assumptive flaw
facets,

Malawi,

in

continued development of the

The above, paraphrased from

many

under-utilized or dormant for extended

Centre

terms of technical as well as production

in

If

In the case of the

sits

one of which

is

in

a recent motion picture, reflects what seems to

educational technology projects.

that the existence

of equipment

Research from numerous projects indicates that

This assumption has

in a facility will lead to

this is not true

and

that

there must be other reasons for non-utilization (Lockheed and
Middleton, 1991).

Another
technology

and

that

is

facet of this general assumption

is

that the adaptation

of the

often restricted to physical properties of audio visual equipment alone6

methods of communication and use are neutral and therefore universally

applicable.

The experiences

at the

AV

Centre indicated that certain types of use

emerged, but only when driven by expatriate influence and a curriculum heavily
biased towards foreign models.

by

full utilization,

Adaptive uses and the resulting sustainability realized

a condition of economic effectiveness

if

nothing else, did not

develop.

Perhaps a third and
educational technology

is

final facet

of

this

meta-assumption

the "novelty effect" created

in the

use of

when new media and

technologies are introduced in "technology-poor" contexts.

Activities and interest are
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dnven

at the outset

by the excitement over the "new" equipment
and

As time goes

potential.

by, sustained use gives

disappointment as the novelty wears

off.

way

to

to the radio project itself

promised

decreased expectations and

This effect has been noted

as the Nicaraguan Mathematics by Radio
where the initial

was linked

its

in

such projects

commitment of teachers

only to diminish or disappear after a period of

time (Michel, 1987).
It

was a bold leap of

introduce video technology into Malawian formal

faith to

education without the kind of support and evaluation activities
that are more
characteristic of other technology innovations.

The "known" elements of planning

such inputs, like the notion of shared responsibility

among

for

host institutions, impact on

curriculum and reforms, consideration of recurrent costs, and the issues of supplying
technicians and maintenance (Wells, 1976;

UNESCO,

planners and promoters of the technology yet
Initial rationale, research

many of

1984), were

available to

all

these elements

were missing.

supporting the planned activities and the assumed positive

impact on the quality and quantity of secondary teacher training were notably absent

from the process

Many
project leader

to establish the

of the early

who

held

degree level students

activities

at the college,

in

who had managed

on technical

skill

Centre

at the

College.

were supported and directed by

numerous workshops and conducted a

were employed or involved
technician

AV

none of whom, by

my

UNESCO

training of 5 masters

arrival four years later,

any manner which made use of

the facility for a

the

their training.

The one

number of years had been chosen not

merit but as a means to draw an existing staff position from one
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department

to

cover another.

support had been

new

initiative,

made

Recognition of the need to increase

this technical

early on but the College department did
not respond until a

supported by the

USIA TTT

commitment of University and College

program, renewed the

interest

and

administrators.

This response was inadequate as well as the College
finally did appoint a more
qualified technician, capable of undertaking the
repairs and maintenance necessary to

support such a

only to have him leave when he was made an offer "he

facility,

couldn’t refuse" by the prestigious

Kamuzu Academy. Even

if

Centre could have easily employed two or three other technicians
with dual roles
production and engineering and maintenance

Malawi, with a population of nearly
to

be

His training,

difficult.

government and

later

supplemented while

8 million, finding

initially in the

on instrumentation

at the

repair, an area of specialty

AV

to fulfill the staff

AV

he had stayed, the

in

Even

requirements.

in

one qualified technician proved

telecommunications department of

at the military

air-wing nearby, was

Centre by a correspondence course

which only a handful of individuals

in

TV

and

VCR

in the entire nation

could claim expertise.

Counterpart training for the position of Director of the

AV

Centre, a position

held while at the College, was also accomplished by the University system recruiting

a teacher with undergraduate training

was, so

I

was

told, the

main rationale

in

technology and vocational education.

for his selection.

His interest

This

in audiovisual

support in education was admittedly forced upon him by his selection to serve as
counterpart, a decision

I

had no choice but

to

confirm after his selection.

While

my

I
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may prove him

subsequent years
selection, based

attributes, not

to

be a good administrator, the process of his

on a combination of

on

his

indication perhaps of

his

academic training and other unknown

demonstrated interest or experience

how

in the field, is

another

such institutions are forced to deal with foreign driven

innovations.

The University
apply foreign expertise

which

UNESCO

clearly

in the

saw

proposed

in the

TTT

project an opportunity to

area of educational technology to the "white elephant"

and the World Bank had

left

behind.

Dust’em Off and Move’em Out

Towards

the end of

my two

Visual Centre, the desire to engage

years at Chancellor College as head of the Audio

in

a wider spectrum of video production, and the

realization that this facility had the capacity to

me, as director of the centre,
faculty and students

who

to

engage

in these

types of activities, led

open certain opportunities for the associated

took interest

in

video production.

The proposed

staff,

FAO

Forestry video offered a unique opportunity to combine the talents of the student
actors and actresses from the College’s Theatre for

video production capabilities of the

AV

Centre.

It

Development program with

the

also offered the opportunity to

strengthen the Centre’s experience with field production using the video equipment in

remote

settings.

I

was

particularly interested in this latter aspect of the project since

I
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had proposed

that the

equipment

productions as well as in

its

at

hand could be

utilized for these types of

studio-bound configuration.

In the next part of this ethnography,
which follows in the next chapter, a

continuation of the experiences with video technology
in Malawi follows this

equipment out of the metal closets of the

AV

Centre, once again united with other

equipment from the original shipment supplied under the

UNESCO

project,

and

transported to a distant village setting to be used under

some

interesting conditions.

The context and people change,

as

assumptions brought

bear on the project, while the tools and equipment used did

to

not go through any major adaptations.

The

field

rather harsh and

do the communicative

context of the forestry video

production represents a discrepant case construct, comparing video use
education with a non-formal, forestry extension communication context.

in

formal
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Endnotes
There were 5 original

TTT

country programs; Malawi, Tanzania, Rwanda,
Liberia and Togo.

A term I heard early on in my experiences in Malawi, and one which
I had heard in relation to
other development efforts across the globe, was
the use of "white elephant" to label projects,
equipment, or buildings which were characterized
as interesting, but rather useless or
providing no real benefits for all their otherwise
unique qualities. The Audio Visual Centre
was one such white elephant, a term which carries extra
meaning in the context of African
development. I have used the analogy here to give the
Centre some "life."

AV

The exact number was unavailable through the collected data
but memos distributed to faculty
members of education, many of whom shared membership with
other college departments

such

as mathematics, biology, law, and geography,

predominance of British or European
names. Until the mid to late 1980s, University of Malawi faculty
and administration were
dominated by expatriate or foreign resident academics and it was
not until 1991 that the
University had its first Malawian as Vice Chancellor, on "acting"
status after the departure of
Dr. Dubbey.
Other interviews

I

lists

conducted were inconclusive.

Malawian administrators

I

talked with

1

a

reasoned

were reluctant

at this

point that most of the

to discuss the possibility that they

had
from World Bank, UNESCO, and other expatriate education professionals.
There was, however, general agreement that exposure to audiovisual methods in
teaching and
learning was a positive development and was generally supported.
taken the lead

Chiswe after the Chichewa word for termite. Termites had been responsible, or so the story
went, for the destruction of the accounts book for the student organization, a critical
piece of
evidence in the matter. The Electric Observer group supplied a termite-damaged "prop"
accounting book to enhance the story.
,

These include such
supplies.

characteristics as dealing with heat

Many UNESCO and AID documents

and humidity, dust, and irregular power

with overcoming such
physical limitations while the cultural and social complexities of the context of use are missing.
in fact deal readily
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Photograph

1.

Photograph

Rural Video Theater, Mangochi

2.

Video Rental Store, Limbe
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Photograph

4.

Portable Video Training Exercise at

Audio Visual Centre, Chancellor College, Zomba
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Photograph

6.

Village Discussion

Development Director (center
with

CTA for

the

FAO

Between Theatre for

left),

Village Leaders

Forestry Project far

left )

looking on.
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Photograph

7.

Studio Control

Room, Audio

Visual Centre
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Photograph

9.

Gule Wamkulu Dancer and Peace Corps Volunteer

Cameraman During Recording of Mtengo Wa Moyo, Kasankha
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Photograph

Photograph

Mtengo Wa

10.

Videotaping Preparations, Kasankha

Worker Preparing Viewing of
Moyo for Village Audience in Mponda Village, Mangochi
11. Forestry Extension

CHAPTER V

MTENGO WA MOYO
A CASE STUDY OF VIDEO FIELD PRODUCTION
WITH "THEATRE FOR DEVELOPMENT"
:

Introduction

The case study presented
production of a video drama.
staff

and equipment of the

in this

chapter describes the activities surrounding the

This production involved a collaboration between the

AV

Centre, a Theatre for Development program within the

Fine and Performing Arts department

College, and a project in the Forestry

at the

Department of the government, supported by the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the

UN. The

activities described in the case study are presented as a discrepant

case to the construct in the previous chapter.

Uses of video

in

education have predominately been bound

institutional uses, influenced

by Western cultural norms.

in the

context of

Discrepancies with

this

normative institutional use can be created when the conditions are changed and the
intentions of the actors and participants derive

the previous chapter, the video technology

circumstances.

The case example of video

formal education activities

field

at the

College

production located in a rural village.

is

from

critical cultural perspectives.

was employed under some rather
as

employed

in

now compared

In

limiting

teacher training and other

to the use

of video in a

In this context, explicitly different sets of

assumptions about communication and development were put into play.
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The organization of

this narrative is

analogous

to three

primary steps used

in

video and film production work: Pre-production, which
involves the planning, writing

of scripts and preparations for the production work; field-production,
which covers
the location shooting of scenes and acquisition of recorded
elements needed; and post-

production, which involves the editing and (sometimes) re-recording
of material to be

assembled into the

final product.

A

critical, final step in this

process

is

the delivery

of the recorded program into some form of viewing system for consumption.

Usually

this is the "airing" or

Malawi

is

viewing of the program

in

a broadcast system but since

a pre-broadcast nation, the distribution of the final tape was assumed to be through

the forestry project’s

own

delivery system

1
.

Beyond providing a convenient way of

organizing the data and events which took place, the analogy of the field experience
as film and video production

is

also applicable as a dimension of the cultural/technical

transfer associated with video technology.

The case study
video production.

As

first

examines the original documents used

the script

was

initially

to generate the

prepared by an expatriate (Indian)

FAO

project director for the Forestry Project and later adapted by the Malawian student

Theatre for Development group, the transformation and adaptation process

documented.

The

data presented in this case

is

comprised of these

is

texts in the

form

of scripts and translations, excerpts from journals kept by the students during the
production phase,

my own

field

journal accounts, and analysis of transcripts from video

and audiotape data gathered during

the production process.
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The

journals were solicited by myself.

I

distributed the notebooks

which

purchased from the campus bookstore after making the request for
the students

keep journals during the production process.
themes and what types of issues

I

was most

I

I

had

to

distributed a "guide sheet", suggesting

interested in having their response to

(Appendix E).

Participant Accounts of the

The production process was

Video Production Process

a deliberate

amalgamation of popular theater

techniques and cinematic film and video field production.

of a stage production as well and
of our production work
briefly account for the

in

to this

I

came

to think

terms of their "character".

I

At times

it

took on the feel

of the "players" in the drama

have used

this

theme

to

numerous individuals and sub-groups which were engaged

the production process in the following table.

in
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Table

5.

Cast of Characters

Myself

An American
Education

member

expatriate faculty

Chancellor College.

at

He

is

Department of

in the

also the Director of the

College’s Audio Visual Centre, a video production facility.
collaborates closely with the "Director" of the Theatre for

He

Development Program. In the middle of the production his role
changes from college professor to that of consultant to the FAO
project for Forestry Extension

The

CTA

Communication.

for the FAO Forestry Project. He
an Indian expatriate with no previous experience in Africa.
He is driven by the need to produce "deliverables" for the FAO

The Chief Technical Advisor
is

mission which evaluates the "inputs" his project can deliver to
the Malawian government. His philosophy of extension

communications

He

land".

is

is

summed up

in the

expression of "lab to

the author of the original script for the video

drama.

The

CFE

The Community Forestry Expert

for the

FAO

project.

He

is

also

an expatriate from the Philippines with a bias towards
participatory involvement.

He

is

responsible for the pilot project

which becomes the background and location for
the video drama.
in the village

The Director

He

is

a

Malawian who

is

head of the College’s Fine and

Performing Arts Department.

He

Development (TFD) program

in his

with external agencies (Unicef,

The Students

leads the Theatre for

department and has worked

GTZ, UNESCO)

Six undergraduate students at the College, five

woman,

before.

men and one

recruited by the Director to participate in the video

production. Three of the

men have been involved

in

TFD

work

before, the others are English/Drama students and have stage
acting experience.

The

PCV

An American

One

other student assists the crew.

Peace Corps Volunteer assigned

as a Technical Advisor.

He

is

to the

AV

Centre

a recent college graduate in

communications with some interning experience in broadcast
journalism. He is young and energetic and works closely with
the students and technical staff at the

AV

Centre.
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The

Villagers

Members of
Some

place.

Script

the village in

which the location shooting takes
are involved in the forestry pilot village
program.

Comparison and Evolution

During the course of producing
used as a script.

FAO

The

original script,

the video several versions of a

first

produced as a

forestry project Chief Technical Advisor

from myself, the Director of

the Theatre for

(CTA)

"field

later

document were

document" by the

developed, with input

Development (TFD) group, and

student actors, into a guide for the field production of the video.

the

Original scripts

often undergo changes for a variety of reasons during the course of production.
the case of the production of

precipitated

Mtengo Wa Moyo changes

by several contradictions between

In

to the original story line

were

the message, implied in the ending of

the original story, and a bias towards participatory development communication,

common
who

to the

TFD

group,

provided the acting

their input

its

faculty Director, and myself.

talent for the video

shaped the eventual process.

production noted several areas where

This section reviews the development of the

script during the pre-production phase and events in the field

departure from the

first

In addition, the students

which contributed

to the

document.

"The Dawn"
Except for electronic news gathering and so-called "process video" which
emphasizes the recording event over the

final

product, most video field production
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begins with a script.

If the

aim of

story often begins as a manuscript.

become Mtengo Wa Moyo
Malawi presented

a field

the video production

to tell a story then the

In the case of our production of

the Chief Technical Advisor

document

is

"The Dawn"

titled

(CTA)

at

our

what was

for the

first

FAO

meeting

later to

project in

at the

AV

Centre.

In our initial discussion the

CTA

presented his "credentials" in the area of

media, having had some brief involvement

in

broadcasting for Indian television.

proceeded to take him on the requisite tour of the

AV

facility,

showing him the

equipment, studio and some samples of previous video productions.
visit, the

Unicef video "Bridge

shown and undoubtedly
in

to a

I

By

his initial

Healthy Future" had already been distributed and

led to his conviction that a "feature film" could be

produced

Malawi.
This

initial

latter

concern

reference to his proposed project as a "feature film" raised

in this

meeting.

I

proceeded

some

with him the differences in

to discuss

actual process and "feel" between a cinematic treatment and a video production.

In

addition to his initial mis-perception about the technical capabilities he then discussed
at length the possibility

of

this

production, should

it

be successful, being entered

one of several international film award competitions.

I

made

a point of lowering his

expectations by pointing out that this was not a "film" but a "video" and that

be locally produced, and therefore subject
(Personal Journal, February, 1990).

to technical

and

in

it

would

artistic skills limitations
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A

number of

additional meetings took place regarding
approval for the

collaboration between the

and the

own

logistics of the

FAO

project and the University of

proposed project, including the budget and

budget did not allow for a great deal of support for

and video production projects undertaken as separate
advance, once the acceptance of the

media approach which

Malawi

the

CTA

initial

this

activities often are

was proposing was originated

He developed

The CTA’s

type of project.

idea has been made.

project had been underway for two years.

script.

Film

budgeted

in

In this case, the

after the forestry

the proposed video

production out of an existing portion of his overall project budget designed for

Community
As

Forestry Extension

(FAO Document

2, 1991).

a source of acting talent for the proposed video/film, the

CTA

suggested a

collaboration with the College’s Theatre for Development student drama group.

This

group had previously been engaged by Unicef and the German Technical Cooperation
Corporation (GTZ)

campaigns.

in the

promotion of village health and sanitation and immunization

The proposed combination of

popular theater) was intriguing as

my

knowledge.

CTA, and

I

it

these

two forms of media (video drama and

had never been done

in

Malawi,

if

anywhere,

to

soon held a meeting with the Director of the Theatre program, the

the Peace

Corp Volunteer (PCV)

to finalize the initial outline.

It

was

agreed that the production should refer to and be based on the proposed script for the

drama.

The

script, initially in the

principal actors and the stage

used in the drama.

It

was

form of a

set.

field

Following

document, was circulated by the
is

the synopsis of the story line

provides a base-line description of the central story around
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which the production

activity

would revolve.

This synopsis omitted several key

scenes which would later be added by the Theatre for Development
Group in the
village.

"The Dawn": Synopsis
This documentary

not purely a documentation of facts but also

is

supported by a fictional narrative to provide a better impact on

its

target audience for purpose [sic] of forestry extension services.
story has characters which relate to the target audience.

The scene of
where a

retired

action

village and plants trees.

MPONDAMATIKI

a village with vegetation in and around

is

NAMKUNGWI

headmaster

The

it

teaches children of the

NAMADYABWINO,

son of

NAMKUNGWI.
MPONDAMATIKI comes to the
village in his car and impresses the MPONDAMATIKI with his wealth
acquired through fuel-wood trade. SHASHA coaxes the
MPONDAMATIKI to convince the villagers and make more money by
SHASHA,

of the village

The

NAMKUNGWI

without success. The
cities

employed

also a student of

2

a brother-in-law of the

cutting trees.

and

is

continues and
in the trade

NAMADYABWINO

and

illegal cutting

of trees and

MPONDAMATIKI

become

its

resist

sale in nearby

it

but

towns

as well as the villagers

richer than before. In the process maize

cultivation get totally ignored.

With the cutting of trees in the village, soil erosion takes place and the
gardens become barren and infertile. In due course of time almost all
trees are felled. Since no income from sale of trees
possible and as
i

soil

erosion has

and famine

made

the last tree to be cut.

of the

NAMKUNGWI

their doings. In the

villagers run

from

Government comes
team of

the gardens improductive [sic], poverty

The

hunger

to the

The

MFUMU

mean time

there

is

and condems the villagers for
panic in the village and the

pillar to post seeking assistance. In the
to

,

NAMKUNGWI dies while saving
NAMADYABWINO brings the dead body

strikes the village.

know

mean

time,

about the plight of villagers and sends a

Agriculture Scientists to investigate

restoring productivity in their gardens.

and

assist the villagers in

The team observed

villagers had revolted against nature by cutting

down

trees

threat the

and now

nature has revolted against the whole village through destroying
productivity.

productivity

They make
is

a suggestion that the only

through planting

trees.

The

way

to restore

NAMADYABWINO
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reminds the villagers of the lessons

NAMKUNGWI.
whatever

The

NAMADYABWINO

NAMADYABWINO

initially

taught by the

villagers realise their blunder

them

tells

and promise

to

do

to do.

with the help of the Forest Department and

assistance through other departments start planting trees
and bring new
life to the village.
dawn of bright and prosperous future is assured.

A

(FAO Document

The

critical

1990)

1,

assumptions revealed

incident" which generated discussion

I

later learned that the

secretary and other

the script.

The

CTA

in this first

among

for the project had collaborated with his

Malawian Forestry Department colleagues on

secretary had supplied the

problems as one student response

names weren’t

vernacular and
a choice

I felt

in

Chichewa names, giving

all that suitable

due

names of

Bomalarhu. This

it is mostly meant for
would persuade people

comedy or something

the

Malawian

office

development of

the script

its

This collaboration had some

indicates.

scriptwriter chose the fictitious

appears fortnightly

"critical

various participants in the project.

"characters which relate to the target audience."

...the

account became a

like that.

A

is

to their

a

background. The

comic cartoon which

a newspaper which

rural

people here

in

I

the

Malawi. Such

to think that the film

serious film

is in

was a

thought must have

characters which had real serious names. (Student Journal No. 5, no
date)

The

script

program who

underwent

its first

revision at the hands of the Director of the

translated the dialogue into Chichewa.

students to read and discuss.

He

TFD

then presented this to the
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Rehearsals and First Contradictions

Among

the first set of activities related to the
production

was

original script by the student acting group and
the faculty director.

of the script

set

of several reactions, reported directly to

students in their journals and in meetings
there were

I

the

some

internal differences

held with them.

Their

first

the director,

Before

this,

"read"

by the

however,

between myself and the PCV.

had prior experience with the concepts of popular theater and
understood

program

at the

College was based on various principles

medium. The PCV’s experience
university had grounded

film production.

original

I

me by

the review of the

[The

PCV] and

an American

him methods more commonly found

in

broadcast media and

proposed ending of the story presented

the

open-ended

elicitation

I

result

of village participation

had some disagreement over the nature of the project.
of my own open-ended confusion. I had mentioned

TFD

what we were trying to do.
something "in-between" the

I

attempted

TFD

to

[He]

to follow.

was
would be

in a film version,

explain

how

this

and "movie" production.

My

explanation was not very good and [he] claimed to not have

we

in the

activities.

approach would be a good process
questioned whether using the students, as actors
that the

of

in

document conflicted with

Probably a

to this type

communications major

as a

In particular, the

used in popular theater

common

that

known

that

[Director of student group and myself] decided to deviate from the

"film" model. (Personal Journal, Sept. 1990).

The
script.

student actors also had

initial

reactions to the ending proposed in the

Their training, based on the popular theater methods taught, emphasized the

open participation of village members

in the

communication of development
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The envisioned scene of "government"

messages.

experts arriving in the village to

deliver their knowledge to a repentant and
demoralized village prompted responses in
several of the student journals.

Early on

in the process, all six

original script to account for

A common

more

of the students noted the need

culturally appropriate

term used to describe the dialogue

names and

in the original script

to revise the

"better dialogue".

was

"flat"

3

as in

this account:

...it

we

would be a

dull

and

flat

play

if

performed just as

addressed ourselves to ways of trying to improve

produce a

Most of

really

good

play. (Student Journal

No.

it

it

were. Hence

in

order to

1)

the students felt the action revealed in the dialogue

one of several reasons.

The

original script scenes (see

was lacking

for

Appendix A) contained a

short

paragraph describing the scene with a brief page or so of dialogue between the
principle actors.

Some

the action for them to

of the students

know what

felt that this

the scene

conclusion of these observations led

to a

did not provide enough detail in

was supposed

to

The

be about.

process of open revision of the script where

the students and director used the original text as a "scene guide" and improvised

their

own

scenes and dialogue.

Only three of

Development

the students had actually been

training at this time.

The

at different times

among

early confusion about the

TFD

Theatre for

Reference to the

the journal accounts

methods

to

others had experience with "stage drama",

also a popular form of entertainment in Malawi.

occurs

exposed

to

TFD

and there seemed

approach

to

be some

be employed and the memorizing and
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rehearsing of scripted lines to be acted in front of
the camera.

assumption was

that the scenes

would be acted

script although discussion of the ending of the

in

For the most part the

accordance with the

now

revised

drama was avoided by myself and

the

Director.

Planning and Pre-production: Amassing the Video Arsenal

To
to

respond

prepare for the field-based production work, a
to the realities

inventory of equipment

U-matic

of working with

at the

equipment

this

of needs was developed

in a

remote location.

The

Centre included the two cameras and a single, portable

(3/4 inch format) recording deck.

(AVC Document

list

It

was known from previous

15, 1987) that portable recording

inventories

decks and cameras had been

supplied to two of the Primary Teacher Training Colleges and to the Malawi Institute

of Education.

Through a

together an easy exercise,

series of direct requests, a process

we were

able to obtain

which was not

two of these

sets

giving us a total of three portable camera and recording deck units.
to shoot the scenes in

camera) shoot.

known

Sound from

deck dedicated

become

is

We

thus planned

camera records the same scene from a

the dialogue

to recording

of equipment,

technically as a three camera, "iso" (isolated

In this configuration, each

different location.

third

what

all

video only.

was recorded on two of the decks,

One of

the

these audio recordings would

the "master" soundtrack for the dialogue with the other tape providing a

backup recording should anything go wrong with

the

first.

This proved

to

be a wise
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decision as on

more than one occasion

the audio track

from the primary recorder was

inaudible or too noisy to be used in editing the final production. 4

Selection of Production Site

The

made by

selection of

FAO

the

Kasankha

A number

project staff.

First, the village, in

Mangochi

village as the site for producing the village

District (see

organized by the project as "Pilot Villages"

FAO

project.

assist in the

In each of these villages, a

development of

was

of factors contributed to this decision.

map, Figure 3.1) was one of nine
in the

Community

sites

Forestry part of the

number of innovations were employed

forest conservation

to

awareness and tree planting, two of

the primary issues identified by government as targets for extension and public

awareness

efforts.

nurseries,

where seedlings were grown by women

FAO

schemes as village

Activities in these villages consisted of such

project, for free distribution.

Other

in the village,

subsidized by the

activities included a tree plantation area,

tended to by village members for future woodlot development.

There were internal

administrative conflicts between the village leaders of the village chosen for the video

and the

FAO
The

FAO

project staff, discussed at staff meetings held at the project head office.

suitability

of the

site,

which was within a half a days drive from both the

project headquarters in Lilongwe and the

Zomba, was questioned

AV

Centre

as soon as production began.

A

at

Chancellor College in

major event

in the story is

the fictional decimation of the forests surrounding the village due to greedy over-

cutting for timber sales.

Scouting locations around the village which resembled such
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a de-forested state proved nearly impossible since the area, while
not heavily forested,
is

populated with numerous trees and other lush and green vegetation and
growth

(Personal Journal, August, 1990).

"Mangochi Goes Hollywood"

I

chose

this phrase,

expressed by the

embodies a particular view of
framework.

the project

His expression came

I

was

as a sub heading because

if

of our involvement with the village

we were about

to

how

descend upon an

also taken with the expression because

conjured up images of a "Hollywood" style film production.
important part of

it

which emerged as an organizational

at the outset

production, characterizing the project as

unsuspecting locale.

PCV,

it

instantly

This became an

the events were organized and seen by various participants

during the course of planning, shooting, editing and evaluating the video drama.

Shooting Begins

By October,

a rather dry and hot time of the year, the actual shooting began in

the village.

The equipment was loaded and

been made.

The

crew

FAO

to the village.

other transportation arrangements had

project supplied the vehicle support for the actors and technical

A week

cover the 12 or 13 scenes

had been scheduled for the shooting

in the village

in this location to

which would eventually form the video
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drama.

This meant that

we would have

daily, a daunting schedule for

to

complete roughly two or three scenes

any type of media production.

Since such a field production was a new use of
the equipment, the
configuration of cameras and microphones had been
the rehearsal stage.

It

was during

microphones which have a greater
speaking dialogue.

was no

An

The

Development

decided to employ "shotgun"

sensitivity at longer distances

from the actors

had been acquired prior

(there

to the field shooting.

was

the village, following the requisite greetings and

a short presentation of the drama, acted in Theatre for

style for village

way of

members.

This had been introduced upon on our

introducing the village audience to the story that

record, scene by scene, in different locations around the village.

this

camera

Theatre for Development

first activity in

introductions,

arrival as a

to

we

tested at the College during

Sufficient quantities of tape and batteries for the

electricity in the village)

Overture

this testing that

trial

we were going

The

to

presentation of

"condensed" version of the play also helped identify problems with various scenes

and served as another rehearsal of the dialogue.

Video tape recordings were made of

this presentation

and of the discussion which followed between myself, the CTA, the

Director and the

PCV

The

intent

of

(Appendix

TFD

course of the performance.

elicited

comments from

F).

performances

The

is to

involve village audiences during the

students with prior experience in this technique

the attending village

members

at this first

performance.

The
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Director involved himself in the action by
playing the role of "drunkard".
is

This role

frequently used in popular theater in Africa
to precipitate the action towards a
focus

on controversial

At one point

topics.

in the initial

the drunk, responds to the actors in the group
with

depleting forests in the area.

performance, the Director, playing

comments about

This comment, directed

at the

greed

their

student actors,

surrounded by the village audience, provoked a response from
one village member.

The

and questions

FAO

member

unidentified village

stood up and directed a series of criticisms

at the Director, not in his role in the

Forestry Project.

over permission

to cut

I

later learned that the questions

down

trees

woodlot development scheme.

The enacted scene had apparently touched off some

FAO

project (Video Data, 1991,

students also reported on mis-givings about enacting a "funeral scene"

called for in the rehearsed script.

how

do with confusion

to

F).

The

villagers

had

which had been planted as part of the village

residual conflicts between the villagers and the

Appendix

play but as a representative of the

would respond

to a

Their main concern seemed

TFD

to

how

be with

treatment of the final funeral scene, in particular

they would participate.

I

could not comprehend

how

at a funeral

this.

would react when they see the
(Student Journal No. 5, 1990).
During

this (part

I

people could

Anyway

about trees and their importance.
people’s reaction towards

was even

I

skeptical as to

It

failed

how

Namkungwi’s

the

they
funeral.

we happened to see people’s
was previously thought [that] it was
therefore we had to decide on how to

of the performance)

end the play. (Student Journal No.

start talking

was keenly observing

actors crying at

reaction on a funeral scene which

not going to be accepted.

the

4,

1990)
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This decision

left the fate

of the ending of the play up

The general

to "later".

discussion which followed this
performance resulted in the agreement
that the

process would be used to finish the
action, once

recorded according

to the

shooting script.

the other scenes had been

all

While

this

problem was

other problems arose regarding the
need to involve additional

later,

TFD

to

be resolved

members of

the

village to act out "missing" scenes
and to avoid the actors "doubling" their
parts.

In Search of

Agogo

Agogo", or Grandfather

was
to

was

(elder)

be consulted towards the end of the story concerning
the offerings

to

amend

the evil plaguing the village.

Originally the

"double" some of the parts since there were
parts needed.

made

Such "doubling"

is

six actors

TFD

who

be made

to

group had decided

to

and ten or eleven speaking

often used with small popular theater groups and

is

believable" by having the same actors take on characters
with extreme

differences in personality.

problem as
the

a character identified in the script

it

In this case,

however, the doubling was decided

called for the student portraying the teacher

Gogo. The Director began a search with

to identify an older village resident

With
agreed to

luck, an elderly

assist

who

man was

participation solicited

be a

to also play

the help of the village forestry workers

could

assist.

located and the situation described to him.

and the scene was quickly modified

performance into the dialogue required

(Namkungwi)

to

to

make

by the project from a

to incorporate his ad-lib

sense.

village

He

In this particular instance, the

member opened up one of

the
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most rewarding aspects about the
versions of the script
section

is

is

provided here

column and

entire production.

While inclusion of various

too lengthy for this dissertation, the
scene described in this
in a

comparative manner with the original scene

the English translation of the video
recording with the

village in the right

column

(the

Chichewa

transcription

is

provided

in the left

member of
in

the

Appendix

F).
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At the House of the Grandfather

"The Dawn"
Field Document)

"Mtengo

(FAO

Mpondamatiki

GOGO,

Moyo"

Gogo

you are aware of the

disaster

in the village,

we

evil spirits are

working against

are convinced that

would you please help

Wa

(video recording transcript)

us,

(explaining historical context of "the

problem"

in the village

which

is

perceived to be a condition of drought)

us in pleasing

the spirits?

...can’t

remember a time when the area
Once the area

faced similar problems.

(country) suffered from

Gogo

starvation/hunger but

be willing to help you, you need
to assemble under a tree and make
I

will

offerings of food to please the evil
spirits.

it was nothing
compared to what they’re witnessing
right now. They had some food, and
by making offerings to ancestral spirits

(gods) the situation improved.

Kamzimbi

Mpondamatiki

GOGO, we
eat,

do not have anything
not even a single grain, even

BWANA MPONDAMATIKI

to

help us?

slept

help.

without food yesterday. Can you help
us?

Gogo

My

son

is

We

how are you going to
came here to seek your

You’re the ‘wise’ one, an

our problem-solver... that’s

‘elder’,

why we’ve

come here, to seek your guidance on
how we can appease the spirits, the
gods.

standing there with you.

Don’t you know that me and my
children have also been starving?

wonder whether

at

survive for another

We

Grandfather,

my

age

I

Gogo
I

can

week without

food.

have somehow been managing

You’re on the right

‘track’, if

going astray I’d

you. Yes, you’re

right,

tell

you’re

you’re on the right track...

to

survive so far by eating roots and
tubers.

So, then,

Mpondamatiki
are you going

how

to help us

Grandfather?

Namadvabwino

ATATE, you

have enjoyed

of the village up

Gogo

at the cost

to this time.

You have

some of the things still with you which
you bought from sale of trees. Why
don’t you sell a transistor [radio] and
get some money to buy food for
making offerings to the spirits?

The way

to help... there’s not

can talk about. The

way

much one

to help is

through what we’re talking about.

A

make
They pounded and brought

long time ago people used to
offerings:

flour, sweetbeer,

beer for offerings.
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GOGO

says

we need

offerings under a tree,

down

all trees.

go about

They made

make these
but we have

to

tree.

cut

So how are we going

And

these offerings under a

the spirits

were receptive

to

the offerings.

to

it?

Mpondamatiki

Mpondamatiki

my

Look,

I

in the

meantime search for

tree. I

am

will sell

Make

radio and you
at least

all

one

sure there should be at least

one which you

will be able to find.

an offering under a tree?

Gogo
Yes, and the spirits were receptive, but
today things have changed. There’s too

much

disrespect, people are

When you talk, when
you say something, they say they don’t
understand what you’re talking about.

disrespectful.

They

say, ‘you’re not

There’s too

making

much chaos and

sense’.

confusion.

Mpondamatiki

Anyway, Grandfather,

we’ll

go and

organize the food, the necessary stuff
for the offering.

When

we’re ready,

come back and together we
go and make offering.
we’ll

will

Gogo
Oh, yes,

I’ll

here at

be here. You’ll find

nowhere
home.

here. I’ve

to

me

go. I’m always

Mpondamatiki and group

Thank you, Grandfather, Thank You!
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The
convinced

original script had called for the villagers
to consult with the old

that evil spirits are responsible for the
plight

knowledge about making offerings which, according
a

tree.

The

offerings are

the last remaining tree.

This leads

struggle-

government

officials

made with no

They

to the

from

result.

to the

Namkungwi who

ending of the story outlined

They seek

his

Gogo, must be made under

In desperation, the

are confronted by

the Agriculture

of the village.

man,

group goes

is

to cut

killed in the

in the original script

where

A

Department arrives on the scene.

representative of the government group delivers the following
speech:

Village headmen, Party chairman,

AND ATSIKANA,

AT ATE, AMAI, ANYAMATA

thank you very much for giving us this opportunity
meet you all... We were informed that your village is having
tremendous problem with your gardens. We were told that the gardens
have become barren, totally barren and unproductive and that there is
to

famine

in the village. In order to assist

you we have been sent by the

Government to see what sort of assistance could be provided to you
help you in your maize cultivation. Yesterday we have had an
opportunity to

to

your gardens to identify the problem being faced by
you and we all 3 have come to a conclusion that it is man-made
problem. Your gardens had become barren because all the top soil has
visit

been washed away. Besides we also got a felling that the gardens have
not been attended to for a long. Apparently, all the trees have been cut
down, which according to us in the main source of the problem. Let us
frankly tell you that no amount of fertilizer or other assistance will help

you restore productivity in your gardens. The only solution to your
problem will be planting trees. In case any of you have any questions
please feel free to ask us.

The

villagers accept the

to restore the local

embedded

environment

in this critical

problem has focused on
the "evil spirits".

speech

the

news and proceed with
to its original state.

is

clear.

The

a plan to plant trees and begin

The extension message

scientific

approach

"man-made" and has negated

to

determining the

the previous encounter with
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Confidence
in the

in the ability ot local village

members

to participate convincingly

video drama grew as a result of the Grandfather’s
scene.

were quickly devised and organized

Other

involve other village members.

to

"fill-in"

scenes

These scenes

are summarized below:

Pounding of the maize. Several women were recruited
to act out a
scene where they pound maize into flour to use in
the offering.

The

women’s

contribution

1s t scene with

was

in

Namkungwi ’s

recruited to play the part ot

was done with very

little

singing work-songs.

wife.

A woman

from the village was

Namkungwi’s wife

in

a brief scene. This

preparation or rehearsal yet

is

convincing

in

the final production.

Village o ffering to the spirits. The village members, led by
a woman
dressed in black, proceed to the "magic tree" to make offerings. The
procession song is appropriate for such an occasion.

Gule Wa Mkulu. The final scene incorporates the village traditional
dancers and drummers and the village spectators who listen to the

"Gogo" (played by

the Director)

admonish the

village for

abandoning

their traditional conservation of local trees.

Approaching an Ending

From

the beginning of the recording at the village a dialogue developed

between myself, the PCV, the Director and
the video.

The discrepancy between

the

CTA

over the ending of the story

the original ending

and the proposed ending

developed by the drama group had been discussed before.
"extensionist" ending, relying on outside

after

much

over the

government

Resistance to the

officials to "set things straight"

has gone wrong in the village, had been present since the

script.

No

final decision

over

in

how we would approach

first

discussions

the ending had been
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made before production

TFD

group’s general approach to working

Director that

we would

The

started in the field.

rely

on

TFD

this

in

CTA

had been informed about the

a village.

method

It

had been explained by the

for the ending of the play.

A

plan

for including traditional dancers from the village
in recording the final scenes of the

video started to develop during the shooting.

The

Inclusion of Local Culture

For the impromptu ending of

the video

necessary but desirable to include the villagers

man had

the scene with the old

drama

in the village

in the final

scenes.

became not only

it

The

inclusion of

already yielded an oral historical account of previous

periods of hardship in the village as well as his prescription for making offerings,

based on actual

The
Gule

ritual practices

final scene

Wa Mkulu

is

life.

5

The dancers and

The dance

occasionally performed on

a cash contribution

is

agreed on.

idea of calling the Gule

because not only was
also the

gulewamkulu

the village.

The

that village

result

it

is

community.

the village "secret society", the

their

costumes are important

performed during various

demand

One

ritual practices

for outside spectators, especially

For the video drama performance

request the participation of the Gule.

The

members of

would also involve members of

(the Big Dance).

parts of village cultural

and also

used by

student

it

was decided

commented,

wamkulu dancers was

a brilliant one

used [historically] for sacrificial offerings but

attracted

was

many people from

different angles of

was a large group of people so it was
[TFD] technique. (Student Journal No. 3)

there

easier to introduce the theatre

when
to
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Following the offering under the

The dancing group had been

perform.

tree, the village

requested to

would not work". This had been designed

dancers appear and begin to

make

it

look as

if "the

Gule

as an entry scene for the Director to begin

a dialogue with the village audience as a final and concluding
scene for the video

The video concludes

drama.

with the Director, playing the role of another village

elder, discussing with the passive village

of their

own

A

members

the plight of the village as a result

neglect in failing to respect the local resources.

final bit

of indigenous culture added

to the

video production was a musical

score, performed by a local musician and ethnomusicologist.

theme and incidental music using

request,

background music

one of the scenes

to

He

developed,

traditional instruments.

in the

at

my

The song used

as

middle of the video speak of "greed

today, and what will you do tomorrow?" (Appendix F).

Post Production: Editing and Follow-up Exercises

Once
the can",

Since

I

project,

process.

the location shooting

we withdrew from

had moved by

I

this

was complete with some 25 hours of raw tape

the village and returned to our various

time to Lilongwe and was

now working

home

bases.

for the

FAO

"in

returned a month after the shooting was complete to begin the editing

It

was

another point of

at this

time that the intended uses of the video started to emerge as

critical focus.

The goal of

finishing the video

drama was drawing

near with the beginning of the editing process yet no plans had been put forward
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regarding the use of the drama in forestry extension
exercises.

CTA

over the quality of the final product became clear as

we

The concern of

the

entered the editing

phase of the production.

Editing Procedures and Adaptations

Since the dialogue had been shot
at the

College

each scene.

in the selection

In

many

in

Chichewa,

I

collaborated with the Director

of the best "takes" of two or three that

reviewed each tape with

me

several times at the

final edited

AV

It

was during

editing that the Director and myself decided to change the

.

loosely translated into

Their were specific reasons for

Chichewa

frequently by the ruling

functions.

Mtengo

sometimes used
that

it

as

Wa Moyo

is

some currency

phase of
to

The Dawn can be

this as well.

to also

be a slogan used

most public ceremonies and

translated into English as "Tree of Life".

in Christian literature

already had

at

this first

name from "The Dawn"

Kwacha which happened

Malawi Congress Party

The Director

copy.

Centre, noting various

differences in performance from one take to the next.

Wa Moyo "

recorded of

cases this defaulted to the one take with the best sound

recording to be used as the "master" print for the

"Mtengo

we

and Bible translations and as such

it

It is

also

was

felt

as a phrase associated with positive social values.

Since most of the performances were improvisational, only following the
general description for each scene given

varied between takes in

some

in earlier

versions of the script, the dialogue

cases by a large degree.

The other

recordings, from
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different

camera angles recorded simultaneously, were used

as they had been designed to do

As

6

in the action

needed

already recorded in the field, to another.

providing some short scenes to

much

.

the editing proceeded in a chronological

drama, several "gaps"

as "cut-away" shots

fill

manner

to explain transition

He mustered

in these

relative to the action of the

from one scene,

the help of the students in

gaps to give the video more substance.

Additional material, not involving actors, was added such as sound effects, exterior
shots of buildings, and other background material gathered in the village and

elsewhere after the

Some

field recording.

of

this

material

was added during

the

"prayer" scene which opens the video prior to the enactment of the village story.

Review of

the First Cut:

The review of
number of
video.

"Disaster"

the first cut of the finished video

staff at the Forestry

became

It

The

clear that the

Department offices were gathered for a showing of the

CTA

Without revealing too much about

was greatly disappointed with

his perceptions the

often deferred to his secretary for

Chichewa.

to

which

Although

I

would have

critique.

comments from

had desired differences
directly challenged the

the other native

in opinion,

CTA’s

The

the action since the dialogue

Several times she said that the action did not seem to

invited

I

comments on

the final product.

video was reviewed in a "stop

and go" manner, viewing a scene or two and then stopping for

in

A

was not a happy occasion.

CTA
was

make much

Chichewa speakers

in the

very few comments were

perception that the "movie

is

all

sense

room.

made which
a disaster!"
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(Personal Journal, January, 1991).
to

my

CTA’s

I

was

later put at ease as several

office to volunteer their praise of the video and

opinion.

Indeed, the secretary later told

criticize the production"

and

that she felt

There were inconsistencies

they disagreed with the

that she

had been told

very uncomfortable with

in the action

continuity of the action less than perfect.

me

how

of the staff came

to

"deeply

this role.

and dialogue which made the

The Director and

had encountered

I

this

during the editing which led to the inclusion and shooting of additional short transition
scenes to help the story along.
"artistic license" in creating

we had

Aside from his feeling that

new

scenes, the reaction of the

CTA

overstepped our

was most

likely

rooted in other contradictions, since he had no understanding of the Chichewa

language and could therefore not make any direct judgement regarding the video’s
dialogue.

A memo

from the Information Bureau of

request to review the video after

it

FAO,

had been finished,

is

responding

to the

CTA’s

probably more telling of his

disappointment.
Present in the beginning of the whole exercise, the discrepant view of the

proposed video as a "feature film" re-surfaced
efforts.

He

be shown

referred to a

at the

disaster"

from

FAO,

World Forestry Conference,

The reviewers had
purposes stated.

memo

CTA’s

in the

CTA

later

used

this

of our

following his submission of the video to

after

it

had been reviewed by

apparently criticized the video and

The

final appraisal

assessment

deemed

it

FAO

staff.

unsuitable for the

to declare the

video a
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I

was able

later

secretary,

to obtain a

copy of the

memo

from the

files,

kept by the office

which gave a clearer picture of FAO’s appraisal:

The film is probably very useful in Malawi - personally, I like it very
much - but it is unfortunately not suitable for an international audience.
It is

a feature film

setting

A

i.e. a "movie", with actors performing in a local
and the technical quality is very uneven, particularly the sound.

short version

Document
The honest and

FAO,

is

not feasible either, except for use locally.

(MWM

1991)

4,

objective account of the video, written by an impartial reviewer at

revealed the

CTA’s promotion of

forestry extension, propaganda.

beginning had been fed by

the video as a bit of project, as

The CTA’s enthusiasm

his vision of the "feature film"

competitions and the rejection of the video for showing

Conference seemed

be the

to

for the project

The

final defeat.

opposed

from the

winning awards

at the

to

at various

World Forestry

project, as far as he

was concerned,

was "dead".

Back

to the Finish

Despite the mixed reaction
project in time for an

towards the end of

FAO

my

that

some

was necessary

contract period.

was due

of the

to

to

Community Forestry

activities.

we

complete the

to arrive in

The video had been placed

additional editing would be necessary and

Chancellor College

Much

it

appraisal mission which

the forestry extension plan under

CTA

to the video,

I

as a

country

component

in

agreed with the

planned a return

trip to

complete the editing.

final editing centered

on the addition of more frequent "cut-away"

shots showing facial reactions from other actors.

This was probably a good decision
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since

many of

the scenes tended to be long, with

some of

learned from the Director, redundant or non-essential to the
story

I later

CTA

the editing session with the

he reviewed for

me

his

referring to previous experiences he had in this area.

was

the improvised dialogue, as

in

apparent response

my

to

of the ending of the video.
situation,

you as

the editor

concept of film production,

This focus of our discussion

questioning and disagreeing with him over the intent

His reaction was basically

would have

to

film" (Personal Journal, January, 1991).
collaborative, participatory approach.

do whatever
Clearly he

No

"if this

I

were any other

said as the producer of the

was uncomfortable with a

further discussion,

arrangements for the completion of the video

beyond making

after final editing, took place regarding

the distribution or use of the video. With this final editing done, the video

completed

While

work

was

in January, 1991.

Field Applications of

CTA,

During

line.

Mreneo Wa Movo

the video had been declared dead for the intent and purposes of the

the prospect of further

work with

as communications consultant.

By

the

completed video drama continued

in

my

the conclusion of the production process,

other duties in the area of Forestry Extension communications training had taken over

as priorities under

my

terms of reference for the consultancy.

Among

these

was

the

organization and execution of a training workshop for 8 Forestry Extension and
Publicity staff in the use of audiovisual media in extension communication.

video was complete by

this

time

I

initiated the use

of the video

in

Since the

an evaluation
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exercise which would be designed as part of the training.

was

to gain

some

critical

village audiences since

it

My

purpose for doing

this

feedback on the video, particularly from the perspective of

was

this

audience which had been "targeted" from the

beginning of the video production process.

The proposed

uses of video in the forestry department had mostly determined

by the FAO’s project team and Community Forestry Expert
intended uses.

The CFE’s

in addition to the

focus, as head of the pilot village project,

sympathetic to the approaches utilized

in the

production of the video.

was more

We

had

collaborated on the review of forestry extension communication practices in

(Payuan and McCurry, 1991).

There was, by the time

I

came

project, an existing inventory of video and other audiovisual

to

work

"AV"

van.

Malawi

for the

equipment which

included a camcorder, four boxes of tape, and perhaps most impressive of
externally assisted projects, a mobile

CTA’s

all

This van was a Toyota Land Cruiser

equipped with a public address system, power generator, large cinema screen,
videocassette recorder, and large, 32 inch color monitor for viewing videotape

materials.

While there was only

limited experience with using video as an extension

media, growing experience with video
gaining

momentum. With

in staff training

this rationale, the

include field visitations to three village sites

and

in direct field practice

was

workshops were planned and would
in the

Mangochi

planned activities would be the showing of the video

area.

to village

One of

the

audiences which would

be followed by an interview exercise involving the Forestry Extension trainees.
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The Video Plays

The
work was

to

an Audience of 1000

utilization of the Forestry

a

first

for the group.

Department’s Mobile

Three village

sites in

AV

Vans

Mangochi

by the Forestry personnel, Mponda, Malindi, and Kasankha,

in this type

District

the village

of

were selected

where

the

video production had taken place.

The video would be shown

would be followed by an interview

session with village informants and the Forestry

in

each village and

Personnel acting as interviewers.

The Forestry Extension
video

among

participants in the training noted several reactions to

village viewers as well as

among

these were that the local villagers acting

some

in the

own

their

video seemed to do a better job in

instances than the student actors from the College.

participatory approach (introduced

in

the production better by involving

more members of

May,

Key among

observations.

In this

way

they

felt that

the

previous extension training) would have served

the village (Personal Journal,

1991).

The second
open playing

field

village site visited, Malindi village,

used frequently for soccer matches.

actively engaged in watching the video.

drew a
I

large

crowd on an

counted over 1,000 people

The monitor was placed on

with the public address system providing amplification of the sound.

top of the vehicle

I

estimated that

only a third to a half of the audience could actually see the video action taking place

on the rather small screen yet most

to all attending

interviewers identified several people

soundtrack.

who

Their responses indicated

could hear the soundtrack.

The

only heard the dialogue from the

that, for the

most

part, the

main action of the
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drama had been
No.

carried in the dialogue and

was understandable

(MWM

Document

4).

The

final village visited

Moyo. This proved

was Kasankha,

the site of the recording of

interesting since a return to the village yielded

responses to the final production.

some unexpected

Village viewers in each of the three villages had

liked the story, had identified the main themes (conservation of local
trees as village resources),

and had also found the drama too long.

length of the video (75 minutes) was

much longer

film or video materials used at that time.

Few

felt to

woodlands and

The

finished

than most agricultural extension

of the village members had seen

feature length films, either on a screen or on video.

minutes was

Mtengo Wa

A

proposed length of 20

have been a more suitable length for

this

to

30

type of viewing.

Summary: The Discrepant Case Construct

While the two cases presented here could be

phenomena
compel

treated as distinctly different

for purposes of research, certain characteristics

this dissertation to

which

explore the contradictions inherent

in

relate to both

each.

In the first

case, the general construct represents the product of in-authentic cultural reproduction

of formal education goals.

The

and the application of technology

in pursuit

theoretical basis for this reality

the importation of educational theories, explicitly

is

dominated by Western behaviorism and

positivist research, with

models of cultural
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assimilation to Western

norms

established through decades of contact and domination

by European expert knowledge and administration.
Standing

now

comparison

in

to this is the construct

developed

in the cultural

action supported in the video production process and the use of popular theater.

The

theoretical basis of this discrepant case can be found in the critical assessment of

communication and the role of

culture.

of local, indigenous knowledge

in the

knowledge" are bound

Postmodern concepts such as the promotion

process of development over external "scientific

methods used

in the

in

popular theater (Kidd

&

Colleta, 1980).

Contradictions in the Theatre for Development Approach

The evolution of

the story action, performed by the students in

viewed as primarily a Theatre
the initial perceptions of the

was produced

for.

He had

for

CTA

Development exercise, was bound

what they

to conflict with

over what the video drama was about and what

it

originated and intended the script for production as a

"feature film" to propagandize an extension approach which vested laboratory

knowledge with outside experts, communicating

scientific

knowledge about

forest

conservation to uneducated village members.

A
and

critical reversal

in the

by the

of

this

approach had already formed within the drama group

broad extension community

TFD

group,

now engaged

its

in

Malawi.

The

participatory

methods favored

Director and myself who, by the end of the production was

in training

Forestry Extension officers

in participatory

methods,
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contradicted the organizational framework of the script and the
perception held by the

CTA

of the project as to what extension

is all

about.

Cultural Appropriateness or the Appropriation of Culture?

This conflict was played out through the production process with interesting

The

results.

diversion of the original ending of the story towards an open-ended final

scene created difficulties for just about everyone involved.

The

PCV

was unfamiliar

with the popular theater techniques which the Director and myself proposed.

CTA

did not favor any deviation from the script which had the further official

distinction as having first been produced as a "field

currency within the project.
village location Theatre for

and only seemed
to

The

be used

to

The

students in the

document" and therefore had

drama group were

Development approach

familiar with the

as well as Western, stage

drama

need some direction from the beginning about which method was

in the field.

The CTA,

in

developing the original document, seemed

aspects of the script and

its

to treat the cultural

eventual production as a film version as a means towards

greater local acceptance and "appropriateness".

The use of

local language

names

in

the script, the themes developed in the plot, calling for mystical references to spirits

and other examples of what Freire has referred

to as "naive" or

"magical"

consciousness (Freire, 1980, 1985), and the location of the action

were

all

in

appropriations of local culture to deliver a specific message.

a village setting,
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The purpose of
resources of the

director

AV

this initiative

seemed,

at first,

an attempt to utilize the

Centre for creating what was termed by the author/project

"A Media Approach

to Forestry

(FAO Document

Extension"

1990).

1,

In

addition, the insistence of the creation of a feature film as opposed to other types of

extension materials, had driven the production into patterns of cinematic methods and
techniques.

of time.

"spiral,

The

The

story line used in the

CTA

drama

had suggested strongly

that

moving around and around, showing

which may be found

in older

audiences in the West.

I

called for

I

create

title

literal

way of

between scenes

some way of showing a

movies and understood among visually

argued

at this

point that since

indicating the passage of time.

that read "time passes" in

we had no

local audiences

We

literate

on which

basis

and

movie

that

we

to

find a

agreed on a simple graphic

Chichewa and

the initial inclusion of a "flashback" technique which

drama group and

reference to the passage

the passage of time", a special effect

judge whether such a thing could be understood by

more

some

was

in English.

later rejected

This, and

by the student

the Director, raised several issues about the cultural perceptions of

the audience.
In spite of the initial intentions of the production, the process of combining the

Theatre for Development groups established methods with video production
techniques resulted in the creation of a form of local cultural production.
incorporation of village

members

in

The

improvised scenes revealed a strong willingness

to participate in the creation of such media.

It

certainly re-dedicated the video
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equipment

to uses in the field, outside ot the institution to

and kept for so long.

which

it

had been assigned
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Endnotes
This assumption proved

examined

Many
(a

is

be a separate and

of the names chosen tor characters

wealthy

Flat

to

critical

problem

in the

course of the project and

man

also

in the village)

commonly used

in

went

to the

in the

drama

are also

titles,

as in "the

Mpondamatiki

group."

Malawian English

to describe batteries in a

discharged state as

in "the battery is flat”.

A

complete technical description of the field production is provided in Appendix D. This
may be useful to others planning video production work in the field in similar
environments.
information

5.

There

is

since the

6.

A

is

in detail later in this chapter.

extensive literature on the Cule as
first

it

has been the focus of anthropological studies

contact between European and lake

complete technical description of the editing

description in Appendix D.

is

Malawi
included

cultures.

in the technical

production

CHAPTER

VI

ANALYSIS AND REFLECTION:
TOWARDS A MODEL OF CULTURALLY INTEGRATED MEDIA

The

cases presented in this study, the review of previous literature
and the

contextual descriptions of Malawi

all

point to the gap between formal education and

non-formal education constructs and the application of technology
respective goals of these two approaches.

approaches

differ,

we have

seen changes

in pursuit

of the

While formal and non-formal education
in rural

and community development

communication towards participatory models and techniques.

This has been

in critical

response to the shift in development paradigms away from modernization of societies

which have
rural)

in the past

imposed technological solutions on immediate (and mostly

problems towards participatory development

These

strategies.

noted for methods which evolve from the communication of local
identification of both

members.

problems and solutions by village and other

This change

is

perhaps most pervasive

World Bank which has recognized

realities

local

planning and delivery of infrastructural development (1994,

p.

and the

community

published by the

in policy issues

the need for "de-centralization

strategies are

and participation"

76)

in

response to the

diagnosis of "poor performance" of past development efforts.

In formal education, this shift in

development communication

strategies has

had only marginal impact on the form and structure of educational communication.

The curriculum of

the school, both in

its

language and
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in the

in

expected results of the

212

whole

enterprise,

have by and large

non-formal approaches have, true

resisted the

non-formal movement.

Conversely,

to a "counter-cultural" historical proto-genesis,

evolved out of the formal school environment, often as a

critical

and alternative

response to the realities imposed by Western formal educational and cultural
structures.

Participatory and critical discourse, therefore, has flourished in the

environment of development

strategies outside formal education while

development

agencies such as Unesco and the World Bank continued to focus on formal school

curriculum (transfer of knowledge and dominant structures) as a major avenue

towards national and global economic development.
sectors continue to

embrace these

As development

efforts in other

participatory, "village-centered" approaches across

a broad range of needs, (water sanitation, food supply, income generation, health) the

relevance of formal school curriculum

own

in

developing countries, ("schooling" for

sake), has been subjected to a renewed critique.

appraisal

is

critical

already evident in programs that, for example, seek to link the basic

education approach

in

primary education with village and community development

women's income generation. The "non-formalizing"

efforts such as adult literacy or

of formal education therefore

is

already taking place.

This non-formalizing process

in these

This questioning and

its

two case examples,

to

is at

the heart of the directed attempts, described

develop programs and capacities

College environment which seek

to link the realities

in the

Chancellor

of the students and faculty inside

institution.
the institution with the broader social and cultural realities outside the

The
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Theatre for Development program had already done
providing students with a means of traveling

communities.

Beyond

to

so, prior to

my

involvement, by

and interacting with village

the "field trip" potential of such outings

was

the instrumental

application of participatory communication and development theory, treated in the

curriculum both academically and

The expansion of
environment, Education

this

in praxis, to the student’s

concept to other departments

in particular,

"experiment" undertaken, even

if

was

in large part the

way of examining

technology

in

in the

experiences.

College

purpose of the

the activities had not been formally organized and

conducted as formal experimental research.
as a

own

The two case

descriptions were provided

this process with particular reference to the use

both of the defined contexts.

of video both encountered and created,
the differing approaches are grounded.

in a

The following

table

of video

summarizes the uses

matrix according to the theory in which
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Table

6.

Video Applications in Two Case Constructs
by Representative Theory

VIDEO USES
Case Example

Didactic Approaches

Microteaching

1:

in

Critical

college

Approaches

Student involvement

teacher training.

in local

video productions.

Institutional

Recording of graduation

Use by

FPA

Construct

ceremonies, lectures and

"video ethnography"

other course materials.

course work.

Videotape playback of

Critical

imported educational

using video data and

Formal/

materials.

students in
in

academic research

recording

in

research and

critical inquiry processes.

Community Media and
Media Education.
Case Example

Media propaganda

2:

Extension/Fieldbased

Theatre for Development

for

Forestry and Agricultural

production in the field for

extension materials.

Forestry Project.

Uncritical documentation

Video recording

and archiving of "raw"

Participatory Monitoring and

Construct

field exercises,

in

Evaluation.

speeches

and other events.

Community Media.

The predominance of productive modes
founded

in critical

in the

uses of video technology

assumptions of culture and communication can be compared

predominately consumptive uses of the technology
the replication of existing

in didactic

knowledge and culture while

approaches.

One

to the

feeds

the other contributes to the
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production and creation of new knowledge and culture.

These divergent

sets

of

theories account also for a divergence in the praxis of video in
education in Malawi.

Theory and Resistance in Shifting Paradigms of
Communication in Development Education

The paradigm

shift identified in the

review of literature was occurring

concrete and observable ways during the experiences related

in these

Since shifting paradigms by nature impose contradictions on those

on

their

own

theoretical assumptions,

it

is

two

who

in

very

cases.

enact, based

valuable to examine these conflicts in their

lived, concrete detail.

In the first case example the relative paradigms encountered were

embedded

in

the formal education structures forming the institutional base of the video technology.
In the second case construct, the

positivist extension

knowledge-communication paradigm

and diffusion approaches

strategies tugged at the groups of players

political

and cultural influences present

in

to

shift

from

postmodern participatory development

engaged

in

Malawi.

a field reality dominated by the

The

initiation

of these activities,

primarily for purposes of media propaganda for forestry extension, were subsequently

(and intentionally) subverted by an alternative yet established communications

approach (popular

theater), an

approach which

in

traditional, non-participatory realities of extension

many ways

and

visible in the actions

anti-thetical to the

communication.

In each of these cases the opposing paradigms

structural contexts

is

were evident

in their

and discourse of key players.

form and

The
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actions of the

Head of

the Education Department, the published course curricula in

use at that time, and the discourse revealed

development of the

AV

positivist traditions

of behavioral science.

to land"

philosophy

to the rescue"

tells

Similarly, the

FAO

project director’s "lab

of a positivist appreciation of scientific knowledge "coming

of ignorant village dwellers.

In direct (and often confusing

to as the prevailing

participatory and critical appraisal of

as education, technology and culture,

is

a reciprocal relationship.

dominant models by various participants

methods and techniques.
with

its

economic

is

develops

in

There

phenomena
is

in these social structures as

models and paradigms are circulated and communicated.
identified as a reactionary force,

resistance

new

Reciprocal resistance, often

response to challenges to status quo

In this definition, the formal education structure in

links to modernist education approaches

Christian missionary education,

is

what

"development paradigm" (Ferguson, 1989).

Resistance, in a context of shifting world views about such social

to old,

and

were the postmodern views of the Director of the

program and myself who favored

Ferguson refers

communications over the

Centre, provide evidence of education models rooted in the

painful) contradiction to these

theater

in the

Malawi,

and philosophical roots

in

a reactionary construct.

Theory and Resistance

in the

Formal Case Construct

Resistive measures taken by the Education Department took both the form of

active resistance and passive resistance.

Active resistance included actions directed

at
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limiting the scope of

new

activities

proposed for the

AV

Centre and

its

equipment.

Passive resistance occurred through the Head of the Department’s desire to
retain
control and authority over the facility for "educational" purposes, diverting
several

proposals to widen the scope of the

facility’s function.

This type of resistance often took the form of reluctance

among Malawian

educators to embrace and involve themselves with activities which could be
characterized as challenging the educational status quo.

Beyond

association with outward characteristics of innovative projects,

the implied

many

educators simply

did not want to "draw attention to one’s self" which would invite scrutiny by public
officials

who would examine

personal and political issues such as Party loyalty or

Lacking

loyalty to the Life President.

in these

two areas could have dire and

extremely negative consequences.
Educational innovation by definition
educational development

this social

and

is

is

a challenge to the status quo.

also innovative by design, then innovations

political context are

doomed

to failure unless they are

If

promoted

in

seen as

innovations which further the policies and purposes of the ruling political power

structure.

into

The

particular character of failure ascribed to the video technology input

Malawian education was

in its

non-use for extended periods.

"wasted resources" which represented

poor return on the

IDA

to the

The

failure of

College administration (and others) a

sector credit loan investment although

it is

doubtful that

within the immediate administrative structure of the University this economic analysis
influenced thinking on the

AV

Centre or

its

role.

This

is

most

likely

owing

to the
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vast distance between

IDA

sector loans and the

more

local budget concerns of the

University fiscal structure.

The
First,

resistance to the innovation of video technology

many of

was therefore twofold:

the implied techniques associated with the technology posed a

challenge to existing patterns of didactic teaching and learning within the College’s
structure.

Even though Dumba-Safuli’s conclusion

technology

is

owing more

to a lack

that the non-utilization of the

of exposure and expert training

(

1990 ), the

prevailing social conditions further restrict innovation and experimentation which

would have

led,

through more frequent and diverse use,

to

more

fully utilized

equipment resources.
Secondly, the uses which had been established for the technology and

communicated

as pre-defined characteristics of the technology itself (i.e. equating

video with microteaching) were subject

to passive resistance

from students who

identified the technique with inauthentic treatment of classroom realities that they

would face

in

secondary school settings and

in

the treatment of presentation styles

required in the status quo behavior expected of teachers

context of Malawi.

integrating

This was most evident

drama and performance

by the Malawian faculty

Most innovations

in the

in

in the

in the rejection

educational social

of such innovations as

classes with teaching methods,

promoted

internally

Fine and Performing Arts Department.

education continue to be initiated by expatriate faculty

with either short-term associations with the College, through visiting lecturer and

academic exchange scholarship programs

or, to a lesser extent,

by long-term resident
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expatriates

who

sought to secure their standing as experts

in their respective fields

by

"introducing them (Malawian educators) to a larger and more complex world"

(Personal Journal,

approaches

in

May,

1989).

Notable exceptions to

this

were the innovative

Science education promoted by a senior educator working

in the

Bank Project Implementation Unit (Linking School Science with Community

The technology

in this construct is

used only occasionally where

interfere with the pursuit of educational goals

it

World

Science).

does not

which have been sanctioned by the

bureaucratic structure in the University and Ministry of Education, although these two

were separate

Malawi

in their

(see chapter

the equipment

respective relationship to the political and social structure of

1).

was used

Permission

to

pursue alternate uses was granted so long as

for "official" projects (affiliated with recognized

organizations and agencies) or so long as

the "educational

it

was used

internally within the context of

program" of the College and University.

construed as a form of internal resistance

This permission can be

to the total inertia

formed by the

suppressive political and cultural environment.
Islands of support were sought out as

College expanded over time.

my own

The Director of

the Theatre for

as well as the Principal of the College supported

the

AV

Centre

facility

network of contacts

many of

at the

Development program

these projects which linked

with external development efforts and re-introduced innovation

back into the College environment.

This support was realized

in

my

ability to pursue,
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without a

fatal

degree of negative attention, various projects which challenged
existing

assumptions about the uses of the

The

facility

and the equipment.

Electric Observer" program, with heavy student involvement
in

its

production and the crowded attendance of the showings of each new episode,
was

evidence of an enthusiasm towards technology utilization which conflicted with
previous experience with the technology.

The

re-orientation of the equipment towards

a media policy which granted greater accessibility was monitored closely by

Education Department and College administration but was never challenged
Suggestions put forward

in

my

exit

recommendations, however,

that the

directly.

College

establish a level of "academic technician" to facilitate the utilization of the equipment

was

rejected for

what

recommendation,

I

I

were

felt

theorize,

superficial

came from

economic reasons.

Resistance to this

other points, beyond the stated lack of

administrative budgets to cope with additional staff at the facility.

Theory and Resistance

The movement from

in the

Discrepant Case Construct

the institutional context concerned with College level

teaching to the field-based operations which focused on the village context as the

"target" in the

communications approach was figuratively, much

to the village itself, full of

1991).

The

"bumps,

ruts, dust

and holes" (Personal Journal, January,

pivotal instance of resistance encountered in the

production was

in

response

to the

like the actual road

Mtengo Wa Moyo

attempted appropriation of the Theatre for

field
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Development program and
extension propaganda.

the video production capacity of the

The

decision to pursue the production

AV

Centre for

anyway and

to see the

project as an experiment in combining the media resulted in the "counter

appropriation" of a development process.

The

invitation to

a village and record the

produce a "feature film" for the forestry project,

drama performances, was immediately seen by

and myself as an opportunity
felt that

to

engage each of our respective

the Director

interests.

It

was never

the discrepancy between the communications approach evident in the

proposed story outline and the approaches
that

to travel to

were part of our own

bias

final

field

production.

product for whatever reasons, proved

motivations in the whole of the process

just as well

drama and video production

were insurmountable.

Motivations varied throughout the

accomplish a

to participatory

itself

1
.

The drive

to

to finish, to

be one of the sustaining

At several turns the project might

have been "put off" or cancelled owing

to

disagreements, logistical

headaches, or the resistance, initiated for different reasons, by the students and the

Director.

by the

There were indications from

project.

Past experience with

Social Mobilization Officer, had been

the student’s journals that they

TFD

field

production

in light

supported by the Unicef

in rural sanitation,

deemed a success and had gained a high degree

of recognition from Government and University authorities.
discussed the reading of the

were excited

first script, the

Some

of the students

rehearsals and other preparations for the

of their understanding of participatory methods

communication (Student Journals and personal conversations).

in village
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Reflections on Authenticity in Cultural Production

The

authentic potential of cultural production remains an elusive element

throughout the described

activities in this dissertation.

One

could wonder whether,

given the documented in-authentic nature of the institutional culture of the College for

example, truly authentic cultural development and production was even possible.
clear

however

that authenticity in

communication and media production can only be a

by-product of conditions which have the following two characteristics:
of the production processes used

and input of consumers (viewers,
2)

The messages of

It is

in creating the

1)

The

control

media must allow for the participation

learners, etc.) of the

the communication, whatever

produced media material and;

medium

is

involved, are themselves

products of the on-going process of authentic cultural reproduction.

Bourdieu’s concept of reproduction allows for the synthesis of cultural forms
in the regeneration

of culture.

While reproduction theory generally

the negative impact of bureaucratic

structures in culture

is

concerned with

institutions (such as education) reproducing

which benefit unjust distribution of power and wealth

(reproduction of alienating structures), the potential of authentic cultural reproduction

and regeneration
theory poses.

is

just as present as antithesis to the general critique

which

this

Cultural reproduction, as a function of the education system, can be

institutional forms
cast in the light of authentic cultural production, given the

necessary for such activity to take place.
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The

intentional and unintentional production of cultural materials

resulted from the various video production activities at the
potential of these facilities to provide a

AV

means of production

which

Centre prove the

for the creation of an

authentic cultural media in education and, in a way, disproved the functionalist

assumptions of the didactic methods associated with the introduction of the
technology.

Some
were derived
village elder

of the materials generated, as examples of authentic cultural productions,
as by-products of other

was not

needs presented

anticipated so

in the village

communicative techniques.

much

as

it

The recording of

was a spontaneous reaction

to the

These actions pose a problem

video process.

the

in the

application and development of a theory of critical media use which combined other

media forms (extension propaganda, film production).
these forms

methods

to

became
work.

The

contradictions of

some of

clear in the field reality as the production process put these

The

reflexive nature of dealing with these conflicts contributed to

Had

the infusion of local cultural realities in the process.

have served as a physical "backdrop" location
been a further intrusion on the village by the

in the

FAO

they not, the village would

drama.

The process would have

(representing to the villagers a

state-related authority).

Bevond Cultural Appreciation and Language
Is

Barriers

technology, especially educational or communications technologies, "culture-

bound" or

"culturally neutral"?

This question

is at

the heart of several of the issues
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raised

by

historical experience with

The answer may

development.

when

be, "both."

used in ways which assume

it is

variety,

communications technologies

its

its

It

may have been

is

first

adaptation, which

fundamentally ignored since

possibilities negates the principles

introduced in the

In the context of cultural

The process of

intrinsic characteristics are revealed.

acknowledging these

educational

appears to be culture-bound precisely

culture-neutrality.

has to involve the sub-process of modification,

in

under which the technology

place.

Seeking the Authentic
If

Education systems

in Africa are to truly develop, then they

must seek out

own

modified and adaptable techniques, systems, and technologies that further their
aims.

Of

course, international educational development does not take place in a

vacuum. The need

to adapt the

systems and techniques, rather than the wholesale

assimilation of these methods as has been the prevailing practice, must continue and

be promoted.

This must

in turn

be driven by the indigenous development of general

educational philosophies, aims and purposes which do more to integrate the unique

qualities of African life

and

and cultures with the Western models of educational methods

their reflected institutional models.

Our curriculum, based on our own
integrated with a response to our

social

and cultural

own, technologized world.

realities,

We

has been

have adapted

communications technologies, and the very processes of communication

itself, to

dependence on technology.
transmit and reinforce, through the curriculum, a

Ours

is
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a technological culture or, looking back reflexively, a culture which

technology.

Developing nations

in Africa, precisely

defined by

because they are not

predominately technologized, have a different cultural ethic.
school systems of these countries have no need

is

to reinforce

Curriculum

in the

or foster a reliance on

technological systems which have developed under quite different realities.
This, however,

the

view

is

not a rejection of

all

technology per

that technologies are culturally neutral

overwhelming experience of using technology

se,

only a rejection of

and free of cultural forms.

in

education

in

The

developing societies

point to the need to re-examine the relationship between the assumed cultural
characteristics of the technological systems and

Attempts

cultural contexts.

defining

it

in superficial

to

do

this so far

how

they operate within differing

have trivialized the issue of culture by

and inadequate ways.

We

must look elsewhere for the

possible blend of authentic, indigenous "ways of being" with the culture of

technology.

This

Towards

is,

for the

a Cultural

most

part,

uncharted territory.

Theory of Video Use

in

Development Education

This dissertation has followed two tracks, one of which has covered the

bumpy

terrain involved with past attempts to introduce technology into a formal educational

and non-formal extensionist context

in a

developing nation, the other of which has

raced across an open expanse of associated component theories.

the events in the

The

explication of

two case examples provide a scenic panorama which give us a

fairly
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clear picture of

how

wonder however,

To

things look in this particular set of circumstances.

if that is all

this last set

some understanding of

however, with the conclusion
in education

some

offered

with, exactly

how we

are left to

got to this place.

of questions, the theories brought to bare on these phenomena

offer in bits and pieces

technology

we come away

We

that there

systems

in

is

no

the recorded data.

real theory

development of a theory of technology

use.

I

begin

To

this

left,

conclusion

may inform

this

are

guiding the application of

developing countries.

synthesis of theoretical approaches which

We

is

the future

process by addressing the

specific instance of video technology in formal education uses.

In nonformal use, the

development of guiding theories of technology

application have already been grounded in a general critique of the development

process and the role of media technology

structures in

which technology

is

more frequently encountered,

media and materials development which supports a

critical

institution (institutions that are the object of the critical

impossibility.

a guiding theory of

methodology within the

methods)

is

not an

Educational institutions, particularly higher education, because of their

academic function often contribute
society.

In the formal education

in this process.

to this general critique

Various authors writing from their foundations

of schooling within the

in Critical

Theory have

discussed the subversive function of critical praxis within the structure of state

being
supported schooling (Apple, Bowles and Gintis, Aronowitz, Freire and Giroux

the

most noted examples here) while only a few (Apple and Giroux

in particular)

have
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addressed the specific applications of technologies used to mediate
educational and

communicative practices

A

guiding theory

would address
forces.

in education.

in the

use of educational media for developing countries

the debate over development issues and avoid cooptation by

The process of

materials development in education

is

dominant

both a source of

reinforcement for these existing forces and an opportunity for the creation of media

which support emerging models of
involve students and teachers
utilization of

critical

education.

in the creation

That the

latter implicitly

of media materials also promotes the

equipment and technology and increases the effectiveness of these

investments.

The

application of one theoretical paradigm (or the replication of another)

not an "either/or" question for the realities described in this context.

is in

the nature of the institutional function although in the reality of

time of writing the dialogue had

set

political limitations.

of assumptions such as the imported uses of video

Critical dialogue

Malawi

at the

The confrontation between one
in

formal education and the

applied critical methods provided a dynamic which ultimately contributes to the

development of a
education.

critical

is

discourse about the role of technology and materials in
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Endnotes
Certainly not the least of these motivations was

my engagement by this time in the project as a
form of research which I knew would have some value in a dissertation. A process which
I
had committed to before my departure from the US for Malawi.

CHAPTER

VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Many
of media

in

of the events described

study are similar in nature to other uses

various development communication projects.

deep penetration
because of

in this

its

in

Popular theater has a

fairly

African rural and urban community development efforts both

historical relationship to traditional culture

application to development communication.

and

in the

more

recent

Video has also been used with some of

these techniques as well as in projects which range from externally guided film

production models to process video and participatory video use.
instances carry specific sets of contextual elements which

quasi-experi mental.

Each of these

make them unique and

The wide-spread adoption of video camcorders and

costs of editing and other production equipment

tells

the falling

of a transition from video in

experimental uses to a media fully integrated with communication practices in a wide

range of national development

activities in

African nations.

Considering the Use of Video

Whatever

the theoretical intentions of

media users

in

development

communication

efforts, the realities of video utilization in these efforts remains, for

the time being,

still

largely an experimental and exotic

form of media

utilization.

In

the particular types of circumstances noted in village based video production work,
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very few guidelines have been developed
following section
that they

While

communication workers.

others seeking

more authentic

(if

not

more

efficient)

available media to promote cultural understanding and autonomy.
the

combined

efforts of the video production unit

program was an innovation, and

and the popular

therefore experimental in nature, there have

already been follow-up projects which attempt to replicate this approach.
particular,

The

offered as "lessons learned" during the course of this production

may be reviewed by

ways of using

theater

is

to advise

USAID

has recently funded a project in

Malawi

to

In

promote the education

of girls and young women, using a mass-media, multi-channel approach.

One

of the

project components involves the production of a video drama, utilizing the resources

of the Audio Visual Centre and the Theatre for Development program

at

Chancellor

College.

Video

in

Formal Education Structures

The productive

capacity of the video facility at Chancellor College had gone

generally unrecognized until the field-based recording and production activities started

yielding a library of programs.

Once

the quality of these

programs were recognized,

through local, hand-to-hand distribution and viewing, and associated with the

of the equipment and

known and

staff

of the

AV

Centre, these activities

accepted functions of the institution.

production experiences with the video equipment

The
in

became one of

abilities

the

application of broader

an

AV

department of a college
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such as Chancellor resulted

in

These recommendations are

briefly presented:

some general recommendations about

further use.

Media

services provided by an institutional structure should be
protected from "departmentalization
1

.

In the case of the

and

built with a

AV

Centre

Chancellor College, the

at

wide range of purposes

in

mind.

The

facility

was designed

association with specific

Education department uses such as teacher training, was a result of the domination

over infrastructural

initiatives

threat to educational

by the

IDA

and

UNESCO.

This

is

less

of a potential

development now since these agencies now espouse emphasis on

other educational priorities.

2. Technology,

settings

when
and

their full

Video

is

such as video, should be employed

the prevailing cultural

political environment allow for

creative utilization.

a creative medium.

and audio recording)

and

in institutional

that

It

comprises a

set

of media tools (visual imagery

can best be utilized by the application of creative methods in

the production of materials which carry indigenous aesthetic value, based on the

communication of

local, authentic culture.

Educational media which

fail to

include

these elements are prone to follow exogenous models, replicate Western dominated

forms, and serve as a tool

in the replication

of unauthentic culture in authoritarian

bureaucracies.

The
first

creative development of video use in education can seek the authentic by

determining the foundational theories of the proposed communicative activity and
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directing the use of the technology in

Creativity

is

emphasized here as

it is

ways

that

promote the indigenous

a necessary element in

which promotes aesthetic and authentic

cultural materials.

aesthetic.

media development

Combination (and

adaptation) of the technological methods with indigenous media forms, including
traditional as well as

curriculum needs

all

emerging popular media, are examples of

to integrate these

this.

The education

approaches with reformed goals and purposes for

educational activities.

Video Production and Theatre

The

for

Development

implications of the field experimentation with the College Theatre for

Development program and

the video production facility at the

Audio Visual Centre

the College are directed towards further collaboration between these

Until the

first

attempt with the production of Mtengo

techniques in the

performance

TFD

program had remained

in villages

and towns

in

broadcasts of popular dramas.

the popular theater

Stage plays, performed by various

to electronic

medium

in the

in

form of radio

Radio plays have also been broadcast by Malawi

Broadcasting Corporation and are a popular form of entertainment.

have been performed

two medium.

entirely in the context of live

Malawi.

drama groups, had made some cross-over

Wa Moyo,

at

English and Chichewa.

Radio dramas

Unlike these studio productions, or

broadcasts of live performances on stage, popular theater techniques in village settings

had not been recorded and edited into finished productions before.
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Specific recommendations for the combination of these two processes
are

described here:

Popular theater and video production can complement each other
the specific requirements of each form are recognized.
!•

Video
their

own

field

if

production and popular theater techniques have both evolved out of

specific traditions.

The recording of

live

performances has always posed a

special set of challenges for video technology and has given rise to the preference for

treatments of dramatic productions in controlled studio environments.

Popular theater

also evolved in the realm of direct audience interaction and participation which seems
to negate the use

of video production techniques.

The dynamic
of the

relationship between these

field experiences.

two

is

by

far the

most exciting

result

Theatre for Development "productions" follow

improvisational techniques and processes of village communication (village
interviews, site visits, etc.) that range beyond the actual performance.

drama

frequently employs a cyclical process in the

in

TFD

which the play evolves

also

in

response to village dialogue on the proposed issues, problems and solutions that are
the topic of the play.

Video can be on hand

performance of the drama
is

used in

this

community,

way

The immediate feedback element of

to re-enforce the

identified

Linking the

itself.

field recording,

the technology

dialogue and discussion on issues in the

by the participants

editing facilities allows for the

to record these other steps as well as the

which

in the process.

is

raw footage

often spontaneous and un-rehearsed, with

to

be turther utilized

in the creation

of
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several types of video materials such as finished dramatic productions
(feature length

"film" stories), shorter "discussion starter" material for village to village showing
(horizontal communication), or in the creation of promotional materials which

communicate

Video

vertically with

government and other organizations.

other Development Communication Projects

in

The survey of video

use (Appendix B) described several instances where both

government and non-government agencies, often supported by external organizations,
have delved into the
activities.

In

some

possibilities of using video

cases, video

is

technology

in

various communications

added by well meaning planners, with some

general notion that they will be utilized by project participants for, most typically,
training exercises and the creation of video materials for use in broader

communication
between these

efforts.

efforts.

At the time of

There was also

this data collection, little

little

coordination existed

concerted effort or agreement on what

types of uses constituted the most effective means of achieving various communication

Examples drawn from

goals set by these organizations and their projects.

this field

survey also indicate that organizations that have and use video often identify personnel
already employed by the organization and apply specialized training in the area of

video production to develop
cases,

it

often

means

necessary basic

this staff capability.

that those selected

skills to fully utilize the

may

While

this

may be

effective in

not posses the creative aptitude or

technology.

some
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This situation, which existed while

by administering a

partially correctable

from agencies which were attempting
in their

program.

The

facility at the

I

was

at

series of

and proved the potential for the Centre

felt to

video as a communications

Centre served as a central training

to

become

production training for a broad constituency.

be

workshops for participant groups

to integrate

AV

Chancellor College, was

medium
facility

a clearinghouse for video

This depends, however, on the staffing

of the Centre by a complete contingent of qualified staff familiar with video
production techniques.

among groups

Coordination
could be fostered

in this

way by

using video to assist their development programs

further developing the College

media production center with a strong
the time of

my

departure from the

expansion of the

AV

Centre into

physical infrastructure

is in

Centre’s role as a

and education program of

training

field,

AV

few plans had been developed

this type

of

facility.

It is

its

own.

At

to see to the

best to conclude that the

place and has been used for this purpose.

Policy Recommendations

The

introduction of video technology

often done so within the

projects.

We

have seen

framework of

in

developing Third World contexts

multi-lateral aid agencies

that agencies such as

UNESCO,

the

and

their associated

World Bank,

FAO

technologies.
others have played a dominant role in the introduction of such

"new" media

in the

is

As

70 s and 80 s, the innovation of video technology was guided

and
a

in
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these projects by existing educational patterns established
in Europe and North

America.

These patterns were guided by both economic models of efficiency,

directed towards gaining

maximum

achievement output per pupil for the cost of the

technology input and behaviorist models of psychology and student
teaching behavior.
Policy, therefore, reflected the application ot technology towards
goals of greater

educational (and economic) efficiency

in the

development enterprise.

Cultural

considerations throughout these instances were applied as means toward increasing
local acceptance of the technology.

Alternate patterns emerged primarily

in

Latin

America

as video

was applied

for divergent purposes under differing political and cultural philosophies.

The

further

evolution of communication models, from one-way and two-way models to
participatory constructs, has required policy makers to either embrace or reject the

application of technology guided by

new techniques of community

changing development goals which are influenced

-

participation and

and increasingly created

-

by

local

cultures.

Hardware and Equipment

A

difficulty lies in

recommending equipment choice and use

changing nature of the technology

itself.

in the rapidly

Video equipment evolved from bulky,

vacuum tube based technology designed and

used in studio environments to the

present day integrated circuit designs which are extremely portable and affordable.

Video tape recording

is

also changing as digital technologies and digital storage

media
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turn video and audio signals into digital data.

The use of

this data is

immediately

available in computer systems and can be integrated in hardware and software
into

multi-media presentations

Even with

1
.

these rapid advancements, tape-based recording and editing will be

around for several more years,

until the use

as accessible as video tape today.

Specific

of digital video

is

fully integrated

and

recommendations for the use of video

educational environments follow from the conclusions of this study.

is

in

Hardware

considerations will be, as always, subject to cost analysis, at least on a simplified
level as the cost of

to

equipment

economic consideration.

for the equipment,

is

falls

and no longer requires the "big media" approach

Support,

in

terms of staffing and infrastructural capability

a greater concern for effective utilization.

Staffing

Great care must be made

equipment maintenance and

use.

in identifying the

support staff and structure for

Past experiences have

support cripples the use of the technology.

shown

that limited staff

Projects often under-estimate the staffing

resources, not just in repair and maintenance but in the division of labor in the

production of educational media and materials.

of the

AV

comparative

list

of the support staff

Centre and what would represent an "ideal" media production centre for

education shows a shortfall of staff

facilities

A

and projects

in this particular

project which

in educational institutions in the region.

is

similar to other
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Applications in Emerging Media Models
Participatory communication methods are emerging as a

approach

in

projects.

Curriculum reform

development policy and

responding to

critical realities

in

in

more "mainstream"

nonformal education and communication

primary and secondary formal education

of social pressures created by phenomena

most Third World nations such

is

also

common

as urban migration, population increase, pressures

to

on

limited natural resources, insufficient social service systems and resulting health

concerns such as the

AIDS

epidemic.

on providing "basic" education which

Development
is

policies in education focus

increasingly linked to

more

now

holistic

approaches which integrate the development of the broader community as one of
constituencies.

its

In response to these changes, the application of technology in

educational efforts has not been grounded in theory which synthesizes lessons learned

from the formerly

The

parallel applications in formal structures

and nonformal systems.

rejection of the extensionist approach by the Director of the Theatre

program was exemplified

in his

comments

that the Agriculture Ministry’s

own

extension efforts had begun to abandon older, didactic models of knowledge diffusion

in preference

may

take

of participatory models.

many

years to explore as

economic development emerge

This development

new Government

in the

post-Banda

era.

is

an on-going process and

policies towards rural and
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Media Education and Media Center Models
For the development of a model we might look
offered in the area of

community media, supported by

the University of Natal, South Africa.

main

fields within its

own

institution.

to the regional

the

examples

Media Resource Centre of

The Media Resource Centre operates
It

in

two

serves as a clearinghouse and production

center for media and materials which have included participatory video efforts with a
variety of

community groups

Media Education

Natal province and

for area schools and teachers.

critical discussion

state

in the

in a

to

In

South Africa, the

critical dialogue.

Implications for Further Research

more

for

population divided by the apartheid system has

provided ample opportunity for

Malawi

Media Education makes an object

as newspapers, magazines and cinema.

problematic use of media

is

promotes a curriculum of

and education the use of media technology and various popular and

media forms such

There

it

in the

Malawian Context

a great need for further inquiry and discovery in the context of

as well as other nations in Africa.

The

topics suggested here range

from

specific instances related to the field research already undertaken in that country

more general research on,

Chimombo’s work

for example,

Malawian

aesthetics.

in this area, particular applications

Following

of the theory of Ulimbaso to

the educational culture in Malawi’s educational systems and institutions

would serve

well in efforts to transform the educational system into one which truly encourages
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the development and creation ot authentic culture.

remains the transmission of culture, and
this

purpose well and

in fact

if

have eroded

If a universal

purpose of education

past models of education have not served

it,

then the application of available and

accessible technologies should follow this purpose, guided by models and theories of
cultural authenticity and cultural models of education.

In the

new

era of democratic reform

Malawi (and

in

regionally in southern

Africa) the continuation of cultural reclamation, initiated in the post-independence era

in critical

response to the suppression of indigenous culture by colonial

now

administrations,

between the

has the opportunity to more fully explore the relationship

traditional

The research experiences

and the modern.

were framed by the context of a repressive
restricted certain applications of theory,

especially

when they were

initiated

it

political

environment.

made other

in this dissertation

While

applications even

this

more

fruitful,

under the guise of officially sanctioned

development policy.

The

research "field" in Malawi

assessment of the role of education

is

in the

now

positioned to advance a critical re-

development of

its

own

cultural identity.

Trans-development Issues

A
from

rather

new concept

field activity

somehow inform

is

the notion that experiences and findings emanating

and development projects

in

developing Third World nations can

practices and analysis in related institutional and social settings in
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industrialized nations.

A

traditional

would have placed these findings

approach

at a

It is

type of research undertaken here

remote distance from certain groups of subjects

in the research (i.e. the administrators

Department).

to the

and faculty of the College and Forestry

instructive and a creative use of the research to seek lessons

from

the contextual descriptions in the cases examined and find applications to problems

posed

in the

education system of the researcher.

While contexts across these two
general problems

in, for

fields

can be very different, the response to

example, African education systems may hold relevant

characteristics and application for similar or related

States.

The

problems

in

schools in the United

topics and experiences which can inform educational systems in Western

industrialized nations can be

drawn from examples

in

African countries, just as

educational practices are, and have been for decades, offered to these countries from
the West.

In the forefront of such trans-development issues

this study, are those dealing with the relationship

development communication and

which can be drawn out from

of technology use

the reproduction of cultural

in

education and

competence.

Specifically, the uses of video technology within inauthentic cultural and institutional

structures proves to be an inefficient application of technological resources in solving

educational problems such as improving the "quality" of education.

this question

quality and

the

about quality from

how

is it

earlier,

what

is

the operational definition of that

generated; for what ultimate purposes?

Western constructed forms

in

But, returning to

Quality, as

it is

used in

education, represent certain elements in the function
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of schools and schooling
potential

in

Western educational and cultural contexts.

do these elements hold for schools

Levin (1993) indicate a movement

and community involvement
issues of cultural

In the

schools

is

developing countries?

Lockheed and

school effectiveness evaluation towards parent

in creating effective schools but leave the un-critical

development and

US,

in

in

But what

its

relationship to the school curriculum alone.

the discourse and dialogue most present in conflicts found in

the application of multi-cultural education.

From

the political right

comes

challenges to "multi-culturalism" and the proposals to limit or exclude the equitable

treatment of ethnic minority populations in school curriculum and materials.

application

is

instantly

formed

in the

A

direct

consideration of the relationship, outlined in the

beginning of the dissertation, between technology, culture, and the role of education

in society.

Malawian

but the issues of

how

cultural reality

is

different than that of the

US,

to

be certain,

technology and media materials used in the education process

interact with the cultures present in the educational

environment are not

Further research needs to find and develop these relationships.

that different.

Endnotes
Multimedia technology, consisting of digital audio, video, graphic, and text information which
can be stored and displayed on "stand-alone" computer systems, poses the same types
of issues
for use in

development education.

io Africa)

is

Its most likely use (one which has already been documented
higher education, institutional settings. However, the techno-centric goal for
some Western educators of "a computer in every classroom" is still an unrealistic one for
African education systems at present.

in

APPENDIX A
PHYSICAL DATA SETS AND DESCRIPTIVE INVENTORY
The following

may

is an inventory of the physical documents used
only be availble through the author.

Data Set
Physical Description:

various

TTT-Malawi Documents 1-19

Inter-office

ITT Team members

administration and

1:

USIA

to:

in the study. Originals

memos, minutes of meetings and team

reports from

Education Department, Chancellor College

Public Affairs Officer.

A4

size xerographic copies.

Document
1.

Meeting report, 4 November, 1986.

2.

Meeting

3.

Special meeting report with Principal, 3 December, 1986.

4.

Special meeting report "Approved Version", 3 December, 1986.

5.

Memo

to

6.

Memo

from Principal

report,

25 November, 1986.

Head, Education Department from Dick Graber. Re: Proposed 4
year BEd degree. 6 December, 1986.

to report draft to

7.

LIT Team Report

ITT
8.

Dick Graber (14th January, 1987) Suggested changes
be sent to Washington.
to

(January, 1987) Fairly critical of the College’s response to

suggestions for improving college teaching and learning.

Memo

from Vice-Chancellor Dubbey to Dick Graber (January, 1987).
Comments on team report and University response noting changes to the BEd

program.
9.

TTT Team

Report (second draft with additional information)

10.

TTT Team

Monthly Report (January, 1987)

the Education department and his
to

No

date.

by the Head of
dissatisfaction over the TTT team report sent

Washington.
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details response
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11.

Memo (February, 1987) To the Principal from Dick Graber regarding Science
education faculty position. Graber’ s response to a hired expatriate and his
qualifications, mostly negative.

12.

TIT

Monthly Report (February, 1987) Numerous references to a lack of
support and interest by Washington USIA staff for the team’s activities in

Malawi.
13.

Letter from

(March
of the

TTT
the

15.

16.

Jett to

Response
in

Bob Dalsky, USIA

to the

from

this

TTT Malawi

coordinator

Vice-Chancellor’s comments on the future

Malawi which

first priority

Monthly Report

lists

Educational Technology as the

period on.

(April, 1987) External purchases of supplies needed at

A VC.

Memo
Memo
in

Dennis

TTT Program

Universities

14.

PAO

2, 1987).

from

TTT Team

critical

to

Head, Education Department (April 15, 1987).

of examinations process used widely through higher education

Malawi.

Memo

from

TTT

further critical

to

Head, Education Department (May

comments on

3,

the examinations process for

1987) regarding

end of year exams

for college students.

17.

Letter from

USIA

coordinator to Vice-Chancellor

College outlining the limited support that

TTT

program (November

TTT Team Report (no date). Outlining TTT
TTT activities for the current year.

19.

Final report on

TTT

at

Chancellor

continue to give the

18, 1987).

18.

TTT

Dubbey

USIA would

Fulbright Lecturer

teams vision of continuation of

McCurry

detailing activities of final

input to Malawi, Chancellor College (April 10, 1991).

Data Set

2:

USIA Telegrams.

Copies of unclassified United States Information Agency telex and telegram
communications. Copies of received and sent communication between USIS post in
Lilongwe, Malawi and USIA Washington, D.C. Action copies referencing
administrative decisions and action of TTT program in Malawi. December 29, 1987
to

May

14, 1990.
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Data Set

3:

Personal Correspondence.

Letters from various actors regarding

TTT

program

in

Malawi and

the

AV

Centre

prior to researcher’s arrival in the field.
Letter

1.

From TTT

Specialist at

to

TTT

team members

in

Zomba

University to

TTT

team members

in

Zomba

Perdue University

dated October 27, 1986.
2.

From TTT Specialist at Perdue
dated November 28, 1986.

3.

From TTT

Specialist to

David McCurry dated

Data Set

4:

AVC

May

4,

1987.

Documents.

Various reports, training materials, memos and published evaluations related to the
design and implementation of the Audio Visual Centre, Chancellor College, Zomba,

Malawi. ("B" indicates

that the materials also

appear

in the

bibliography).

Document
1.

Malawi

Institute

of Education. "A Report:

AV

Education Workshop

(Operation and Utilization of Educational Media.) Malawi Institute of

Education, 1988a. (B)

2.

Project Completion Report. Republic of Malawi. "Fourth Education Project
(Credit 1123-MAI)", 1988b. (B)

3.

Evaluation of the 3rd and 4th

MOEC
4.

5.

IDA

Education Projects (Draft). Lilongwe:

Planning Unit.

World Bank (1979a) Staff Appraisal Report: A 3rd Education Project in
Malawi (Report ft 2277-MAI) Estimates of equipment (p.23, sec. 4:02).

World Bank (1979b) Working Papers
areas and

purpose"

costing specific to the

AVC

facility.

(to

previous) schedule of accomodation

AVC’s development.

References a "multi-
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6.

Memo
Memo

(1986) Barth’s comments on the past, present and future of the AVC.
addressed from Barth as Fulbright Lecturer to Dr. Kadzamira
as
Principal, Chancellor College.

UNESCO

7.

project AV Media Workshop Report (1981a) written by H.
Marchant and M.A. Sangolt. Report on workshop covering communications
and technology training for educators in Malawi.

8.

Accompanying manual

for

9.

Items for consideration

in

operational".

Memo

faculty, cover letter

10.

11.

workshop
order to

participants to # 7 above (1981b).

make

the multipurpose cctv studio fully

(1983) written by Marchant addressed to Education
by the Principal. Outlines suggested uses of the AVC.

AVC

University of Malawi (1981) Correspondence regarding

IDA

development from Estates Development Officer

project manager.

Memos

to

IDA

and

(1977, 1979) regarding departmental uses of black and white

CCTV
AVC

system for teacher training. Foreshadows the development of the existing
via the

12.

IDA

project.

"Workshop Report: Mobilization Workshop on Future Broadcasting Services
in Malawi" (1988) University input to a national workshop exploring the future
development of a broadcast television system
Kamlongera).

13.

"Selective Uses of

Media

in

15.

Malawi. (Authored by C.

Teacher Training" (1983) Staff Paper No. 32,

Zomba: Chancellor College.
14.

in

(B)

"A Report: AV Education Workshop" Operation and Utilization of Educational
Media workshop report with inventory of existing equipment at the TTCs
(1987) Malawi Institute of Education (B)
Survey (1984) Equipment

list

and survey by college librarians

at

Chancellor

College.

16.

Planning

memo

by Barth on the development of the

Data Set
In anticipation of research

5:

AVC

(1985).

Journals.

work based on

the field production,

I

solicited

handwritten personal journals from the six student actors and myself during the
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production work. These are numbered
Journal".

My own journal

1

through 6 and are indicated by "Student

indicated by "Personal Journal". All of these are kept in
original and are only available from the researcher.
is

These journals are 20.5 cm high by 14.5 cm wide, hard cover bound with
approx. 65 ruled pages each. They were filled by each student with handwritten
observations, sometimes dated, sometimes not.

Data Set

6:

Wa Movo Production
(MWM DOCUMENTS)

Mtengo

Documents.

The production itself generated a number of documents and materials which
were used as data. The various script revisions of the video, samples of the logging
sheets used in editing the video and various memos from the FAO project related to
the video production are listed.

Document
1.

"The Dawn: A Media Approach to Extension"
document/ script for the forestry video. (B)

2.

Report reference

3.

FAO

to overall project

Forestry Department

project in

memo

Malawi regarding

budget line for

ICE

FAO

training materials and training guide.

field

MWM.
to CTA for the
Wa Moyo to the

from information officer

the presentation of

World Forestry Conference.
4.

Original

Mtengo

APPENDIX B

SURVEY OF THE USE OF VIDEO

It

come

should

technology has spread

as

no surprise, although

to far

to

VARIOUS SECTORS

some

it

might, that video

reaches of the globe and can be found in one form or

another in small villages and towns

While

countries of the world.

IN

in

what we

hesitate to call the "less developed"

this dissertation is

predominately about video

educational activities within Malawi, other areas where video

The

below.

rationale for this approach

is

found

need

in the

is

used are described

to set a general case

context for the two specific case examples to follow in later chapters.
is

that

-

isolation

as with most small, less developed countries

when

it

development of

comes

As

Another reason

nothing happens in complete

which mobilize resources or impact on the

to activities

institutions.

-

in

will be

demonstrated

later,

although video was

first

introduced as a tool to support teacher training activities, several other overlapping
areas of the social and cultural communities within Malawi have

made use of video

using related characteristics of the technology yet for different purposes.

An

examination, sector by sector, of the use of video

formidable a task as

it

would be

in

other countries.

distribution of video technology in the country

This

is still

is

in

Malawi

is

not as

because the relative

rather limited.

Individual

be counted although certain quantitative data, such as the
exact numbers of machines or tapes in circulation, must be estimated from the most
reliable sources available. Alvarado (1988) has noted the difficulty in obtaining this
last type of data owing largely to a lack of verifiable numerical data on imports and
instances of use can

literally

sales as individuals often circumvent gateways

equipment would otherwise be counted,

where

official notice of the

import of

specifically to avoid import duties or tax.

Use of Video by Various Government Organizations and Agencies.
body and as a
general
large civil service responsible for executing national development policies and
in
engaged
not
aims. It is a large employer of the Malawian population who are

The Government of Malawi (GOM)

agriculture of

some

type.

exists as a parliamentary

The government and

its

associated organizations and offices

modest to large
are the most likely institutions to utilize a technology which requires a
schools
investment. Education, with the noted exception in Malawi of the private
Aid money and financial
Development Bank is
assistance through loans and regional banks such as the African
or
departments
channeled through government offices and dispersed to various
are distributed through the
institutions. In the education sector this means that funds
Internal Affairs
Ministry of Education in correspondence with the Finance and

associated with various religions,

ministries.

While

is

entirely state supported.

this is particularly true in the
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primary and secondary education
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sector, the University of

government.

This

is

Malawi has

somewhat

a

different relationship to the

noted later in sections which focus on the role of video in the

education sector specifically.
University of Malawi and Higher Education

While the University of Malawi
interest,

it

certainly part of the Ministry of Education’s

is

operates mostly as a separate entity within government, owing largely to

the President’s personal interest in collegiate education.

President

is

something

the de facto Chancellor of the University.

like a

board of directors

colleges around the country and

and Cabinet, a

is

in

acts

overseeing policy issues for the four constituent

directly placed

catch-all department

As noted above, the
The University Council

where

under the Office of the President

direct influence

from the highest office

is

ensured.

The University of Malawi

is

an exceedingly good example of a western higher

education institution, transplanted into the middle of an African, developing nation
context.

The

realities within the university,

formed

in the

discourse and dialog

Malawian student clients, and the
realities which are both external to and yet present within this community is a rich
area for examination of the cultural and social issues which are a concern here in this
dissertation. These issues, with specific regard to video as a chosen medium of
cultural reproduction, will be examined in detail in the following chapter.

between Malawian and expatriate

faculty,

and

their

Information Department

The

official function

of the Information Department in the

the flow of information both into and out of the country. This

all

GOM

is to

monitor

encompassing task

brings the government into direct contact with the official news media and
information in any form which might be disseminated within the country and abroad.

Of

particular interest

people of Malawi.

is

any information about the President, the government, or the

The Information Department

also

works closely with

the

which
Department of Tourism
might bolster the inflow of tourist revenue into the regional economy. By law, all
media production in the country must be approved by Information Department
(Copyright Act of Malawi, 1989). This includes all film and video production
in handling positive information about the country

initiated

by external organizations or individuals.

Film Production Unit

for

.

responsible
The Film Production Unit of the Information Department is largely
has
Video
production of news and information type film (16mm) and video.

started to replace the use of film mostly

due

to the

higher cost and required time for
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developing of motion picture film. This characteristic is also shared by the Mobile
Film Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture’s Extension Aids Unit.
"Information" films on various aspects of Malawi have been produced for
public consumption although it should be noted that during the time of this research
no broadcast facilities existed for television. These short films are sometimes shown

The video productions

to rural audiences.

shown

one

least

was

at public displays
title,

produced

are hand distributed to individuals or are
such as the annual Malawi Congress Party convention. At

after a

music

festival held in the city of Blantyre in 1989,

Some

available to the general public.

plans were underway to begin producing

regional productions focusing on cultural groups such as drama, dance and music.

The Information Department

has also commissioned

targeted for the tourist industry in Malawi.

dozen or so

Crowd

titles

at least

one occasion

in Blantyre a

restricted,

At the time of data collection only a

.

it

became evident

security surrounding the President.

Stadium

material

of finished productions of video material existed in the country.

Surveillance and Security

On

some promotional video

Speaking

number of men on

that video is used as part of

at a large

public gathering in

the grandstand

were observed using video cameras.

I

crowd

Kamuzu

and podium area, normally

learned that these

men were

not

associated with the information department since the camera operators for information

were

visible in other locations in the stadium at the time.

there are often
attending.

men

Most of

with video cameras
the focus of the use

I

also learned later that

at

public gatherings where the President

is

directed towards the crowds and

it

is

has been

crowd response and attendance
in localities. The importance of crowd attendance at events where the President is
present can be demonstrated by various incidents where the Malawi Youth, a
paramilitary youth wing of the party, act as advance teams and pressure individuals
and community groups to turn out for these events, for which the consequences of not
privately speculated that such video

is

used

to assess

doing so can be violent.
Agricultural Extension

As a predominately

Malawi depends heavily on the
exchange income and trade as well as

agricultural nation,

growing of various cash crops

for foreign

basic

subsistence farming for a large portion of the population. During the colonial
administration, especially during the 1950s just prior to the independence movement,

moving agricultural knowledge from research
institutionalized in the
labs to farmers and estate owners, was well known and already
on the
form of extension field visits. After independence, the government embarked
the process of agricultural extension,

part of its
process of agricultural development with foreign assistance as a large
the involvement of the
national development program. Like many African countries,

World Bank and IDA, USAID, FAO, and

a host of other bi- and multi-lateral
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assistance organizations have contributed heavily to the activities in the agricultural
development sector in Malawi.

An

important development

development sector has been
Previous support had been mostly for
larger cash crop estates, many of which are run and owned by "resident" families of
British or South African descent although since independence, a large number of
in the agricultural

increased support for small-holder farmers.

Malawians are involved with running estate businesses, either as a sole means of
income or as a supplemental activity to civil service or other institutional
employment.
Among the more predominant examples of this infrastructural support is the
Extension Aids Unit (EAU), located in the capitol city of Lilongwe. Largely funded
by USAID and World Bank funds, the EAU operates as a purpose built facility with
activities ranging from the printing of agricultural extension and promotional
materials, to a small but professionally equipped audio recording studio for creating

Mobile Film Unit. This latter facility was
have been making a switch from 16 millimeter film production to video

rural extension radio programs, to the

observed

to

production.

This activity relates well

to the activities

Chancellor College and the use of video

of the Audio Visual Centre in

Malawi

in the

Institute of

Education and

Domasi.

Video and Film Extension Material: Mobile Film Unit
Film production and dissemination
time video

first

appeared

in

Malawi was already

in portable, accessible

form.

established at the

Supported by British and

North American extension communicators, the use of locally produced film as an
extension tool was evident in Malawi as early as 1958. In this year, a film depicting
a "day in the life of a Forest Officer" was reported to have been produced by the
Central African Film Unit (Forestry Department Annual Reports, 1953 - 1961). The
use of film continued in a sporadic way until a large project supported by USAID and
Indiana University in the late 1960s and early 1970s saw the development of the

Mobile Film Unit. The activities of the Film Unit, consisting of local production of
short films and rural dissemination and viewing from projector equipped Land Rovers
in villages, is a frequently repeated model throughout Africa, especially in former
British colonial countries.

technology for production

The
is

transition to the use of video as a preferred

evident within this unit.

Video, often thought of as too expensive, complicated and fragile for field
work, should be mentioned here for several important reasons. The agricultural
extension system is considering phasing out of its 16 mm film production capacity

in

favor of video production citing lower production costs with video (after initial
investment in equipment) and quicker turn-around time as the media, unlike film,

does not need

The

make

to

be sent abroad for processing.

Agricultural Development District

extensive use of video

in its

(ADD) program

is

also beginning to

communications effort and the volume of locally
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produced material is starting to mount up. Each of several chosen ADD offices, has,
under the current supported program, one video camera/ recorder (camcorder) and a
VHS video cassette recorder and monitor for playback.

*

Forestry and Natural Resources

The Ministry of Forestry and Natural Resources has a particular interest in
supervising and controlling the forest, mineral and land resources in the country. The
forests in Malawi are particularly rich given the general climate and region and vast
forests of certain pine species, planted under the colonial

Much

through the 1950s, have matured.

governments from the 1920s
in recent years over the

concern has arisen

demands of the increasing population on hardwoods and pine reserves for fuel. Most
Malawians use fuelwood to cook and warm their homes as well as other activities
such as brick and pottery making.

Out of

this

concern the government proposed

creating a separate extension service, modeled after the agricultural extension service.
In response to this proposal, the

World Bank and the Food and Agricultural
(FAO) have supported large projects to improve the
infrastructure and management of the government of Malawi’s ability to manage vital
resources. The development of a Forestry Extension Service has been largely
Organization of the

supported by the

UN

FAO

project described in later chapters.

responsible for initiating the use of video

community

in

This project was

creating an extension film about

forestry.

Ministry of Health

The government supports a system of national health care in the country which
includes some of the larger hospitals and clinics as well as a number of other smaller
programs.

Health

is

a major area of national concern as well as international focus in

the development arena.

Many

foreign assistance programs target health in the design

and implementation of projects and
provide clean water and sanitation
against major diseases, and,
the

AIDS

virus.

more

efforts such as increasing nutritional status,
facilities,

improve the

level of

immunization

recently, deal with the continent-wide epidemic of

International organizations such as Unicef, and bi-lateral assistance

from various countries contribute

to

much of the
many of

activity

and material and financial

outreach goals and assist with

support of these programs. To
ongoing public awareness and education, the Ministry of Education supports its own
Health Education Unit and cooperates with external organizations and internal NGOs
in providing communications programs and education. Many of these projects have
started to utilize video as a communications media for internal staff training as well as
achieve

village communication.

its
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Health Education Unit

The Health Education Unit of
producing materials

the

MOH

is

charged with developing and

awareness and

staff training in the broad area of
and public campaigns have addressed
community health issues such as water sanitation and nutrition, the AIDS epidemic

public health.

to benefit public

While most of these

activities

emerged during

the research period as a predominate concern of public health officials

in the country.

Public media campaigns began to develop and continue to be a focus

of the public health population

in

Malawi.

Public health, like most other agencies using mass media approaches in their

communications projects, rely mostly on printed materials, radio and popular
entertainment to promote pro-social messages. The potential for video as a medium
for distributing these messages was recognized by 1987. The Health Education Unit
series) which
had received at least on camera recorder combination (Panasonic
had been donated by USAID. Unfortunately, this equipment was based on the NTSC
system and was therefore incompatible with most other equipment in the country.
Two trainees were sent to Chancellor College for a workshop on small scale video
production where they learned to better use the equipment they had. This was an

WV

introductory exercise which further developed awareness of the potential of video

technology

this

in

such settings.

Unicef was a large supporter of the activities of the Health Education Unit at
time and it is conceivable that future communications projects will involve the

unit in video production, perhaps

the facilities at Chancellor College

making use of

Audio Visual Centre or the video editing facilities of the Community Development
training centre at Magomera, both of which had been supported by Unicef in other
projects.

Malawi Congress Party Convention
where government
and
ministries and departments as well as private sector organizations, businesses
display
in
activities
their
charity organizations are invited to present information on
itself and for
booths. The convention itself is a function of the party re-affirming

The

ruling party in the country holds an annual convention

to many
conducting organizational business. The organization of displays are similar
At the 1990
that one might encounter in a county fair in the United States.
presented an onconvention held in September of that year a total of 23 organizations

form of a video cassette recorder (or
were often provided by
player) playing a locally made tape. These taped materials
visual aid service. Other
the information department as part of its inter-governmental
branch,
Chancellor College or the Agricultural Extension Aids
going video presentation of their

activities in the

agencies, such as

produce

their

own

materials which were

shown

at this

annual convention.
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Non-Government Organization Use: Education
In addition to the private use in

homes or by businesses and

the use of video

by government bodies in the country, numerous organizations involved in national
development and aid sectors have introduced video technology into their own
programs. Among these are the larger international aid agencies such as the United
Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
International Children’s Education

regional development of southern

Fund
-

Malawi and

in the

central Africa.

Each of these organizations have programs
specific areas of development.

(UNESCO), United Nations

(Unicef), predominate in

And while

internal reasons, such as staff training, the

Malawi designed to address
may make use of video for
technology is often employed indirectly
in

these agencies

through the use of a governmental organization working as part of the larger
international organization’s efforts towards a variety of development goals and
objectives. Both of the ethnographic cases described in later chapters in this

examples of such projects, initiated by international agencies with
negotiated government control and supplemented with external technical support.

dissertation are

This support includes the purchasing and delivery of video equipment as well as the
provision of expert training assistance, both at the local level and for overseas training
outside the country.

In the next chapter the role of these organizations in promoting

and overseeing the introduction and use of educational technology
video technology in particular is examined in close detail.

in

general and

UNESCO
The United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

is

the

communication and cultural production among influential
organizations operating in Malawi. UNESCO has promoted education and cultural
programs through a variety of projects over nearly three decades and has assisted in
numerous projects around the country. The two examples described here have
largest proponent of

specifically targeted educational

development and have both used educational

technology as a major component.

Domasi.

MIE

along with substantial credit funding from the IDA, assisted in the
staffing and operational activities of the Malawi Institute of Education (MIE) located
at Domasi, nearly 1 1 miles to the north of Zomba and Chancellor College. The

UNESCO,

Institute

was designed

as a functional training and materials support center for the

Primary Teacher Training system. It is comprised of a printing facility for textbook
production, a library and resource center with an adjoining room for videotape and
audiovisual materials production, offices and classrooms for training and in-service
workshops.
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Primary Teacher Training Project of 1977

UNESCO

launched a project

in

1977 designed

to

improve the quantity and

quality of teacher training in the formal education sector of the country.

The

promoter of the use of technology in education was a British lecturer in
communications who headed up the project. His time was spent in various

chief

activities

one of them being the oversight of the development of the Audio
Visual Center at the Chancellor College campus of the university and his involvement
in the development of MIE. While his influence is described more fully in the

during

this period,

following chapter,

it

should be noted that he was mainly responsible for placing the

technology component of

high position both in terms of monetary

this project in a

input and in the required training resources.
several years and involved several of the

was a vast project which spanned
Primary Teacher Training colleges, the
It

MIE, and Chancellor College’s AVC.
The rationale used in acquiring video technology and
selected teacher training activities

was

the

same

for

MIE

putting

and the

it

AVC

to use in
at

Chancellor

College, falling broadly under the category of "improving the quality and quantity" of
the existing population of secondary and primary teachers in the country.
detailed evaluation of

how

Very

video interacts with these aims has been done so

little

far.

example of video and formal education in the
next chapter brings to light some of the things that can and do go wrong with
technological approaches to educational problem solving in Third World development.

The

story told in the ethnographic case

Viewing Habits Research

UNESCO

and the Government of Malawi

initiated a project

during the field

research to assess the viewing habits and feasibility of rural video viewing. This was
also in part preparation for the institution of a broadcast television service which was

being planned in 1990 (Malawi Daily Times, August 10, 1990). This project is
unique in Malawi as it aims to research the process of rural viewing habits and rural
village response to video in particular.

Unicef
(Unicef) has also supported the use of
of
video technology in several projects around Malawi. Most notably in the area
to support
health communication and extension. Unicef has most recently begun
development
educational activities in the formal as well as the rural community
as an innovation in
sectors and has assisted in the development of video technology

The United Nations Children’s Fund

communication materials production.
Unicef purchased and donated to the AVC
editing system. This was to be primarily utilized

at
in

Chancellor College a VHS
the development of locally

communication projects
produced and locally distributed materials supporting various
worker support. These
health field as well as for staff training and field
in the
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activities are also discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
that Unicef donated additional editing equipment to the Community

Training Centre

at

Magomera, some 10 miles

to the

also noted

It is

Development
south of Zomba. Several videos

have been produced there, dealing with topics such as immunization and the impact of
water borne diseases such as schistosomiasis (bilharzia).
1

Other Non-government Organizations

Other organizations were beginning to explore the use of video technology
various communications projects around Malawi. Many of these operated in the
broad domain of community development

activities

and included religious

organizations as well as para-statal, small enterprise development agencies.

A VC

in

In the

Chancellor provided training for a group from the
Development of Malawian Traders’ Trust (DEMATT), a business advisory and
latter case, the

training service

at

which

targets small business

townships around Malawi.

USAID,

DEMATT

four sets of camcorders,

Use of Video
While

the

development

in rural

and semi-rural

provided, with financial assistance from

VCRs, monitors and

in the Private

government has been able

related supplies.

and Commercial Sectors

.

video technology

to utilize

ways, use by the citizenry of the country who have access

in

a variety of

to video technology in one

form or another has kept pace. Video has become a popular means of entertainment
for many of the same reasons commonly found in other countries. In terms of
quantity, private use of video for home entertainment is the most predominate form of
how the technology is used presently in Malawi.
Private

The

Home Use

and Tape Exchange

majority of video cassette recorders

used for entertainment purposes.

Video

home viewership but there is
most always come from abroad, either

tapes for

in

Malawi

rental shops

are privately

owned and

provide the largest selection of

also a high instance of private libraries.

These

from retail
outlets or by recording off-air broadcasts or duplicating rental programs in other
countries. Academics, civil servants and bureaucrats, military personnel and private
sector personnel

who

as a result of direct purchase

are either granted the opportunity to travel abroad or afford

it

equipment and video tape
by their own means are most
material to view while outside the country. Sale figures, reported informally and
uncorroborated here, would indicate that very few pieces of video equipment are
purchased by bona fide retail merchandisers inside of Malawi. The combination of
likely to obtain both the

importation duties and various taxes which apply and the relative scarcity of the

i

Discussions with James Bage, former Unicef communications consultant

in

Malawi.
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merchandise

can add 200 to 300 per cent to the original sales cost of the
Purchasing overseas and using various forms of "diplomatic" exclusion to
import tariffs is a favorite way of getting equipment to by-pass the additional costs.
in general

equipment.

Over time, individual owners
or friends

who

collect favorite programs,

are in producer countries.

When

some

sent

by

relatives

the viewing experience of such

tapes, which have a high degree of multiple viewing, has ceased to be "fresh", tape
owners seek out those with collections of their own to trade or exchange. Such
informal exchange occurs to a high degree among the urban populations.

Technically,

all tapes,

even when owned and viewed privately, are subject to
While in Malawi, I had not heard of

the censorship laws described in later sections.

a single case where a private citizen submitted their tapes
approval and censoring.

to the

Censorship Board for

Typical Viewing Habits

Video viewing can be
I

either an individual or

home viewing
in my home for

both attended private

group "video nights"

group

act.

On

several occasions

of video movies for entertainment and hosted
invited guests.

The only observable

difference

worth noting here is that like the viewers of video (and film for that matter) in Europe
and North America, viewers in Malawi appear passive when watching except for
extremely violent scenes when individuals are likely

observed injury
prevalent

to actors

among Malawians

observed private viewing

Malawian
in

home

on the screen.

in

families in private

to give verbal reactions to

This observed phenomena

is

likely to

with a high degree of exposure to western culture.

be

less

I

contexts ranging from mixed expatriate, European and

homes

to college students

and village members viewing

settings.

Public Use

While there is certainly a degree of overlap between the private ownership of
video equipment and tapes and the public use of this equipment special mention
should be made of how video becomes in Malawi a form of public entertainment and
catalyst for social gatherings. Two aspects of Malawian culture contribute to the
phenomenon of public video showings. First, only a few individuals in any given

community (more

in the

urban areas) are

in a financial position to

own

a video

or tools capable of productive,

Secondly, ownership of some equipment
are often put to use for precisely that reason since income levels
generation
income
on
are, even by African standards, low in Malawi. Public showing of videos

machine.

owned, consumer level equipment is often carried out as a way of
supplementing the income of an individual or a group wishing to raise funds for
in a
various activities or group goals. Public video showings in Malawi take place
privately

few

different locations.
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Public "Video Nights" Viewing

As a way of generating supplemental income or providing a public service of
entertainment, individuals will sometimes host a showing of video in their homes or
in a public space. Perhaps the most interesting event associated with video viewing in
Malawi are these "video nights" which usually occur in the evenings in whatever
open areas can be found where there is electricity present. Since various
church denominations play a very large role in social organization in Malawi, it
large,

uncommon

to see a particular

is

not

church sponsored group organizing a video showing in

a classroom or meeting hall located on the church premises.

Institutional

Sponsored Venue

Various cultural and information agencies of foreign governments, such as the

French Cultural Center,

institutions, occasionally offer the

government and non-government sponsored
showing of a video as entertainment or in support

of their information dissemination

activities.

as well as other

From

the perspective of the viewer, as

indicated in several informal verbal exit interviews after such events, entertainment
the

main

Several student groups organized showings of

attraction to such events.

videos to provide entertainment and
institutions

which

will

make

is

to raise

their facilities

funds for group

activities.

Other

open for showing videos are the

Theological College, government and private secondary schools, hotels, rest stops,

and inns (usually for their guests only but often attended by other members of the
local public), and town government or church sponsored community centers.

Commercial Halls and Cinema Houses

The viewing of films in cinema halls and movie theaters has been on the
decline in Malawi for several years. Several factors contributing to this were offered
by theater owners attending the copyright information meetings described elsewhere.
Several owners described first hand knowledge of how the rise of availability of films
on video cassettes had decreased their movie audience. There were several factors
which influenced this phenomena some of which are rooted in the historical nature of
movie theaters and the role they play in Malawi.

Showing

films has proven to be a popular source of entertainment and

entrepreneurship in Africa since
areas and indoor movie houses

at least the

in

1940s.

Outdoor movie

urban centers are present

In Malawi, the decline of movie theaters

is

evident

when

in

theaters in rural

many African

present

tallies

nations.

of movie

statistics
houses are compared with UNESCO surveys of past years. UNESCO
(not to
cinemas
reported for the year 1975, for example, lists the number of fixed
vehicles) as 13 with an
be confused with "mobile" forms as per agricultural extension
overall seating capacity of 5,335 (UNESCO 1975).

only a few such theaters in Malawi which showed
were in the populated areas
feature length films, either 16 or 35 mm. Most of these

There were,

in 1991,
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of Blantyre and Limbe.

indoor viewing, at the old town

hall building,

and

this

There was an outdoor, drive-in theater,
same year and was beginning to pick-up business.

year.
this

was only one venue for
I was there in that
which opened under new management

In the capitol, Lilongwe, there

closed while

This theater had the capacity

for at least a couple of hundred vehicles.

There

is

no doubt

impact on cinema houses
given below

that the use of video for private
in

Malawi.

Direct evidence of

home viewing
this,

has had an

reported by theater

Video is a popular and
main characteristics. Its
adoption by Malawian citizens for these purposes is quite evident and multi-faceted.
The medium must be supported however with access to pre-recorded program
material. This necessity and demand has given birth to a large industry world-wide in
owners,

is

accessible

medium of

in the synthesis discussion

entertainment and indeed

is

of the data.

one of

its

the video rental market.

Video Rental Outlets

in

Malawi

growing small businesses in Malawi is the video rental
business. With the increasing use of VCRs by private individuals and institutions, the
demand for tapes has also increased in the past ten years. Not surprisingly, the video
rental businesses are predominately run by Asian (Malawian citizens of Indian and
Pakastani descent) business men and women. Video rental outlets were present in

One of

the fastest

four of the main urban areas

Lilongwe,

in

Malawi

at the

time of data collection; Blantyre,

Mzuzu and Zomba.

During the research and data collection period, a survey was administered to
collect basic data on quantity and categories of available tapes through rental outlets.
Each of the outlets surveyed are independently operated and owned, although it is
possible that a single family or individual may have part or sole interest in a number
very difficult to obtain since such information is
shielded from officials and public knowledge for purposes of avoiding tax and import

of outlets.

This information

is

duty.

data in the survey was also collected after a very significant government
I was invited to
initiative to enforce and re-organize the copyright laws in Malawi.
representatives
attend a number of meetings between government representatives and

The

from the business and

artists

communities

in the

urban areas.

These events are

Malawi. The
described later in this chapter under the section on copyright law in
this
videotape rental stores found around the country were directly affected by
for
inventory
tape
of
seizure
and
since a number of official threats of closure
initiative

observable
non-compliance with copyright laws preceded the meetings. The major
had
which
stores
rental
effect of this action saw the closure of number of video
pirated copies to
existed before and the change-over of tapes from obviously

Even so, a number of the
legitimate tape copies in original, printed slipcovers.
material. A
approached in the survey continued to offer pirated video
outlets

summary of

the data appears in the conclusion of this section.
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Reported Characteristics from Video Rental Survey

The survey

consisted of a simple, checklist questionnaire administered by

myself and a Belgian expatriate colleague.

Survey items are

listed

1.

Store name, location and number of years operating.

2.

Estimated or exact

total

below:

of number of tapes on shelf and in circulation

with indication of most predominant category of program material to
least.

3.

Origin of tapes (where they

agreements,

4.

if

come from) and

Estimation of number of tapes rented

weekends) and average cost per
5.

particulars of distribution

any.

in a

given period (weekdays or

tape.

Estimation by manager or owner of shop of

how many VCRs might be

present in the country.

Video rental outlets in Blan tyre/Li mbe, Mzuzu, and Lilongwe were located
and visited on at least one occasion. While not all shops were able or willing to
report exact figures, accurate estimates were given in each of the cases. The
aggregate data is summarized below by each of the above categories:
_L

Rental Store Location and Years Operating

All of the video rental outlets surveyed or noted were in one of the four main
urban areas. Each operated out of its own store-front place of business which was
cash
typical in design; Shelves of videotapes, organized by viewing category, and a
book
one
register or counter where rental and sales transactions took place. At least
store

(Times Bookshop

in Blantyre) operated a

video section

in addition to its

book

offerings.

The

earliest reported date for

opening of any of the video shops was 1986.

became
This coincides roughly with the period when video cassette recorders
machines
Videocassette
Malawi.
something more than the occasional curiosity around
on the
were probably brought into the country when they first became available
1988-1990.
from
period
consumer market. Most of the shops had opened in the
2,

Estimated Totals of Tapes and Most

Most impressive of
were the numbers of tapes

to

Least Frequent Cat e g ories

outlets
the observable characteristics of these video
reported or
actually available. Each of the visited shops
all
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were observed to have had anywhere between 1,000 and 3,500 tapes available. The
two shops observed in Mzuzu had fewer tapes and were generally smaller. Of the ten
or so shops in Blantyre/Limbe and Lilongwe an average of 2,000 tapes were on the
shelves at any given time.

The survey

among

listed six

common

categories of tapes following a discussion

education students familiar with videotape rentals. These are, listed in order of

most number of tapes available

to least:

1.

Drama/ Adventure Films

2.

Indian Films

3.

Kung Fu Films

4.

Religious Tapes

5.

Educational/Self Help

6.

Other (Individually represented by; Serials, Horror, Football and Sports
tapes.)

Indian films have elements of drama and adventure (as well as

sometimes) but are categorized here as a

Kung Fu
and

distinct type of film originating in India

representative of the Indian cinema/film industry.

mostly in Hong Kong and constitute a distinct
Kung Fu movies are enjoyed by action lovers,

Likewise,

style

Kung Fu

and category of

films originate

film.

While

Indian films appeal across cultural

boundaries in Malawi which exist between Malawians themselves and the large Asian
(Indian and Pakistani) populations in the urban areas.
Action/ Adventure films, such as the ubiquitous US release of "Rambo" and

viewing population in
Malawi, comprised mostly of Malawian citizens with a large minority of European
and North American expatriates, is not very different from their counterparts in the
sequels, are often the most popular.

rest

T

In this regard, the

of the world.
Origin of Tapes and Distribution Agreements

It is

clear,

even

after the effects of the enforced copyright

and piracy laws

available do not originate
felt in the video rental business, that most of the tapes

were
made
from authorized distributors but are copied (pirated) from personal copies and
that
noting
of
point
available on a rental basis. Only one store in Lilongwe made a
in the UK and were authorized
all of their videos were obtained from a supplier
the survey data would
releases for which they paid distribution fees. Reporting from
indicate that the

UK

is

in the
the largest source of tapes, with various locations
following.
Kong
and Yemen) and India and Hong

One

middle-east (Bahrain, Dubai,
copies and making these
shop owner was quite frank about obtaining store purchased
was surprised to learn that technically this was a

available on his shelves.

He

violation of the copyright laws.
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Frequency of Rentals and Average Cost

fL

Some

of the rental outlets had recently begun a membership scheme to provide
One shop owner reported to have lost around 1,000

security over their collection.

tapes over the past two years.

The

number of

actual

tapes rented on a given day

was

thus determined, in part, by whether or not the shop had such a membership scheme.

Membership numbers hovered around 100 per outlet for the three shops surveyed that
reported such an arrangement (survey data). Membership fees ranged from 50 to 150
MK (Malawian Kwacha) per year (15 to 50 US dollars). Membership agreements
allowed for a

maximum

Weekend

weekends.

of 4 tapes per night on weeknights or 6 tapes per night on the

rentals

were higher

Rental fees averaged around 5

roughly comparable
that local

economies

found

to rental fees
in

at all the

MK
in

video rental locations surveyed.

per night (2

US$

This

per night).

is

North America and Europe and indicates

such countries as Malawi support such activities as video

same

economic viability. This is most likely
Malawi
are both in the major urban
due
centers and frequented by mostly wealthier Malawian civil servants, business class
citizens, and expatriate development or diplomatic workers.
rental businesses at roughly the

level of

to the fact that the video rental outlets in

Estimated

5i

Number of VCRs

in the

Country

In addition to the gathering of data on videotape rental, the survey attempted
to collect estimated figures

on the

total

number of VCRs

in the country.

This data

is

important to be able to assess the relative currency which videotape material has in
the country since activity of videotape rental, or exchange, of course, assumes the

presence of the equipment necessary
for

VCR

p. 5).

to

view

it.

in "the African countries south of the

This number

is

Alvarado mentions the estimations
Sahara" as 778,000 as of 1983 (1988,

very likely to have been much higher

collection for this study.

UNESCO

has also estimated

VCR

at the

time of data

presence

in

various

media surveys.
Shop owners were asked to estimate the number of VCRs in the country.
Ranges were given as a guide and were: Less than 1 thousand; 1 thousand to 5
thousand; 5 to 10 thousand; 10 to 20 thousand; and greater than 20 thousand. Some
shop owners said that they based their estimates on their own experience with rental
range
frequency. In Lilongwe, most answers fell in the 1 thousand to 5 thousand
similar
with an average of around 3 thousand machines given. In Blantyre/Limbe,
and businesses
figures were given in oral interviews with video rental shop owners

which deal

in

VCR

relatively small

repair and sales.

Information for

number of VCRs would be found

town, perhaps similar

to

Zomba

Mzuzu was

there since

with around 200 to 300

it

VCRs.

is

not collected but a
a less populated
In

Zomba, a town

of the research, a
with a sizeable population but no video rental shops at the time
by the University of
large portion of the population are expatriate or employed
a result and a more
Malawi as lecturers or staff. VCR ownership is relatively high as
fact that I directed one of
accurate estimation, based on personal interviews and the
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the only repair facilities for a 30 mile radius,

a conservative estimate of the number of

is

VCRs

given as 250 to 300 machines.

nationwide

In all,

Malawi might be

in

around 7,000 while a more liberal number would be around 10,000. VCR ownership
is also an economic characteristic of certain segments of the population.
Comparatively there is roughly 1 VCR per thousand people in the population of
Malawi while in the United States the ratio is closer to 1 VCR per every three people.

While

it is

for a country like

VCR

evident that

the relationship between

VCRs

is much lower
North American or European countries,

ownership on a per capita basis

Malawi when compared
and the

to

rest

of the media environment in Malawi

reflects a completely different set of circumstances as

might be expected

in

a Third

World context. While this survey did not attempt to gather exacting data on this
phenomena, the characteristics of VCR ownership and use in Malawi was recorded
my own journal and field notes. In addition, I attended several home viewing of

in

rented video material to gather a better picture of this phenomena.

A

VCR

typical

A member

owner

in

Malawi

is

of a smaller but wealthier segment of the

such a device;

Is

more

likely to

machine while overseas than

to

of a collection of private owned
video from a local outlet.

Of moderate

likely to be:

total

have traveled abroad and

have purchased

it

to high

income;

population that can afford

have purchased the

to

locally; Is just as likely to

view one

tapes (either self-owned or exchanged) as to rent a

Alvarado also reported

that

one of the more frequent uses

of the machines was in "time shifting" or the recording of television broadcasts for
later

viewing.

Since Malawi has no broadcast television as yet, the second most

frequent use, also reported by Alvarado,

is

the

viewing of feature length movies

which have been recorded on videotape. This was consistent with
while in Malawi for the three year research period.
The viewing of movies, an account of which

is

given later

my own

experience

in this chapter, as

and source
becoming
of entertainment in the urban and town environments. The source of this tape
material is varied. While the rental outlets in the urban centers provide the local
populations with a substantial volume of tape collections, other organizations also
well as other program material

make videotape

is fast

a favorite social activity

materials available to the population as well.

Videotape Libraries with Limited Public Access

Following the volume of tapes available through

rental outlets

around the

available through the libraries of foreign government
tapes are made
information offices and through private clubs. In the former case, the
Selections are
available as a form of "cultural exchange" to host country citizens.
providing the
organized to better represent the character and interests of the country

country are tapes

made

organized (particularly in
In the latter case, private clubs are almost always
colonial powers or
Malawi) for the benefit of citizens with historical ties to former
expatriate nationalities. In
citizens from largely represented groups ot particular
colonies, particularly
Malawi these groups are defined as mostly British (and former
service.

from what

is

now Zimbabwe

Asian
(Rhodesia) and Zambia (Northern Rhodesia); and
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groups which are Indian or Pakistani.
private in nature,

"Gymkhana"
Other

is

Membership

in

various social clubs, although

not exclusive of the Malawian population.

club offer

Such clubs as the

...

less represented populations are

Greek and Korean.

Individual

members of

these groups act as holders of small videotape collections which are shared almost

among members of

exclusively

that ethnic group.

United States Information Service

The USIS
is in

broad mission

US

is

a branch of the United States Information

Agency (USIA) which

turn overseen by the State Department in the United States government.
is

the dissemination of information and in foreign countries

maintains an official presence.

offices in

most countries

government.

is its

One of

library

Its

where the

the key elements in the operation of

which

it

USIS

keeps open to citizens of the host

may apply for a card membership to check out books on
much as public libraries in the US have done, the USIS has

Individuals

loan.

In recent years,

began

to

make

available a collection of videotape movies and special interest

programs which it makes available on more or less the same basis as book loans.
Titles range from Public Broadcasting documentaries to recent film titles to special
broadcasts produced by the Voice of America television service. The VOA is also a
branch of USIA.
The tape library at the USIS building in Lilongwe was frequently used by both
2
The library maintained over 350 titles,
the expatriate community and Malawians.
mostly in the category of popular entertainment and recent films.
administering

USIS

services in other countries,

Voice of America (VOA) radio and

USIA

In addition to

also oversees the operations of

television services.

VOA-TV

has produced a

makes tapes of these recordings
Malawi.
available through the USIS libraries, such as the one surveyed in Lilongwe,
These titles are mostly representative of the predominance of music, culture and

number of

its

own

television productions and

library in
documentary programs produced by this body. The VOA titles in the USIS
Lilongwe numbered less than 50 and were mostly music oriented, in particular,
category, video
american jazz, blues and contemporary popular music. In the latter
in Malawi
popular
particularly
programs featuring country and western music are
heard frequently on
following the popularity of country and western music recordings
(MBC) and in the exchange
radio programs of the Malawi Broadcasting Corporation
3
and sales of audio tapes in music stores.

2

3

Discussions with Chief Librarian

at

USIS, Lilongwe, March, 1991.

music in Malawi except for the possibility
not sure of the origins of the popularity of this
music in
rooted in gospel and religious (Christian)
that much of country and western music is
Malawi are both very religious and have been heavi y
the United States and that the people in
which are based in the United States. It is a
influenced by Christian Evangelical movements

I

am
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Although the USIS assisted with funding of local cultural events and
supporting visiting American performers, no direct assistance for the development and
production of video program material was evident at the time of the research for this
study. This is most likely not a result of any lack on the part of USIS or USIA
in

Malawi

at the

time that such

appear as involvement

more

was a view
sanctioned support of media production would

general policy to support such activities.

US

It is

in the sensitive area

likely that such there

of media influence and control.

This

is

an

area where political and diplomatic interests between the Malawian government and
foreign governments were negotiated cautiously (McCurry, 1990).

The

Much

British Council

American counterpart, the British Council performs the function
of providing a means of cultural and academic exchange between and host country
with diplomatic relations, like Malawi, and the government of the United Kingdom.

Towards

this

like

its

end the

British Council maintains a videotape (and print) library, the

members. Much of the collection of video
which
maintains a library and offices in both
materials at the British Council,
Lilongwe at the Capitol and also in Blantyre, is understandably British in origin. The
collection is rather evenly divided into two categories; Entertainment, which includes
feature length movies as well as copies of popular English television series, and

lending of which

is

done

to registered

British Broadcasting Corporation produced

programs of

scientific, cultural

and

educational nature.

These tapes are mostly borrowed by private individuals for personal
entertainment although at the time of the data collection a growing number of teachers
at the college and secondary level were coming to view these programs as source
materials for teaching in their subject areas.

This was evident

at

Chancellor College

where the King’s College Christmas Series (lectures hosted by prominent educators
and scientists) tapes were used in physics and chemistry courses at the college.

The French

Cultural Centre

Also like the preceding two organizations, the French Cultural Centre
performs a similar mission to make the world more aware of french culture.
Council or the
Although the videotape collection was smaller than those of the British
of
representative
United States Information Service libraries, the tapes were largely
barrier, the French
french films and language materials. In addition to the language
standard. Tapes were
television technical system is based on an incompatible
by a number of teachers around the country to supplement
frequently borrowed

Chancellor College and a few of the
Chancellor
of the french language videotapes shown at

French language courses such as those offered
secondary schools.

Many

phenomena well worth studying

at

since the relationship of

influences in music and literature

is little

understood.

Malawian popular culture

to external
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secondary schools. Many of the french language videotapes shown at Chancellor
College were from the French Cultural Center in Lilongwe or in Blantyre which had
a small holding of tapes.
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Analysis of the General SurveySetting the Political/Cultural Construct in Relation to the

Development Communication and Education

Malawi

is

in

Malawi.

in

There are certain trends and patterns which emerge from
general.

Use of Video

the survey data in

not that different than other, neighboring countries which have

similar population patterns although the unique political and cultural history of the

country affect the use of
giving evidence of

anecdotes from

my

this,

and other communications media.

how and where

video technology

field journals, interviews,

government documents.

This

set

of data

is

is

used

I

Along with the data

reviewed collected

newspaper clippings and some

helpful in illuminating the intentionality of

the use of the technology and will be used in support of the analysis.
this

summary,

is to

in addition to synthesizing the

The purpose of

wide-ranging examples of video usage,

begin a process of contextualization for the presentation of two ethnographic case

examples provided

in the

following two chapters.

surveyed instances where video

is

Further categorization of the

a present, and utilized, media form reveals a

possible grouping into two main types which will be used to analyze the presented
data: Production

and consumption.

Media Consumption and Media Production
Early on in the data collection process the basic formulation of categorizing
video usage into consumption activities and production activities emerged. This
resulted from some basic observations once I was situated in the country where it was

observed that people viewed videotape materials for entertainment or education and
that these were mostly acts of passive consumption of the presented media and its
associated content.

Parallel to this, there

were some limited attempts

to locally

Most of the activity in the latter case either
originated at or was supported by the Audio Visual Centre at Chancellor College.
Since one of my roles as visiting Fulbright Lecturer was director this center I became
very aware and involved in the processes of producing video media in Malawi. This
used.
role took me to just about every corner of the country where video was being

produce video material as well.

An

additional parameter for analyzing this data

internally as

opposed

to externally defined uses

emerged

in the

of video media.

discovery of

Clearly, like most

world African countries, video exists as a medium of mostly pre-recorded
program material and is viewed therefore, for purposes of this analysis, an external
locally
commodity. Internal sources of the media, which may be defined here as
third

produced program material, are scarce but not altogether absent.

The

activity in the

is here that
of particular relevance to the dissertation in general since it
the country of Malawi and
the technology interfaces with the cultural context of

latter

case

where

is

cultural

and technological adaptation becomes possible.

geographic and cultural origins
Internal and external then refer to the both the
of physical
consumption and production refer to the characteristics

of the media where
interaction with the media.

These categories are not perfectly exclusive of one
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another, especially since one of video’s
ability to record (produce)

more

useful characteristics in education

is

the

and immediately play-back (consume) the recordings.

These parameters will suffice here to organize the presentation of the data collected
on how, where, by whom and for what intended purposes video is used in Malawi.
The following table is provided (Table 1.) to give some comparison of
activities where people in Malawi are exposed to the technology. The organization of
the data from the survey also descends from state control and involvement to use by
private citizens. This is done to further highlight the issue of locus of control of the
media and the technology. Evans (1976) discussed this issue in relation to the use of
technology in non-formal education, positing that locus of control
characteristic of these types of education

is

a defining

programs that use technology in some
manner. Locus of control, categorized by institutional to individual use, consumption
and production of media, and the relationship of internal vs. external orientation will
constitute the analytic framework for the survey.
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Access and Exposure

to Video Technology in Malawi by Sector
by Production and Consumption of Video Software.

SECTOR
Government

CONSUMPTION

PRODUCTION

(external sources)

(internal sources)

Regional news and broad-

Short news coverage of official

cast programs.

functions.

US

Information Service

Broadcast news programs.

Film Production Unit materials;

Department of Tourism.
Materials from externally

supported training programs.

Crowd

surveillance and

intelligence.

Formal
Education

Educational videos from donor

Micro-teaching, closed

nations including film-video

circuit recording.

transfers.

Experimental student programs.
Entertainment video (feature
films,

music videos, off-air

Teaching aids support

to college

lecturing staff.

tapes):

Student and School sponsored

Documentation and promotion of

entertainment events.

University.

Non-Govt
Organization

Extension and project promotion

Locally produced extension

materials from

materials.

other countries.
Private/

Home

General Public

rented video materials;

viewing of owned or

Predominately
entertainment/ feature films from

US, UK,
Kong.

the

India,

Limited to occasional event
videography such as weddings,
sports events or music
performances.

and Hong
Product advertisement for local

showing.

News programs and

taped

broadcast materials from other
countries in distribution.

demonstrate activity in each of the
evidence of both production of
matrix areas. In each of the sectors examined there is
from either internal
video material and consumption of video material, originating

The

table

above

reflects

groups ot data

that
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sources, or from external sources.

Clearly consumption

is

the

most prevalent

characteristic of the technology at present.

Certain characteristics of the use of video technology seem rather obvious and
are in fact similar in various countries in the region.

VCRs

include:

These most prominent

activities

are observed as being used by a growing segment of (mostly urban),

middle and upper class members of African countries, mostly for private home
viewing of commercially produced films and programs; Few facilities exist to produce
the technology making it therefore, expensive and relatively difficult to obtain and

To some

service;

limited degree, institutions with an interest in educating, training, or

informing are using videotapes as a medium

producing their own programs.
far

more video

training,

The

result

to a greater

degree than they are

of these basic observations concludes that

material enters the country and

is

used

in critical areas

and entertainment, than video material being produced

There

these or other reasons.

imbalance" which exists

is,

in this

in the

of education,

country for

therefore, an informational and cultural "trade

medium.

Video as a Medium of Official Knowledge

The

overview of how and where video is used in Malawi gives some
the political and cultural domains exert a great influence on its use.

detailed

indication that

Government policy

in

Malawi, the

result of

quasi-democratic debate, dialogue with

external aid organizations and international assistance programs, and finally,
Presidential directive, has created the laws which govern the use of media and

This antithetical relationship between the dominant culture of former
colonial rulers and the indigenous or traditional cultures of colonized people is at the
heart of both the struggles for independence as well as the orientation of national
information.

leaders in the formation of their

own

Government policy therefore
oppression from former colonial

national identity.

often directed at rectifying perceived cultural
influence. Various governments in the post-colonial era have responded to this

is

dilemma

in various

In

ways.

Zimbabwe,

which ended only

in

for example, the end of a protracted military struggle for power
left the population and its new government in a militant

1980,

cultural domination.
stance, retroactively changing national policies to counter former
As a result, government policy in the areas of cultural affairs and information are

indigenous
permeated with a very real need to bolster support for the development of
4
explicit
an
and African forms of cultural institutions. This relationship between
of
area
the
in
activities
and
ideological orientation and its affects on policy
policies manifest
information, media and culture can be observed in the ways these
resulting media which is
in the use of production equipment or in the

themselves
produced.

4

Not

all

policies of

governments which

fall

into this post-colonial era

independence was a socialist one, the role
Since the main political ideology of the Zimbabwean
dialectical transformation emerged in the
of culture in the context of oppressed/oppressor
independence.
subsequent national government policies after
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Not all policies of governments which fall into this post-colonial era
framework emanate from the theoretical foundations of Marxist or Socialist political

produced.

Other cultural influences may also be at play.
Moral and aesthetic values, in addition to political ideology, can also directly
influence government policy towards cultural production and the use of media. This
is an issue of particular interest in the examination of media use in a country like
Malawi precisely because of a history where exogenous moral and cultural values,
mediated by western Christian missionaries in collusion with colonial governments,

ideologies.

exerted a great degree of influence over the indigenous, colonized population.
This influence is further amplified in the personal style and ideology of the nation’s

only President in

Brown’s essay on
"Recent History" in Malawi for the Europa Atlas, documented actions of President
Banda have been summarized which indicate two prevailing characteristics which have
influenced the development of national policy in the examined areas: A strong anticommunist, anti-socialist political ideology and a conservative, Christian moral ethic
(1994, p. 529).
itself in

its

25 year, post independence history.

This

latter influence

In

while not unique to the President, manifests

a moral code which affects superficial expression like hair length, the style of

more germane to the dissertation, visual
These moral codes are institutionalized in the form of official censorship
the country and the activities of the Censorship Board which uphold these

clothing allowed in public, and, perhaps

imagery.

laws

in

laws.

This unique combination of moral,

embodied

and ideological influences,

political,

in the President’s personal influence

supported by other political and social leaders

and

to

in the

perhaps a lesser degree

country, have been largely

responsible for the creation and continuation of the political context in which

supported or controlled media activity takes place.
the use of video technology

in the

This includes

inventoried examples above.

examples of government policy making

in

the area of

to

all state-

varying degrees

Two

predominant

media bear closer examination

here since they directly influence the use of video technology in Malawi and
exemplify the political, social and cultural context in which the media is used.
Official Policies

Towards

the Production and

Information and Media in

Use of

Malawi

In the cultural landscape of Malawi, the interaction of the government s own
further
orientation towards its traditional culture and the cultures of the West needs
detailed examination.
this relationship since

It is
it is

here that this part of the dissertation begins to zoom in on
also here that we find the exact location of the potential

local
and inhibitions about using film and video, for example, in the process of
media has developed
cultural production. Why official government policy concerning

way that it has is perhaps as much owing to the individual whims and philosophy
influence has been
of Kamuzu Banda as it is any other observable influence. This
the

molded by

the historical development of

Malawi

as a nation.
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This complete history cannot be revisited here since it is simply too complex
for the present discussion. If any of the factors in the overview of the Malawian
context earlier in this chapter are present here, then they would certainly include the
early influence of Christian missionaries and the culture of national resistance that
developed at the time of independence. A closer look at these might help frame the

discussion of

how

national policy determines the use of

media and media production,

even when used for "educational" aims.

Video Used
I

encountered

three year period

I

in

Direct State Propaganda

this increase in the use

was

in

Malawi.

I

was

of video for this purposes during the

told

by several representatives and

technicians responsible for such equipment that the 1990 convention held at

Chancellor College saw a large increase

in the

use of

VCRs

and monitors

to display

organization activities or provide entertainment for those attending the outdoor
displays.

"The party convention

is this

week.

I

walked around the display area

on Friday afternoon. EW and PM w’ere responsible for using the video
equipment for Chanco’s [Chancellor College] display at the booth.
This place really reminds me of a county fair back home. The
agriculture department’s display could have been a 4-H farm display
complete with paper mache models, livestock (chickens and a goat - the
department of wildlife display had a live snake - ‘Njoka!!’ [Chichewa
for "snake"]

-

(Personal Journal, June, 1990)

Censorship and Control of Entertainment Act of 1968.
its most direct influence over the
of the Censorship and Control
enforcement
general population’s use of video with the
of Entertainment laws. In principle, these laws give the government, its judiciary
bodies and law enforcement agencies, the right to 1) censor any material found to be

The Malawian government

exerts perhaps

offensive to the Malawian people, and 2) control the public exhibition of cultural
events, including live theater, art exhibits, cinema houses. These laws are actively

enforced in a number of ways.
The Censorship Board, a relatively small body (not more than ten, or
business, and
six statutory members) representing the religious, educational,

less than

governmental sectors, exists to uphold the censorship laws. Members of the board
all media
are appointed by the Minster of Justice and are responsible for viewing
with
content
about
entering the country or locally produced, making determinations
material which is
particular reference to, as defined in the published Act, and
further likely to
"indecent, obscene or harmful to public morals" or which is
of the public, or
offense to the religious convictions or feelings of any section

(i)
(ii)

give
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bring any

member

or section of the public into contempt; or

between any sections of the public; or (iv) be contrary to
public order" (Government Printing Office, 1982, p. 12).

(iii)

harm

relations

interests of public safety or

The Act

is

further

constructed to prohibit disclosure of judicial proceedings of a personal or sensitive
nature. The definitions under section (iv) "contrary to interests of public safety or
order" are clearly designed and interpreted to allow the board to censor news media,
particularly print media,

where

pertains to criticisms of

it

perceptions of the Malawian people by foreign journalists.
the basis for censoring public criticism of

members of

government policy or
Likewise, section

the public

(i.e.

(ii) is

government

officials).

The board

charged with, once a determination

is

is

made

that

reviewed

material contains elements fitting the above criteria, acting on these findings by

erasing material or directing distributors, in the case of print media, to remove or

cover up any offensive images or

text.

movies are placed on the "banned"
circulation within the country.

full

many

cases, entire journal issues or video

and prohibited from public or private

such example of the latter

I

encountered when,

Summer Olympic games, Newsweek Magazine’s

during the 1990
displayed a

list

One

In

International edition

length photograph of the American track star Florence Johnson.

Johnson’s trademark track uniform

at that

Flo

time was a single long leg one side and a

bare leg on the other.

"I

was

in the

Zomba Malawi Times Bookshop, which

and other magazines, when

I

encountered sales people

blacking out the bare leg with black permanent

felt-tip

distributes this
in the store

markers.

One

worker explained, rather reluctantly and after we both had sensed
were no other people listening (an important procedure in
verbal communication of this nature at the time), that the main office in
store

that there

Blantyre had directed, presumably

Board, that

all

at the

request of the Censorship

copies of this issue of the magazine be so treated before

being displayed or sold.

It

appeared

to

me

that if left

up

to the store

workers, there would be no need for such blatant censorship" (Personal
Journal, June, 1990).

mission to uphold public morality by enforcing dress codes, the
Board is directly responsible for grading video and film materials viewed either
whether owned
privately or publicly. By law, all video material entering the country,
viewing, must be
privately and intended for home viewing or intended for public
for the number of
submitted to the Censorship Board for review. The estimated totals
estimates for private
videotapes available through video rental shops, aggregated with
that reviewing each and every
tape collections brought in clandestinely would indicate
limited resources of the
videotape entering the country is an impossible task tor the

Along with

its

At least one
This was becoming apparent during my tenure in Malawi.
violation of grades.
newspaper article appeared dealing with the subject ot the

board.
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"...it

has

come

to the

board’s attention that an increasing number of

home viewing and public showing are not being
submitted to the board for censoring.
[This]... facilitates the
erosion of our moral and cultural values among our young generation."

videotapes both for

(Malawi Daily Times, January 26, 1990,

same

In this

p.

1)

article reporting a press

copyright violation was approached.

conference held by the board, the issue of
While the Censorship Board is not directly

concerned with copyright law, the board noted a warning to members of the public
who were engaging in the showing of videos and charging admission fees.
"It

has also

in their

come

homes

to the

are charging a fee.

While

board’s attention that

are holding public

This

shows

some people with videos
homes for which they

in their

is illegal..."

the board gave public notice of the need to resist such activities,

it is

hardly in a position to directly enforce such wide-scale abuses as showing unrated or

uncensored video tape material.
of "readers" or "viewers"

The board

to assist in

is

granted permission to hire any number

determining the content of media materials

The latter is clearly the more
voluminous and the board regularly publishes lists of book titles, video titles, cinema
films, and magazines which it has reviewed and found to be either in part or entirely
either locally produced or externally imported.

in violation.

Educational Activities as Exempt from Censorship

The censorship laws are predominately written to allow state control of mass
media. Government institutions are exempt from various rules under the law so long
within the defined area of "carrying out normal duties and

as their activities

fall

responsibilities".

On

media production

activities

several occasions,

I

had

of the college’s

examine the law with regards
Centre. Correspondence and

to

AV

to the

discussion with various Malawian colleagues and administrators of the college assured

me

that the activities of the college in general,

when

falling

under the broad definition

which were educational or professional, were exempt from censorship.
Education is afforded a high degree of status as a societal aim in Malawi. A private
citizen wishing to make a film, for example, would not only need to clear the
production with the Information Department to obtain proper permits, but would have
if it were
to submit the film to the Censorship Board for rating and approval, even
of

activities

not going to be shown publicly.

The videos we produced

no such process since they were viewed
While the law is not specific in regards

at the

college went through

as legitimate creation of teaching materials.
to educational vs.

non-educational media

firm
production in the country, several faculty and administrators at the college were
within the university. This
in their interpretation of the laws not applying to activities
considered
interpretation extended to the issue of their own lectures not being
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"public" such as a speech would be.

Such issues

in

Malawi are extremely

sensitive

and can have dire consequences. One college lecturer in English had been detained
by the police in the early 1980s for reportedly planning to write articles of a political
and critical nature. I passed by his former office every day on my way to lunch and
can remember the story of how the police came to the college, unannounced, and
gave him less than an hour to pack up.
Piracy and Copyright Activity

Copyright laws exist

to protect the rights of those

who

otherwise bring to be unique forms of information whether
or recorded in some fixed manner.
in the international arena.

First

is

it

create, publish, or

be printed, performed,

Altbach discusses three basic aspects of copyright
the moral right of an individual to his or her

intellectual property (for which he gives the Berne Convention as an example);

Second, copyright

is

a "privilege granted to stimulate creativity and invention"

(paraphrased from the

US

Constitution); and finally, copyright exists as a state

instrument to protect intellectual and

artistic

work

for the benefit of society at large

(exemplified by the Soviet copyright laws) (1987, p. 86).

war era of internationalism, copyright law and convention
became an issue of multi-national concern where it had existed before mostly as an
In the post world

interest

of domestic law within nations.

This

is

of special concern

in international

countries depend on information resources and

development as most Third World
knowledge in the form of printed media which originate not only outside their own
borders but most likely come from European and North American sources.
Piracy is given here as activity of copying and using copyright material without
This

permission or consent.

is

an area where video technology

is

intrinsically

involved.

Copyright Act of Malawi. (1989)
In 1989, while

of Parliament,

its

I

was

.

living in

copyright laws.

Malawi, the government revised through an Act

Prior to the

new

law, intellectual property in

Malawi was protected (in a limited way) under the Copyright Act, 1911, of the
enacted to
United Kingdom. At independence in 1965, a new copyright law was
new national
supersede the old law and transfer the copyright jurisdiction to the
government of Malawi from the colonial administration under

the rule of the United

intended to take advantage of new concepts
forms of media. The
regarding copyright in general and the realities of new
rental and
law had an immediate impact on the areas of video tape

Kingdom. The copyright
enactment of

act of 1989

is

this

importation.

the

were informed
As described in the survey above, video rental shop owners
of Blantyre and
new law in a series of meetings held in the commercial center

of
in
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the capital, Lilongwe.

Many

shops temporarily closed down, fearing the implied

confiscation of their tapes and any duplicating equipment found to be a part of the
business.

The new

By

1990, there had been a number of re-openings of video rental stores.

tapes found on the shelves were packaged in original slip-covers,

them bearing purchase

from various

labels

retail outlets in

the England.

some of

Piracy,

therefore, persisted after the government’s warning and attempts to inform businesses

dealing in various electronic media.

Most obvious were the use of widely distributed,
The interpretation of copyright

feature length films produced in the United States.

was

also fairly subjective

among

distributors in the country:

"A group of us (at the AV Centre) were watching some movie, maybe
"Rambo" or some other popular action adventure film, we often gather
in the studio to watch movies at lunch time. The group often consists
of myself, coming in and out of my adjoining office near the studio, a
few of the technicians who by virtue of the white lab coats (‘dusters’)
feel some further authority, and a few students whom we have come to
know. The studio control room is dark, carpeted, air-conditioned, and
sound-proof. We can watch just about anything we want without
anyone watching us. I laugh out loud when we come across the
periodic warning from "Planet Video", a graphic shot of a globe,

crudely inserted

in the

middle of the tape,

‘You are watching a "Planet Video".
a tape other than
is

PV

then

it

is

If

that says: (actual transcript)

you are watching

a pirate tape

and

we

this

movie on

will prosecute...’

It

Video have obtained
movie from Paramount

extremely doubtful that the proprietors of Planet

any rights whatsoever

to distribution of the

Pictures." (Personal Journal, October, 1989).

open and obvious and extends to audio tape
material (music) as well, to an even greater degree. Again, the issue is one of
enforcement. Other than the law itself, which carries certain international agreement
and
clauses, there is little representation of the distributors of commercially produced,

Such copyright infringement

is

very popular, music and video media

in

countries like Malawi.

Commercial Sector

I

observed the use of video

in several instances in

Malawi

for purposes of

most of them
promoting or benefitting business activities. Several private businesses,
At least one business,
multi-national in nature, used video in sales and staff training.
running an
format,
an office supply company, used video in a "point-of-purchase
Except for
in the store.
externally produced video, highlighting a series of products
few
very
equipment,
businesses directly related to the sales or repair of video
in the use of promoting their
businesses found the cost of video technology effective
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An exception to this at the time was the use of video by David Whitehead,
Ltd., a fabrics producer with a long history in Malawi.

products.

Advertising

The

textile

video, advertising

manufacturer, David Whitehead, Ltd., used a locally produced
products, to strengthen sales and advertise new products. This

new

was a unique example in Malawi, especially since the company attempted to use
technology to communicate information to town and rural populations, normally

the

outside of the predominate market areas.

A

large van had been converted with a prop-open side

large video monitor (roughly 20 inch diagonal).
rural

The van would

market area and play music for several minutes

of a short (15 minute) "infomercial" (although

window

to gather a

term was not

this

to display a

enter a village or

crowd.

The showing

use at the time)

in

portraying the production of cloth from local cotton and highlighting the variety and

David Whitehead cloth, either preceded or followed (often both) the
showing of soccer matches taped from BBC broadcasts (always popular with younger
Malawian audiences). (Interview with Edward Sales of David Whitehead & Sons, Ltd.
durability of

February, 1991).
Despite the attempts

widespread

to control the

illicit

copying of commercial

videotape, numerous instances kept occurring where individuals and groups acted
entirely outside of these official policies in

seeming defiance of the government’s

attempt to limit individual acts of entertainment and enjoyment.

my

passage from

journal describes one such event:

"Today M.K. from
video

The following

in the

AV

the ‘Darts Club’

Centre.

Most of

came

to

seek permission to show a

the leaders of organized student

groups show up here, usually on Thursday night to get permission to
show a video at the AVC on the weekend. It’s getting to be something
of a problem for a couple of reasons.

(owing

I

First, the

videos are so popular

think to a lack of any other entertainment on campus) that

there are at least a couple of hundred,

maybe more,

students that

show

up even though the AVC studio can only seat about 80. Second, the
videos themselves come mostly from either private collections or from
rental outlets in Blantyre.

admission fee

The

at the

door

I

have pointed out

is

violating various copyright agreements.

student leaders seem unimpressed.

out, is not really a club at all but simply

over

at the recreation center.

and charge admission

is fast

and

that collecting

I

‘Darts Club’,

I

just

found

‘some guys’ who play darts

think the opportunity to

becoming a

entrepreneurship rather than a

The

show a video

practical exercise in

way of providing much needed

entertainment." (personal journal, December, 1989).
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Such consumption of commercial video programs has been observed to have
had an impact of local cinema as a popular form of entertainment and culture.
Several conditions exist which make competition with video rentals for private home
viewing difficult at best. First, the films, most all of which come from film
distributors in South Africa or

Zimbabwe,

royalties paid to the distributors.

enough
fragile

make

are regulated for import duty, taxation, and

Secondly, paid admission prices have to be high

showing of the film economic for the theater owner. With such
economies as found in countries like Malawi, all but the most least expensive
to

the

foreign films carry relatively high rental fees from distributors.

The

theater

owners

therefore are penalized for adhering to copyright laws and regulated distribution found
in the film industry while

video rental outlets and private viewers are not.

opinion was expressed by theater owners
act applied to video rental stores.

business in Malawi

is

The

discussed below

in

This

support of the enforcing of the copyright

effects of the copyright act
in the

on the video rental

following section.

Finally, there were, at the time of data collection,

many more

regulatory

precedents for film than there were for video, a relatively recent technological
innovation.

Most of

the passages of the old copyright act in fact refer only to

was written well before the advent of video technology.
Films are also subject to the same censorship regulations as video. The showing of a
film, as a public event, must also be preceded by the Malawi National Anthem. The
following passage is from my journal describing the viewing of the American film
"Glory" at the Rocket Cinema in Blantyre:
"projected images" and

‘...as the

house lights dim the Malawi National Anthem

starts

up on the

house PA system. A
of the military bands. Through the entirety of the song, the image of
nice tune which was played, or so

the President, filmed at a slightly

1970s or even

late

I

guess, by one

more youthful age (perhaps

60s) starts out in a

full

in the

long shot on a field

somewhere, surrounded by military guard and other official looking
members of the government. The clip then cuts to a medium close-up.
Perhaps as a result of some off camera lighting or sunlight, the
President’s eyes twitch and squint slightly as he seems to be fending off
the glare and appears to

Everyone
the

me

to

be uncomfortable with the exercise.

in the theater has risen to stand silently for the anthem.

image and song fade, people

seat

When

themselves again with some

laughing and sense of relief...’ (personal journal, 1990)

would seem to be small movie houses
which offer showing of video movies on large screen TVs. There was only one such
unlikely spot, near
theater that I encountered while in Malawi and this was in a rather
photo section). One
a main intersection of the lake road at the town of Mangochi (see
on a sporadic
of the townspeople told me that this particular theater was operated
the room which offered
basis. The owner would move a VCR and monitor into
for about 50 more.
for around a hundred people and standing or sitting

An

seating

alternative business to the theaters
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Admission prices were around 50 tambala (about 15 US cents in 1991). The location
this theater in a relatively remote district might indicate that such phenomena
seem
more viable where there is little or no competition for such entertainment.

of

US

Broadcast

News

via

VOA

Redistribution

In addition to the available tapes in the library collection,

which might
form of information dissemination, the USIS had an agreement for
a more active form of dissemination in distributing tapes of the American Broadcast
Company nightly news. My position as Fulbright Lecturer allowed me to view this
arrangement from a very close vantage point since I agreed to oversee the distribution
of these tapes to selected audiences in Zomba at the college. News segments from
network television stations in the United States were made available on a regular basis
constitute a passive

to students

common

and other members of the general population

in this

way.

This

is

a

USIS offices around the globe.
The network news programs would be collected via satellite at the USIS office
in Lilongwe. The segments from an entire week would be transmitted as one
program and aired via the satellite system to various USIS locations. The distribution
list

practice of the

for these tapes included the

US Ambassador,

US

various

Department of State

personnel in Malawi, the Office of the President (presumably viewed by the President
himself), various Ministers within the cabinet, and other

Malawian

officials.

Conclusion

That

it

That video technology has entered and is in use in Malawi is now evident.
is predominately a form of popular culture, used in the private consumption of

entertainment media

is

also evident from the survey above.

also conclude that the earliest uses of video technology

in

From

this

Malawi were

survey

we may

in the

primary

and secondary teacher training facilities and that these activities were largely made
possible by the IDA (World Bank), UNESCO and USAID. The institutional use of
video remains mostly in the education sector with activity in the agriculture and health
sectors

coming

in

a strong second.

external agencies, primarily

two

sectors.

FAO

These

activities are also largely supported

and Unicef respectively with regards

by

to the latter
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VIDEO HARDWARE SALES AND REPAIR SURVEY

NAME OF SHOP:
LOCATION:

(OPERATION SINCE)

TYPE OF SERVICE:

I.

SALES:

MONTHLY AVG. No. OF VCR SALES

MODELS SOLD

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

AVG.

PRICE OF VCR (range)

(avg.)

TYPICAL BUYER

II.

REPAIRS:

REPAIR SERVICE OFFERED _

STAFF (# of technicians)

_

OF VCR REPAIRS/MONTH _

#

RATES

MOST FREQ. PROBLEM

TYPICAL CUST.

SPARES COME FROM

IMPORT PROBLEMS

HOW MANY VCRs IN COUNTRY (<1K
(

1

0K to 20K)

notes:

(>

20K)

)

(IK to 5K)

(5K to 10K)

(specific estimate)
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SURVEY QUESTIONAIRE
VIDEO RENTAL AND PUBLIC LENDING LIBRARIES
Category and Total Tape Availability

I.

STORE/LIBRARY NAME
LOCATION

DATE

ESTIMATE TOTAL TAPES ON SHELF

BY CATEGORY:

MUSIC

(OTHER So. A)

(SA).

(NA)

DRAMA/ADVENTURE

(Eur)

KUNG FU

INDIAN

RELIGIOUS

EDUCATIONAL

OTHER (list) CHILDRENS,
*****
II.

TAPES ORIGINATE FROM

(dl st. agreements)

BUSINESS/OPERATION OPENED IN

.

(weekend)

ESTIMATE DAILY RENTAL (weekday)

MOST POPULAR CATEGORY (rank)

(# PER CUST.)

RENTAL/LOAN TERMS

HOW MANY VCRs IN COUNTRY (<1K
( 1

0K to 20K)

notes:

(>

)

20K estimate)

(IK to 5K)
.

(5K to 10K)

APPENDIX C

CLEARANCE FORM, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
OF MALAWI.

CaNe Addreu
THrphnne
Te*cr

No

PRESMIN.

7)4 6*4 >7)4
:

44 36*

Oar Refcrcnct No

Lilorxftrt

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF MALAWI
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AND CABINET
P.0. BOX 307«3
LILONGWE 3

«6

PREi MI

NRCM/Conf/010A/I/51
.

MALAWI

Your Reference No.

4

September

The Research Coordinator
University of Malawi,
P.0. Box 278
Zomba

Dear Sir,

REQUEST TO CONDUCT A SURVEY ON THE USE OF VIDEO
TECHNOLOGY IN MALAWI by Mr McCurry
We acknowledge the receipt of your letter dated 14
August, 1990 on the above subject.

Please inform Mr. McCurry that clearance has been
granted for the research items listed in his original
request.
This clearance will cover:

Survey of rental video outlets in Mzuzu, Lilongwe,
Zomba and Blantyre/Limbe
Questions to cover range
of titles by catagory.
1.

.

2.
Private use of video in homes.
not to exceed 25 families.

Selected individuals

3.
Survey of video technology use in various Malawi
Government departments.

It is acknowledged that this research is intended for
Mr McCurry 's Doctoral Dissertation work to be completed
at the University of Massachusetts in the United States.

Yours faithfully.

U

b!

S

Mtokoma

>/

For: Secretary for National
Research Council of Malawi
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APPENDIX D

TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES USED
A

number of

Chancellor College and

of Mtengo

at

IN

THE VIDEO PRODUCTION

technical resources available at the

Audio Visual Centre

at

other teacher training facilities were used in the production

Wa Moyo. They

are listed here with a description of the technical

processes used in the production for reference to other projects in Malawi or in
similar contexts.

Equipment Inventory

The

existing equipment at the studio, including

cameras and

VO

two Sony

Malawi

Institute

of Education and from the Lilongwe Primary

Teacher Training College, both of which had been supplied

UNESCO

Primary Teacher Education project launched

from the Malawi

1800 color

5850 portable U-matic recording decks were combined with one

other camera from

the

DX

Institute

was housed

in a

This set-up also included a professional
batteries, recharged at night in the hotel

this

equipment as part of

The equipment

in 1977.

back-pack frame designed for

field tripod. All

rooms of

field use.

cameras used BP-60

the technical

crew and during the

mid-day period which was too bright and often too hot for shooting.

Microphones were supplied through purchases
and included two "shotgun" condenser microphones.
for

for the

A VC

by the ITT' funds

Interior lighting

was only used

one night time scene and included a single 500 watt halogen flood lamp powered
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by a Honda 5000 watt gas powered generator.

All other scenes used natural lighting

which was more than adequate.

Each scene was
camera dedicated

shot with either a

to close-ups, a

two camera or three camera shoot with one

second on two-shot or three-shot framing and a third

capturing overall shots and establishing shots for the scene.

plugged into one deck with the on-camera mic used

A

to record

single

microphone was

on the second.

In this

way, a "master" audio track was recorded on each scene from one camera position
with a second camera recording a safety audio track.

lock was used.

Each camera recorded

No

common

time code or

sync

in isolation.

Editing and Post Production

The

final

editing decks.

production was edited

The 20 minute

at the

all

were

laid

were then

down on
inserted

the master edit tape

was used

in

Appendix F) and master scene takes

from the main audio

track.

by matching the dialogue from the sound track

from the other camera

takes for that particular scene.

as a cue, the frame

the 3/4 inch

mini-cassettes used in the portable recording decks

logged (sample logging sheets appear

were

Audio Visual Centre on

where

a log drops

Cut-away shots
to

mouth movement

Sometimes, physical motion

on the ground for example,

to

sync

the different takes.

Some

titles

were generated by using

effects generator/switcher at the

A VC

the

studio.

down

stream key effect on the Sony

Music was created by a

recorder.
with embellishments added on a 4 track cassette multi-track

local musician

Other

titles
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were generated and recorded on a character generator
equipment

at the

Film Production Unit

in

Blantyre.

at the

Information Department’s

APPENDIX E
GUIDELINES FOR PERSONAL CRITIQUE

AND OBSERVATIONS OF FORESTRY VIDEO FOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
As

my own

part of

development
their

own

I

research into the process of using video with theatre for
would like to have various participants in the process provide

some of

thoughts on these activities.

more complete

picture of this

The observations you make

This information will be used to provide a
innovation and how it has worked, or not.

are to be entirely your own.

have suggested some of

I

the following questions to assist in directing your attention to the areas I am most
concerned with. By assembling several different points of view I will be able to offer

a verified

description of the whole process.

This type of information

is

essential to

method of ethnographic inquiry. I thank you for your assistance in what will be a
fruitful project. Your individual notes will, of course, be entirely confidential. I will
use no names in my reporting so feel free to offer critical assessments of the process.
the

Remember,

"critical"

does not have to mean "negative".

Be honest

in

your

observations.

Suggested questions:
1

.

What

role

am

I

playing in this whole process?

or.

. .

What

is

my

title

my involvement with this project? (Student
development worker, extensionist, technician, director, etc.)

position with reference to

2.

What
will

3.

expectations are there for these activities and

how do

I

and
actor,

think this video

be used?

How

does the video, both the technology and the way

it is

being used, affect

the communication process here?

Suggested methods:

One way of
Try

collecting these thoughts

to write

down

at the

is to

end of every day some of the thoughts

the use of video in particular or about the

Another way

is to

keep a diary or journal during the process.

whole process

that

you have about

in general.

write at length on each of the questions whenever you have the

time, focusing on one particular aspect, like the video technology, or the different
roles of various participants and

how

they interact.
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APPENDIX F

PRODUCTION NOTES FROM MTENGO WA MOYO VIDEO.

VIDEOTAPE LOGGING SHEET
TAPE #

SHEET *

/

1

PROJECT NAME:
TIME:

VIDEO:

AUDIO:

(2 minutes of no signal

00:00

01:30
02:50
03:50
04:45
05:30

05:54

06:50
10:46

at front)

ARRIVAL AT KASANKHA
Establishing shots of Kasankha
village; crew looking at the village
upon arrival
Visiting the FA0 forestry project in
the village; village nursery;
Women working with seedlings;
LS walking back from the nursery; Back
at the village;
Meeting with village leaders with
Chris K. and crew;
Preparations for first T4D
presentation to villagers;

THEATER FOR DEVELOPMENT PRESENTATION
Theater group begins their
presentation;
Beginning of actual drama;
Cut to next T4D scene open with shot
of kids and audience and "the drunk" ’s
entrance, (drummers at edge of
group?!

Some kids talking and
saying a few things^

Discussion at village
with Chris and village
elders.

Opening call song of
the theater group.
Roosters .
.

);

12:00

Entrance of Namadyabwino.

12:45

Edward discussing something with old
woman in the village; after the T4D
presentation.
Jamie and I going over the shooting
sequence
Chris starting to direct the drama
group;
Revision of T4D activity; Part II on
the next day?
Cut to different angle of Ed and Mercy
in their scene from T4D drama;
Proximity of Bage, Bhargava and myself
to the action;
Cut to next drama scene with Bage Me
and Chris seated at table making notes

.

Dialogue hard to

hear.

13:35
14:15

14:50
16:00

16:42

etc.

17:25

Discussion of notes, probably about
the ending; Chris reviewing how the
T4D thing is going while drama is
still going on to small village
audience;
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Indian music from van.

Dialogue still a bit
hard to hear thru out.
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19:00

20:35
21 00
:

21

:

1

23:00

23:54
24:17

24:57

25:00
25:10
25:25
25:35

25:50

26:23

26:49

28:12
28:39

28:46

Ruben addressing visitors from drama
scene; Chris coming in as "the drunk"
to elicit crowd response;
Removing the drunk;
Cut to same scene different angle;
Shift in direction of dialogue from
other drama members to the village
audience while "in character";
Elicitation from village audience
continues; more discussion about the
issues of forestry.
Camera re-focus on discussion between
Bhargava, Bage and myself;
Village member stands to ask question;
Begins to address Chris as a member
representing FAO project;
Chris redirecting the question to
village elders for confirmation;
Man standing down after the
confrontation;
Stands again to further explain; Chris
sti 11 "in character"
Chris still responding to him;
Man sits again; Chris continues to
respond;
Chris now opens discussion having
dropped his character; Concludes the
T4D session.

DISCUSSION AFTER PRESENTATION
Chris walks over to the table to
discuss the outcome of this experience
with us; Discussion between Chris,
myself and Jamie about the ending;
Negotiating the ending between
Extension and Participatory Drama;
Presentation of my proposal;
Chris’s response;
Still his response but change in
camera angle;
CTA responds to ideas about the

More audible;
Chris’s elicitation
aud b
i

1

©

Content inaudible
(boost?)
Other village members
cal
for him to quiet
himsel ft®
1

Crowd applause at end

Discussion fairly
audible wi th
background noise of
people milling about.

end i ng

29:18

29:28
30:13

Chris suggests a fill-in scene in the
yideo script;
CTA suggests review of the action in
the drama at the end; Chris responds;
CTA interjects a view about the ending
and the extension worker in the
script;

«

CTA says "and he
comes as an educated
person to give his
knowledge"
Chris: "The problem I
have wi th that ..."
( inaudible)
.

30:15

Chris responds;

31:15

Question from Dave about how the scene
could then be played at the end;

.
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32:00

36:10

37 30
:

39:23

41

52

:

42:13

44:00

47:00

50:00
50:25
50:50
51 50
:

52:50
54:15
57:17

PRODUCTION OF VIDEO - RECORDING
Cut to shooting of first scene by
roadside to Monkey Bay; Setting up
equipment for field production...
Actors acting out first scene to
shoot; Chris giving a mark to the
actors; Actors making themselves
"dirty" (make-up issue);
Cut to shooting different scene in the
village; Chris giving direction before
the shoot to actors; context of the
shot
Beginning of action for recording the
scene; direction by Chris. Actors
acting the scene; Some cut-away shots
of the production crew;
Cut to myself, Bage, CTA and crew on
the side of the set. CTA comments;
Back to the recording of the scene;
Discussion with village headman, CTA
and Chris;
Beginning of shoot, following scene;
set-up with bage and myself and CTA
hovering about; Handling of equipment
and preparation;
Context shots around the village; me
taping some children; application of
make-up to the actors; Bage on still
camera; organizing tapes at back of
van; waiting for ???;
Shots of generator;
Discussion with Chris about shooting
Generator;
Chris in discussion with me and Ed;
Bage playing with kids; back to
di scussion;
LS zoom to MS on discussion ???;
Cut to Gule wa Mkulu; shots of dancers
and drummers at the distance;
Cut to discussion with CTA, Chris,
Edward and myself.

Inaudible

CTA makes a comment
about using ketchup in
the killing scene for
blood.

comments on battery
charging

Chris makes comments
Loud generator noises
in and out of cuts.
Loud kid noises,
discussion inaudible.
Good drumming sounds
from Gule
CTA is trying to
remind Chris about the
intent of the end of
the scene.

58:20

Beginning of Chris’ interaction with
the village at the end of the video
after the Gule.

59:35

EJO OF DATA
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VIDEOTAPE LOGGING SHEET

PROJECT NAME:
TIME:

VIDEO:

00:00

Mangochi workshop; participants
assembling various equipment; 16<™n
film and vi deo.
Title shot with book from workshop.

00:53
01

:

10

00:40
02:15
03:50
05:40

07:45

08:08
08:36
09:50
10:00

Outside shooting of Mbumba dancers
with Gilbert & participants.
Drummers in medium shots.
FO & In on Mbumba dancing.
Women back inside to view themselves
in the training room.
Some medium shots, dark for the most
part. Pointing and laughing.
Back at the workshop reviewing MWM.
Open with shot of the monitor and
pull back to the ...short.
Mag. Wipe on kids at back of van in
Mponda’s village; cut to kids at
generator; starting up the
generator; CU shots of the generator
and the van;
Setting up the video at Mponda
village for 1st viewing; Kids.

10:26

11:36
12:00
12:42

13:35
14:44
15:17

Switch to final prep for viewing;
Beginning of crowd management;
Participant explaining what will
happen.
still waiting for the show;
Great shot of child smoking.
Van now parked alongside of house
for the viewing. Viewing of the
demonstration of extension technique
with villagers;
Pan across villagers viewing;
P climbs aboard the van to address

T

SHEET #
AUDIO:
inside; small talk

Drums.

Singing and drumming,
very nice sounds.
Lots of laughter and
loud crowd sounds
inside.

Kids dancing to music
from the van, a bit
distant

I
ask participant to
ask kids if they know
what the machines are.
Kids go to Mangochi to
see video; Q about
karate * and viewing.
Excitement, kids
shouting;

Mostly quiet here.
P uses microphone with

loudspeaker PA system.

1

16:00
17:26
18:30

the crowd;
Cutaway to cow and chicken?
Beginning of MWM viewing.
Large crowd shot watching video on
top of van.

1

A bit hard to hear,
distant.

Crowd noise picks up
with recognition of
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VIDEOTAPE LOGGING SHEET
TIME:
21:15
22:45
23:20

VIDEO:
Pan across people viewing;
(reveals growing size of crowd)
Cut to end of HWM - darker now

PAGE #

2

AUDIO:
people on the screen.
Soundtrack in
background.

Crowd response to Gule

24:00

25:11

CU of Gule dancers and old woman on
video screen, dark surround, some
f 1 icker
End of Mponda
viewing.
Back
inside training site at Mangochi
P’s watching a slide/tape show as
part of IEC training.

MTENG0 WA M0Y0 VIEWING AT MALINDI VILLAGE
Associated crowd
sounds and music from

26:10

Mag. wipe in on assembling crowd and
van on the soccer field.

26:18

Men organizing the children who have
come to watch;
Beginning of crowd address for the
viewing.
Team of P’s setting up film screen
for later viewing; CU shots of
children eating cane and the team at
work; pan across the crowd and cut
to x-longshot of crowd setting in.
time reference present; crowd
viewing the video by this point.
Pullback on crowd response to Gule
on the video; pan across faces in
the LARGE crowd with some zooms on
single face responses.
Pan across faces of elder men and
leaders in the village; then back to
crowd shot.
"THE END" title over;
Shots of the interviewing after the
viewing of the video at Malindi

the van.

27:14
28:30

30:30

32:30

34:00
34:42

35:30

Little sound at this
point; some soundtrack
in the distance.

Initial laugh response
then quiet as people
listen to final scene
of video.

Theme music from video
Too much crowd sound
to hear questions.

MTENG0 WA MOYO VIEWING AT KASANKHA VILLAGE
Gathering music from
Shots of the van at opening 11:00am
van.

37:00

Shot of Tione and women gathered at
the bwalo

38:27

Crowd at Kasankha bwalo viewing the
video

41

:

41

:

00
35

42:15

Addressing the crowd and explaining
the interview idea
Crowd breaking up; women getting up
from the ground; people dispersing;
Interviewers working with small
interview groups; some leaving to go

Sounds of the MWM
soundtrack in
background.
Large noises as people
watch gule with old
woman.

Crowd sounds.
Music from van
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VIDEOTAPE LOGGING SHEET
TIME:
42:53

43:26

43:40

43:50

45:30

47:50

VIDEO:
interview in seperate places.
Gilbert explaining something about
the interviewing. Interviewers and
Gilbert meeting about something.
Tione coming to ask about viewing
the old woman.
Old woman present.

Interviewees listening back to their
discussion on tape.
Gilbert discussing something with
the village headman; out of focus CU
Back to the same discussion with
village headman explaining ?
Shots of Tione with recorder in
hand; Old women reviewing the Gule
scene in front of van.
Gilbert addressing crowd with
response from one of the villagers

PAGE #
AUDIO:

© Tione asks about
reviewing the old
woman dancing her part
in the Gule.

Music from van. Tione
mentions something
about recording.

© Villager response to
translate.

END OF DATA LOG
48:20

51

:

36

54:13

Last trip to lake Malawi with Karen
and Jim at Golden Sands hotel.

The last (Chinese) supper party in
Lilongwe; Shots of friends and
relatives; in the kitchen with
Thomas cooking and tasting fish with
Beston, cook and Mary.
Kids at a playground in Amsterdam;
More shots of the city; Kalidopied;
Maduradam, The Netherlands to the
end of tape.

3

Music
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APPENDIX G

CHICHEWA TRANSCRIPT OF GOGO’S SCENE

Chichewa Version: Kwa Gogo

English Version: At the Grandfather’s

Mponda: Zikomo, zikomo.
Goqo: Apepe Mfumu, fikani.mfumu
e e

fikani,

Mponda

e...

Zikomo, zikomo, e e e

:

!!

Kaya

ali

bwanji,

Ayi,

tiri

bwino pang’ono, kaya

Gogo:

Mponda

Gogo?
inu.

Ifenso Gogo, choncho pang’ononso

:

Njala Agogo!

ndithu.

Gooo:

mdulo wosanena iai. Kaya
tipulumuka, kaya titani, kaya titani,
sindikudziwa, zonsezi adziwa n’Chauta.
I

i

i

i

i

i,

Mponda: Zonse adziwa n’Chautadi chifukwa
m’mene tafikamu, zinthu zaavutadi’tu
Gogo.

Gogo

:

Ndithu,

zoterezi

Mponda:

ife

kukula konseku, n’kale lomwe

zitinazione

iyayi.

Ndithu, zanyanyiradi Gogo, ndiye

ife

kubweraku Gogo nkhani ndi yomwe
mukukambayi, kuti ndi kale lonse
simunazione zinthu ngati zachitika
mmudzi munozi. Ndiye nanga Gogo,

mutu ukakula sulewa nkhonya. Inu
ndinu wachikulire mmudzi muno,
ndiye tati ii, tifike kwa Agogo

mwina angatithandizeko. Pang’ono
pokha kuti zomwe zavutazi, Achauta
chochita....
uko mwina angatithandize Gogo
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Gogo: Chabwino

Mponda

Gogo

:

e e e

:

lyayi,

mawu omwe mukulankhulawo

ngomveka bwino. Sikuti mukupita
mdera iyayi. Ye e e... Koma
mukanapita mdera nkanakuletsani
kuti

iyayi

dere palakwika.

Tiyeni

tipange chakuti chakuti...(e e e....ya a

Koma

a!!)

bwino bwino.

kalelo, kale ndithu kunali

Tsono n’dawona nthawi imodzi, chaka chimodzi,
kunabweranso njala, kunali nkhondo, nkhondo....

Mponda:

Nthawi yakale

zedi..

ndinamvanso akulu ena

ankayankhulanso zo nkhondoyo...

Goao:

Eeee!! Nkhondo

yakale,

koma

sinali

chonchi

Tinkaona mopala, kudya timadya
iyayi.
Koma chaka
chinochi yapambanitsa.

ndithu,

iyayi.

osavutika kwambiri

Mponda: Yapambanitsadi...(Kaya tawalakwira
Achautawo?)
Gogo:

Eeee,

Mponda

:

chiyani

yapambanitsa!!

Ndiye mutithandizapo bwanji pamenepa Gogo??

Goap: Kuthandiza kwake

kuthandiza kwaketu

nkosalankhula zambiri

nkomweko

tikunenako.

Kuthandiza kwake

iyayi.

Koma

kalelo akatenga

chani?? Mpalotu.

Kubwera nawo,

kusinjatu, nkupita

nawo pamtengo

nakaperekera akulankhulira.

kusinja,

paja

Ndipo Chauta

akavomereza mau amenewo, akavomereza.
(O o o o ).. .Akavomereza mau amenewo.

Mponda: Kukhala

ngati kukatsira

nsembe pamtengopo 7
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O QQQi

E e e e e...akavomereza. Koma lero, chifukwa
kwachuluka kunyoza...kuti ukati ulankhule, akuti
sizikumveka iyayi, ukati ulankhule, sizikumveka.

Kwabwera chiwawa...
MpQndg:

Ndiye Gogo chabwino, tifunefune zakudyazo.
Ndiye tikakonzeka, tizakupezani kuti tikatsire
nsembeyo.
Iyayi.

mudzandipeza

ndinka

Mppnda

Gogo:
Gogo:

et.al.

kuti

ndiri

pompano ndichoka

ine..

Zikomo, zikomo kwambiri Gogo, zikome...
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